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CHAPTER

I

THTRADICTION

The idea for this study was not original with the author, but came
from a suggestion made by:Dr. Paul Mj. Bretscher, whose help ond guidance
as

faculty adviser

might not
and

appear

are alco

tat

the

the effort necessary

limitations,

of courso,

herewith

subject

acknowledcad.

is broad enouzh

for the preparation
not

only because

At first

plence, it

to warrant

of a thosis.

Soriptural

the

There

references

tine
are

to the

baption of Jesus are quite brief, but also because theolo;icel studios
generally boen more concorned ahout the netate and means

on baptism have

ing of baptism as a seorament then they have bew: about the baptism of
Jesus

Jesus baptized, and what

te Hie porson,

His work,

are numerous

There

One objective

that

and the teachings

answers

doing

In

ae: been made
century,

twentieth

does

pronosed

this

event

have

in relation

of the Church concerning Hin?
to those questionse

in response

of this theais will be to roview some of the more prani#

nent eusgentions.
tions

significance

“thy was

lies the challenge.

But therein

ani ita significance.

this, we wish

on the

subject

to bear

in mind

contribu»

by theologians during the

we wish to oonsider

In partioular,

the

the

thinking

of

Oscar Cullraml and ¥_ F. Flemington,” whose works have been studied
more

dntonsively

than most

other

sources

listed

in the Bibliography,

logoar Cullvenn, Baptism in the New Testament, translated by Je Ke
8. Reid

(Londons SCM Frese,

on, F

1956)e

My. The New Testament Doctrine of

Se Pe bee aeRO

Bapt

Baptism (Londone

2
end also the observations

advanced by the Special

Crmission on: Baptism

which worked under’ the auspices of the Church of Scotand.® As wo weigh
the various views of such men, compare them with the thoughts of others,
end aveluate all in the Light of what God Himself says on the mibter, we
do so with the prayorful
just a gonoral
hand, while

that

of the

our findings

of the

to make

our

oym conclusions
already becn

a definite

problom,

we

shall

will be nies
said.

contribution

On the

than
other

toward a better

seok to exercise

will not be sonnthing

out of, the tenchings
Many

that

summarization:
of wit bas

attempting

underatanding

hope

dus

cautions

forced upen, tut: retner

80

dram

of the Holy Soripturas

propositions

posed

as possible

answers

to the questions

concerning the significance of the baptism of Josus show sone degree of
similarity to ono another,
ping

of thought.

morit,

But sven: though

and sore may

ety of thought

simple,

definitely

on the

pat answers

to include

and in sone instances, there is iwmuch overlape

prove

subject

Rather,

all

seems

sugrestions

to be unacceptable,
to

indicate

that

have

there

oan be no

1t would seem both reasonable and advisable

We find such a suggestion,

rinster Dictionary of the Bible, which says:
hia sympathy with

the sans

the very varie

several factors when discussing the significence

tion of our Lord.

to express

may not

dolm's work,

for example,

of the bap=
in the West~

“Jesus sought baptism partly

partly

to dedicate

himself

to

his owm work, ard pertly to express his assumption cf the sins of mon."4

Schurch of Scotland, Intorin Report of the Special Comission on

Baptism (Edinburgh, Blaoclaell, 195u)6.
:

4

Z

John De. Davis, "Snptism,”

"

5

The Veotminster Dioti

of the Bible

a\e pe os
(Revised editions Philedolpiia: \osaaluster Fre so Toate

oo

The Intorproter’s Bible, following a similar line of thought,

offers

three ansvers to the question, "Thy wis Jesus baptized?": one, that after

hearing of the work of John and the moral awakening which it ms produc
ing,

Jesus may

Johns second,

tiave wanted

to bring his

om

conraderhip

to tie

of

side

(and quite fnntastio in our minds) that there was a-possle

bility of subtle sin, "A shriniing from what might lie ahead"; and third,
that nover thinking of hincclf

in isolation,

Jesus

Adentified himsolf in utter synpatt; with his nation's needs

Te

was a son of Israel, and all that belonged to his people in heriVicariously, thore- .
ayo as well as in hone he teck upon hinself.
foro, ho would bo baptized into their neod for repentance, and with

ee
There

are

for thea express the urgency

other reasons

of commitment to the kingden .

wi:ich might be sinibonial,

inturpretation of the words of Josus

too,

including the

"thus 1t is fitting for us to ful-

.

7

fill all righteousness" (ntte 5:15).

Those words of the Savior, as well as the details of the baptien
itself, will recoive syecinl attention in the exegetical etudy that fol
lows.

Ye shall translate and analyse the accounts of the bapticm, as

found 4n the Synoptios, and alse the references to it recorded by Ste
John.

In doing this, we fool it will be holpful to give sorn thought

to Joim the Baptist, his miasion and message, and in particular, the
rite of baptien which he performede
lated

tions

which

questions

ares

Here, however, there are many re- .

lio boyond the scope

Had Jom met or inom

of this

thesis.

Jesus prior to this

Such quese

or not? What mode

of bantiam did John employ in his work? and, did Jesus use the sane mode,
S&ialter Russell. Bowie,

Interpretor's Bibles
e
~

"The Gospel According to St. Luke,"

The

(How York: Abingdon Cokesbury Preuss: 1962), Vill, 78

4
or have the somes method,in mind, when He had [lis disciples baptize
others, and whon He instituted the Sacrament of Baptism?
which

for lack of complete

will nevertheless
ter

cannot bs answorrd conclusively,

recoive some attention.

of references,

the writings

informtion

or leck

of thom,

Other questions

Here we have in mind the mate

concerning

of St. Paul and other ports

the baptien

of Josus

in.

,

of the New Testsmsnt outside

the Gospets.

writings

for the most nart, beon limited to

published during the tventicth century,

representing the thinke

ing of various Gorman theologians, as wll as English and Anoricans

‘The

major librory sources for the rescarch were: Pritelaff Memoriol Librory
of Conoordia Seminary, St. Louiss the library of Central Theological

Seuinery, ond the library of idland College, both located in Fremont,
Hebresin.e
ecd Version,

Quotations
unless

frou the Bible
othorwise

are

indicateds

talten from the

Revised Stand=

a

The research for this thesis has,

CHAPTER IT

A Tss@UAL STODY CF TE SCRIPTURAL ACCOIST
The Latthean Account (itt. 3:13-17)
Ow
based

study

of the baptism

on tho Gospels

in the

of Jesus
order

as recorded

in the Biblo will

in which they appear

be

in the Scripturese

Iu bogiming with the account as fomd in St. Matthew, wo shall therefore
consider first that description of the svent which is the lon-est among
the three Synoptios.
John the Baptist

Our study will give uitontion to the ministry of

in a later chapter.

only with the baption of Jesus
Thon

itself, as desoribod

desus came from Galilee te tho

by him.

For the present,

we nro

concerned

in Matthew 3113<17s

Jordan to Jchn, to bo baptized

doh would have provented him, saying, “I neod to be bap=

tized by yous ond do you ooze te me?"
But Josus answered him,
"Lot it be so now, for thus it is fitting for us to fulfill all

rirhtoowness.”
he went up

‘Then he consented.

imwdiately

And when Jesus was baptized,

from the woter,

and benhn!d,

the hecvens

were

opened, and ho saw the Spirit of God dascending like a dove and
alichting on Him, and lo, a voice from hoavon, saying, "This is my
boloved Son, with whon I am well pleased."

Tho evangelist begins the account with tho word réres
of its

usage by Ste

nificancos

Hatthow micht

tempt

the reader

A correlative adverb of time,

which follows

in tims.

to overlook

its

sig-~

it is used to introduce that

Here it sets the stage for what te to follow,

and prosupposes, a8 Bruce points

scribed the Messinh.

The frequency

out, that: John had foretold and de-

‘It may also indionte, as Lensk’ curgests, that

linfras Chapter Throes ppe 20ffs.
ment,

he. Be ‘Bruce ,. "The Synoptic Gospels," The

edited by We Rovertsan Nicoll ontad Mee

Publishing Company)». Ie 856

caitor's

ae oe De
Tile

Grook Testae

berduans

°

6

f

at this time the Baptist was "at the full height of his activity.">

verb Tepayivera

The|

4g identioal with that used in verse 1 concerning John,

end inplios more than en act of motion.

It means to come in the sonse.

|

of “appear, nake a public appearance™* and Lenski comnts thot “as the

Baptist stepped out of retirenent into his great public mission, eo Jesus
now does the aame.””
seems
form

However, the motion involved in this &ppearance

to reveive euphasis by the use of the threes prepositions,
of the

effect,

historical

rosults

sonewhat

and the

'

in a dramatic

Thus Jesus comes frou Xn/ Galileo, toén/ the Jordon, towards

Tpé ti Buptist.
presses

presout, which

.

purpose,

The genitive of the infinitive roy Buntic
A fit wie
in order to be baptised by hing

It may imply, as Lenski

says, thot Jesus requested site, ta baptize him?
& minor question of te:ctual verinnis

i

ovcurs at tho bogimning

of

verse 14, where Nestle adits Iwdyvgs, and the aubjedt is undorstood from
the

third person verb

form,

On the

other hand,

the KSV, Tie Expositor's

Greck Sostancnt, end Lexold axe among those who includo the name Johne

Tho mooning, of courses, reusins the samo in oithor case.

The verb dia~

Kwidw used only here in the Now Testanon’, inplies on earnest effort

to prevont cr forbid (note tho ia}, and the inporfoct is uscd to auggest.
a persistent bud unsuccessful attempt,’ “A key word for this entire
52, C. He Lenaki, The Interpretation of St. Matthow's Gospel (Col~
wibus:

The Wartburg Presd,

10%),

pa Lae

4, PF. Arndt and Fe We Gincrioh,A Croo

;

glish Lexicon of the

New Tcetaront (Chicago: The University ‘of Chicszo Pross, IS5Z), p. B90.
Stenali,

6Ipide
eee
The

loos

ait.

:

’

Be Bruce, Ode Gites

pe

BSe

7

study is the verb Zorrifw, which when transliterated into the English:
language as “baptize”, does not help us to understand
Arndt~Gingrioh

Lexicon says!

"Dip,

4ts meanings The °

immerse, mide dip cneself,-wash

2

(in non-Christian lite aloo "plunge, sink, drench, cverwholn', etos}e"®
Thus this word desoribes
or some

other

explain

the significance

of this

significance

determine

the

liquid.

action which brings

Doesorlbing

the

—

action,

of such activitye

in another

precise morning

Virtually all lexicons

chapters

into contact with water

however,

We shall

doos not
treat the

fully
question

For the present, we wish to

of the word fanré

and authorities

w itself.

agree that the

basic meaning

of the wordparr: ® 48 "to dip" or "to plunge”. Flemington, who has
assembled a concise summry of authoritative

co:ment on the word, saya,

"the verb Aumcife in an intensive or iterative form of the verb Srirris
both moaning "to dip” or "to plunge".?

Both Flemington and Cullman seem

to tuke it for granted that when the word is used to describe the baptism of dokn, it necessarily implies

immersion.

Thus,

in comparing

John's baptien with the dowish baptism of proselytes, Flenington flatly

asserts that "both use baptism by imersion."40
without

actually

having established any basia

Likewise Cullmamny
for the

claing

assumes

iuerersion wes the mode of baptism emrloyed by John, when he sayst

“The

Christien sacrament of the Holy Spirit, prepared and proolained in

STyidee

Pe 151.

Ou, Fa Flemington, The Kew Testament Dootrine of Baptism (Londont
Be Pe Ce Kop 1958)y pe ils

' WIpides pe 15s

that

————————~™~

8

Johannine baptisms reminod a Baptism, an Inmersion,"22

Although many

others share this view, tlere are also reliable authorities who do not
believe that John’s baptism was by immersion.
A very convincing .case
Oonsiderable

detail,

with

is presented
great

by John Murray ,>" wae

s)i11 and

clear

reesoninz,

goes into

to dumon=

strate thet Arnrifw need not mean immerse, but that this word and its
various cognates oun be used to denote an action which noither indicates
nor implies
Beitr

imversione

Fassages

fran the Old Testament where the word

-goours y without necessarily meaning imerse,

aret

Leve

14:6, Gly

Ruth 2¢145 and I Som. 14:27, Other passages where the word is used, but
docs

not necessarily mean

Humes 193163 Deut.
where panrify
merce,

immerse,

55:24; and II Kings

is used more

inolude

are:

Luke

Ex.

6:15.

frequently,

11:56,

and I Core

12:22;

surrey

without

defines

unripe

as a word which

0:93

it can hardly mean

In lisbrews

Bocnreepits oocurs, which can have several meanings,
Thus

173

Hew Testament passages,

but where
10¢2e

Lev. ‘436,

ime

9210 the word

including sprivklinge

indicates

a certain effect

itself expressing or prescribing the partioular node by which

this effect is semred.i5
Ag for the phrase zy Odare » found in Matthew 5:11, the preposi«
tion gy does not warrant the supposition that Perri fw means to imuerses
Baepler gorrootly states:

oscar

Oullmann,

"Nor does the fact that John baptised

Baptien in the Hew Testament, trenslated vy de md

S, Reid (Londons SOM Frese, 1060) De Lie
12 John

lurray,: "Onrietian Baptism”,

Wroidey ppe 1S-52e

The eae, Theslogieed

9

and gy: Wert demend a baptiam by iomersiion, for vies have here the instrue

montal use of the dative and of 7% indionting what John used when he
‘baptiscde"14

Furthermore, Manz refors to the observasion of Hamilton

‘that “the word Aarrijwis never in tho Scriptures found in connection
with the phrase tis dup 3 into watore"15
ferent

instances

at least
these

one

of early

of which

art piooes

Christian

datos

depict

He also doscribus tun dife

ert,

vack to tho

the baptism

illustrating
seoand

of Jesus

boptione] ‘scenes,

contury 4.D.
by John,

and 211

portray a sceno in which the Lord is standing in the wter

with Jolm pouring water over Hims2®
rofer

again

to Furray,

who

eat upon the

baption

camnot

of

-

of them

(not icmereed)y

As a final note on this unstter, we

suggests

that the baptien

by John received its symbolic fulfillment
that

Five

'

cf fire

foretold

in the cloven tonzues

disciples

at

rentecost.

If Yurray is

be doscriped

as

imorsion.e

Thon,

too,

of fire

correct,

Pater

such a

anceks

of

this phenomenon and relates it to the prophecies of Joel 2:28 (other
parallel

Old Testenent

prophecies

aret

Is.

32:15;

Frove

1:25;

and Dseke

56:25) where the Kevrew words jJ 1Y, 7DWana Pi} moon respectively "to
pour out, shed forth,
Returning

end sprinkie,"1?

once more

with verse lie

to the study

of the

text

before

The verb droxp/vojuet » when used.in a forma with:

strréry , 40 often left untranslated.

The reply of Josus Udes

Xere is

lésulter A. Baepler, "the Lode of Baptisms" Concordia Theological
Monthly,

X (August, 1939)»

5660

Concordia Theo
1S: . Ge Mans, “BANTIZO. » A Lexisographical Studys" Omaordts

logivas Monthly.

.

us, we continue

XI (Septombors, 1940), 679

Wrpidey ppa GOG=L7e
l?rurray, ope Lites

Be

127.

.

10

idionatio, %Jes

being the seoond aorist inporative of adinare: «

tooning of Kere

» which can herdly be fully reproduced in the Foglia:

On the

word "uow", Lona. observes:
The word "now" refexs to this moment when Jesus is about to assume

his offices. Sufficient reason for the Baptism of Jesus oxists only
Yrorw™ and could not ex}gt at ony other tize in his 1ifo or in con:

nection with

his work.

Te ought to note thet the phrase “lot it be so now” is not oa cosamand, but
rather a roquest to concoode to the umique mature
The phrase
copula,

mpsror

followed

by the

of the altuatione

érriV,

the present neutor participle with the

dativo

of tho

periphrastic perfect tense.

porson

end

the

infinitive,

is a

The pronoum Awiv refers to Jesus and dohn,g

but scoms to convey nore than the impersonal idea which might be rendere

eds "It%s all richt for us to do thie."

‘aro to do this.

Rather it ws

fitting for these

Thus Voorhis writes:

Tt sooms most nvturel te take the "us" as roforring to dooua and
John es ee « It was the protest of Jom which ws peeratitg the
fulfilinent of rirhtoousnesa in thot John, by porfoming tho rite
of baptien, would enable Jesus to do that wWaich Ho pone an aot
of righteousness 19

It was.not sceuething taat Jesus needed,
baptiaeds

but

beoause

public ministry,
As Lenski says:

of iis

as He now waa

it was an act which was significant
"Josus

proper that they should

quired,"20

request,

as did the others whom Joann had
about

to enter His

for both of theme

is thinking of thoir respective

offices.

carry out whatever thoir rospeotive

It was

offices re=

Neyer adds the note that this phrase presuppcses on the part

UtonskisOpe cites De 125
15onn Te Voorhis, "T° he Septien of Jasus and His Sinlessness," The.

Evangelical Quarterly, VII
tans, 2p e Gites

Pe

(1935), 42-3.

1266

li

of Jesus a clear vision-rogarding Ris vocation, and. Jolm’s relation to

it.7} the object.of the infinitive mAypiiee 4s arev Sixatooivan A
careful

study of this

phrase nerits

ing phrase réore aglin
administored

the baptism

special

consideration.2@

The cloa~

<irév, does not suggest the node fin which John
of Josuss

With verse 16 we have the feeling of entoring into @ holy place, and
sharing with the angels a glimpse of God Himself.

‘Tho action of the bap=

tism 19 presented as having been conoluded (the sorist participle bean-

tirGeds ) ond attention is imuediately fooused ox what folloved.

The

adverb £3454 which could modify Guntiche/s » 18 boot taken withavdsye
It telis us that Jeevs wont up from the water without delay co that the
descent

of the Spirit and the heavenly witness

ocourred while

Jesus vas

out of the water, most liloly standing on the bank of the rivere
the interpretation

Though

is possible that these events happened simultaneously»

Lenski points out that "the aorist participle preceding en aorist finite
verb (vs,

) ordinarily denotes action prior to the verb," and so he

says:

After the baptism was finished ( Gx irricGeis ), whatever may have
been the mode of administration,

Jesus without delay (4224/5

) walke

ed away from the water of the river, co that his anointing with the
Spirit of God did not take place, as many artists picture it, while

he was being baptised,

or while he stood knee-deep in the water,

put on the bank of the river, e Mttle distance fron the waters®>

2lyeinrich As We lever, Gritioal and Bxsgetical Handbook to the

Gospel of Matthew, tromslated by Teter Christies the translation revised
Frederick Crombie and ‘William Stewart (New Yorks Imk and
by
edited

Wagnalis, 1884), pe- Sts

®2ineray pe BELL.
*tensid,

Lge

Cites Pe 1296

‘

ov ae

The phrase kvifq dite rod Uduros does not inply that Jesus had been ine

persed-under the water, ond although Mark uses 2 rather thon X74, noi~
ther

clause refers

to the baptismel act, ‘but to what

followed,

as Lenski

says: "Josus stopped out of (&4) the vests onto the: banx andi wolkod from
( X10)

the water onto the bank."24

The next

.

clause ef vorse 16 presents us with an omasing theophany,

and begins appropriately with the demonstrative particle i, "beholde"

What happened was something dalling for speoial notices

It was more than

a vision, a3 some have sugrosted, since the Baptist asserts
33) thet he wos a witness of the event.

"The heavens™

(Jom 1:22~

(6c obpuvot)

the

plural being used alnost interchangeably with the singular, but penerally
employed as the preferred torm for the abode of God.®5

The verb 4/24;x

Onray , 1s the first acrist passive of ¢veyw, which means "to opens”
The passive means "to be opened”, end implies that such action takes
place in the case of "closed places, whose interior is thereby made ace

cessible."26

& textual variant is found in the Koine, C, and ple which

add «uri after the verbs “the heavens were opened to Hime”
in Nestle's

toxt, but Bruce and Heyer include it.

have sufficient basia for being inoluded,

It does not seem to

nor would it adé@ mich rsaning

Though Jesus alone may have seen the heavens

to the thoughts

John alse saw the Spirit descending,

and the parallels

have no reference that would suggest including wiTd e

PAToids

25aradtmiingrichs ope cltes pe 599—

26ra,"
Ibide.
-

It is absent

.

_t

opened,

in Mark and Lue

one SPrecrry oro oer

12

1s
: Jesuo,. the subject

of tho

80 in the next vorb, c7/7Vv.

opening

clause

in verse

16,

is subject

ale

Another minor variont appears heres both

Mvedpe and Gest havo the definite article.

ut the sense in either

case ia the sano and the receding without the articles scem to be the
correct ono,

The presont participles. kara fdfver

end bp yopueve" describe

not only whet Jesus sor, but whet actually heppenod.
with tho Holy Ghost ond with power (Acts 10:32),

boen aroused by the phrase Weel

srepterepay,

Cod anointed Hina

Taich discussion has

Did the Spirit con "as"

a dove, in that shoo end form, or did the spirit descend like , dove?
And why, in either case, as a "dove"?

.The particle wrec denotes ocm-

parison and may be troneleted “an, like,

4r?,"27

(sawthing)

like, lit., ‘as

‘hat Luke says, (luke 3:22) "the Noly Spirit descended upon him

4n bodily form, as a dovo,s" is ovidence thet 16 wan a visible appea-anco,
and suggests

that the particle expresses more than a comparison to the

monnor 4n which a dove micht déscend.s
form,"

end he feels

that tho

dove wos

graciousness of the Spirit."28
purity ond Peace, and hence

Lenski uses the term “dovelixe
“intended

idea

of the

Arndt suggests: “The dove is a syubol of

its forn dees

sorve very well

tation of God's Holy Spirit, who represents

true peace into huwen hearte."29

to convey the

in a manifes-

the highost purity and brings

There are other interpretations, but

since the text itself does not waggent any partdaclas expiemtion, we
2TarndimGingrichs ops cites pe 907% .

*Brenakcis Ope Gites Pe 152s
:
1!iilliow F. ‘ Arndt,

—

:

‘

The Gosnel Acoording to Ste Luks

Concordia Publishing House,Wels pe We.

—

(St. Louis,

;

—

UD T FI

‘4
believe it best not to indulge in too much conjectures
But Natthow says still more in his accounts
acooumt

is also

scnething

to make men wonder,

What follows

in his

so that the evangelist

tinuves, iene (G00 » end then describes the next manifestation,

con-

“ a voice

from heaven." The noun $w7 stands alone, the verb boing understood.
The preposition Z&« implies "from within," God speaking from out of the
opened

heavense"?

Another

variant

ccours

at the end

of this

olause,

where some manusaripts add pds «vroy » But we arain follow Hestle in dis«
regarding

ite

To inolude

1t would virtually necessitate

so that the next clause would begin with 7)

another

chance,

et instead of with ofrés irtiv.

Although Mark and Lule "record the words as being addressed to Jesus,
‘Thou

art my Son,

in thieh

the

Beloved,’

they were spoken,

etos, which we

hiatthew writes,

regard as the actual

"fhis

is

« . « * and

form

intends

—

the words for use"°! Generally, the some mamuscripts which add the var=

dont ppbs «orev bogin the noxt olause with ov ét rather than with oF ros
écv?V»
main

es

But most authorities

agree

that in Matthew the

text

should

ree

it ise

The olosing clause, which reproduces the words spoken by the Voice,

deserves special consideration, because it clearly reflects certein
passages

of the Old Testament,

as Bruce notes,

"the voice recalls

*Behold 3ly servant,

42:1

and Pse

2:72

On the

one hand,

and in some measure echoes Ise Stl,

I uphold Himg by ohosen one, Hy soul delights

I have put ty eplrit upon

S0Lensici, Ope Gites

Slipsa,

Ise

ilims’" on the other, "The title ‘Son

De 1356

in Hime

recalls

©

15
, Comenting on the message spoken by the Yoice out of henvon,

Pee 227-752
Plummer says:

‘

‘

Both Mark and Lule have

"Thou art My Son,"

which

sexo

authorities

have in latthew also; and this form implies that the volco had a

special meaning for the Messiah, and was not meant fer dohn alonose.
And, as addressed to Jchn, it tells him of the Messichship, rathor

than of the Divinity of Jesus.°5

He continues

by indicating

that the

statoment

may be taken

in threo ws:

1) This is.My beloved Son, in whom I om well pleased; 2) This is
iy Son, the
the Beloved

Beloved, in whom I am well
in whom I am woll pleased.

‘the boloved'
case

there

is a soparate

seers

Poe 217 0 0 0 0
Ceoil

John Cadoux,

title,

to be a reference

plensods 5) This
The. chiof point

indicating the Messiah.
to the Son

in his work The Historic

that "tho term ‘the Beloved!

is My Song
is whether

In ony

of God promised

HMission of Jesus,

in

asserts

is aluwat equivalent to ‘the only’, and was

@ current Meseianio appellation," end he adds that the original wording

of the Lucan purallel definitely suggests a quotation of Ps. 217695 In ‘
Vork and in the Alexandrian text of luke the heavenly voice procleins
Josus a8

6 Utes wou

6 & pen nres, fy cot

prompts G. We ie Lampe to coments
Yhoreas

in the

‘Western’

euddKnvk. and this

.

reading

in luke,

Jesus is greeted in the

purely Heesiunio terns of Pae 257 (which was a regular proof=text
for the Messiohsnip of Jesus), the version ( ] given by Mark stronrly
suggests that
that

Jesus is designated God's Son in words which indicate

His Sonship

und Nessianship

are to be

interpreted

in terms

of

the role of the Second Isaiah's Servant of Yaiwehy ‘he Hessianic
"Thou art my Son! of Ps» 2:7, is combined with an echo in the words

S2Zzruce, Ops

Gites

Pe

SSaierod Plummer, An Bseretioal Bormsua
tele aes Niue according
HiTiot

Stork,

TOD)e De She

roid.

35cq011 John Cadowx, Tho Historie Kission of Jesus (New York, Har=
per and Brothers,

1943), pe

—

’

87.

to Ste Lavthow (Lendont

_—

20s

|
|

16
4

16 dyanyros,

tv coe EDOCKATK

of the first Servart poen (Is.

42:1)
together with a passaro (Ig, 44:2) which woulc be road in the
first century as an intogrel part of the Servant prophecios.5o

At this
whose views
more

point wo wish

to refer to the

rerarding

significance

attention

counts,
taken,

the

later.

and the

Comnonting

Old Testament

cbrervations

of Christ's

on differences

passages

of Oscar

Cullman,

baptism will recoive

botwoen

from which the

the Gospel

quoteticns

ac-

are

,

he sayse

In the synoptio account of ifark and Matthew (Mark 1:10f. ond Fatt.
S:16f.) and, accordinr to wellenttested vorsions, also Luke (3:22)
e ¢ the proclamntion of the heavenly voice: “Thou are ny bsleve?
Son, in whom I-am well pleased" . « » consists in a citation fron
Ise

42:1.

That

sonrse

The

people,

ia

is, we hero

servont

have

of God,

in this

munner

who

addressed

After teking note of the varient
Luonan text,
from Is,

which appears

4261,

preferred

suffer

to the Ebed-dahwe
vicariously

for

his

in tne Old Testenents~

from the manuscript D found in the

to be a oitation

Cullmann states

here,

a reference
mst

«

that

from Pss

2:7,

rather

the Hark«iatthew version

than

is to be

and that

Christ at his Baptisa is not yet proclaimed King but only the ser= _
vant of God.
IJiis Lordship appears leter, after nis resurrections
but first of all he has te complete the work of the suffering Ser-

vent of God in direct connection with the menning
baptiom, and in fulfillment of this moanings®4
As further

evidence

vonly veice
{ho

form

ocnelusion

for his

that the declaration

is definitely related to Ise 42:1,
of words

of tho heavenly voice

Is, 42:1 only in one respect.
of the Hebrew abdi,

of donaxmine
of the hea-

Cullmann observes:

in the Greek

diverges

'my sorvant,*

und this

correot

translation ap-

56g. We He Lampo, The Seal of ths Spirit (New York: Longuans,

Green, and Company, 1951)y ppe oC-7e
57 oulimenns Op- Gites

BErpides, Be 17e

Pe

165

from

77ois would be the corroot rendering

‘1?

pears in the quotation of the same passage in Matt. 12:17.
But in
stead of ra7s » it is ures that stands heres The affinity of the

<7; and v/sFand the connection of the Hebrew words

Greck words

» éxAexrés and

bachir and jachid with the Greek roots xyer17Tos
fvove yevds

suggest that Jesus was first addressed as

sos

in

the Groek translation of Is. 42:1, while in the Semitic original he
4s designated as ebod, servant, which corresponds with the text of

This possibility mist certainly be reckoned with, espeoial=

Is. 42:1.

a passage which

ly at John 1334,

in the Septuagint

« g « Offers

for the Hebrew bachir, by which the ebed of God is

if the Hebrew form of the heavenly
But even

designated in Is. 42:1.

voice already contained the word 'Son,*
still

the

of the

rest

aa a well-attested var

tx /¢x705 9 which is the usual translation

dant not the word vies but

context

refers

in contrast to Is. 42:1,

to Is.

42:1,

the well-imown be-~

ginning of the Ebed-Jahwe song, and Jesus is then designated Son,

in

so far as, in the

role

he takes
of Gods nt
of Serva

the guilt of

his people [J upon himself in his suffering and deaths For he who
ie addressed in Is. 42:1 has certainly to fulfill the miggion which

4s more closely desoribed in the 65rd chapter of Isaiah.

Although Cullmann's suggestion is noteworthy, we believe that when Jesus

fs dosigunted as Son, this involves more than that "He takes the guilt of
his people upon himself in his sufferingand death."
He may bo

He is God's Sone.

called the true Israel, who obeyed the will of God which
men so

often disobeyed.
In his commentary on the passage, Lenski urges

the importance of note

ing both
the divine end the humen nature of Jesus. He writess
Unless we see the God-man in Jesus we shall fail to seé why God
should here call from heaven that this is his Son, the Beloved e« s « «

The announcement deals with the Son #yevxes with the Son as inoar-_,
mate in desus, and with him as now entering on his Messianic worke

Lenski also proposes
- the moment when God

that the aorist decries

4s historical,

going back to

His Son for the redemptive work, and when
seleoted

the Son accepted that work, md so he translatesi “in when I was well

*rpides ppe

1-lue

Orenskt, ops oltes Pe 15%,
a
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pleased."*2

However, Arndt seems to present a stroncer case

lating the verb as a presents
parallel,

in his notes

for trans=

on the same word in the Lucan

he writess

The aorigt ¢idecire has received various interpretations; (a) It has
been regarded as the gnomic aorist; (>) it has been viowed as the
veprosontation of the Aramaic (Hebrew) ‘perfect’, the assumption being that the language used was Aramaias
(c) it as voen onlled the ingressive aoriste Of these explanations (b) is here preferred. In
12:16, where Is. 42:1 is quoted with reference

form occurs,

God being

LXX differs) has « ‘perfect’

the

speaker.

to Jesus,

the

Tho Hebrew orizinel

(the

forms we translate with the present

tense e*

:

fho Markan Account
In Mark,

termse

the baptism

of Josus

(Eke 1:9<11)

is desoribed

Interpreters, take note of this.

tism ond

its reletion

to the

origine1

in brief,

action-filled

In his discussion of Jesus’
clroumstances,

Je He. Croed maintains

that "the Harkan account is clearly the most primitive.

If it rests on

authentic information, 1¢ must be derived from Jesus himself."*>
well be that our Lord discussed the event with his disciples.
them may also have been disciplos
sent themsolves

at the event.

bap-

It may

Some of

of the Baptist and might have beon pres

At any rate, we do not accept Creed*s

in+

direct question about “authentic information,” with its implied attack
upon the reliability of Scripture.

Also Bruce

seens to suggest sinilar

a

sane

a aa

Katte

oritioal views, when he writes that "the manner in which the baptiem is
reported is the first instance of foie

of this Gospel," ond that,

“tnid., pe 155.
A2rendt, ope oltes Pe 122.
455, Ml. Creed, The Gospel According to Ste Inuke (Londons Macllillan
ra
and Company)» pe Sue

Sa

eepeneeesennyenenencinnememeies
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compared with Luke, "who 4s influenced by religious decorum", the facts
about Jesus are reported (by Hark) in a "naked momer."“*

The Markan aoc=

count (1:9-11) roads as follows: —
In those. days
Join

in the

Jesus come
Jordane

from Hazaroth of Galilee ond was baptisod by

And vhen he

came up out of the wetor,

immodiate-

ay he saw the hoavens opened and the Spirit coning dovm upon hin like
@ doves and a voice cosmo frum heaven, “Thou are my beloved Song with
‘chee I am woll pleased."

The rather indefinite designation of time, 27 ixecvers rally Fwepais
(Uatthew has yore) suggests that this happened during the midst of Jobn's

whore

in Galiloo,

those

Jesus

At thot time,

activity.

camo, traveling froa his hone at Hasareth
childiood

spent his

he had

Wark ssya nothing about the purpose
thow does,

is made

but

proceeds

at

once

The phrase

youth.

"In

device for referring to rodemptive times

oon also be a Biblical

days"

and

to

of Jesus

tne action:

Kee

of any specific uode, nor dees tho uso of

coving to John, as Hat~
Berri

és

Ope

No nontion

indicate a submer=

However, Bruce comments that "the exprossion is

sion into the watere

pregnant, the ideo of desoonding into the rivor boing latent in cis a
Unlike intthow, Hark coos not identify John with the title é Bumcerns
(Matte 3:2), nor doos Merk say

anything about John's reluctance to bape

tise Jesus and the answer waich Jesus

gave him.

Sus Mark's

silence on

this point docs not werront the statement by Bruce that “it does not even
appear whether

John bad any suspicion that the visitor fron Nazareth was

6 ivyupore 7% « of whow be had spoxen."*®
The rapid-fire

style

44p -n0e, Spe Gites,

MOrpide, pe 8420
46r 44.

Pe

of Mark

543-

continues

in verse

30 in the phrase

20
Kee

bus,

The Zoxtus Roceptus. has

sug

ws»

but Bruce correctly ob~

serves that "the best texts have <d4ys uniformly in Marke"4?
sent participle

un Salva

with

The pre=

éx gives no explicit indication that

Jesus wos immersed, but simply desoribea tho action and indicates the
Place

from which

Jesus went upe

Mark does not have

the exolemation

found in Matthew, but by placing the verb ¢<dv before axcfowivers reus »
odpavous » leaves no room for doubt that Jesus saw the heavens rent.

Lenski, who follows tho Toxtus Roceptus and has ¢7/e » suggests that
"220% refers to the sight of the eyes not to an impression (Bindruck)
in the imer consciousness with no objective reality outside of it,"48

Of special significance is the use of the present participle vye solvers
Plummer

describes

it as

a graphic expression,

which

is the more

remarlmble

because

there

seems to be no other exemple of this verb « « « being
used in rending the hoavense
Here both Matthew and Luke have the Old Testament
vorb,s which was evidently in common, use for the opening of the heaq-

vonB, (itet 4veuwyGncav of oUpavot)s compare John 1:51; Acts 10:11;
Reve 4:1. So also in the Septuagint: Is. 64:1, Ezek, lil, which is
perhaps the earliest example of the idea of the heavens being cpeneds
In Gene 7311 the windows of heaven are opened for the rain, and in
Pse

781235 the doors of heaven

for the manna, but that is not the same

idea; nevertheless there also the same verb is used>e The Testanenta
of the XII Patriarchs exhibit the same constant usage: Leve 2:6, Sel,
16213

Judah 24:2,

The

last two passages

4ngly parallel to the Gospel narrative.

are

Messianio,

and are

strike

"The heavens shall be open=

ed, and from the temple of glory shall come upon him sanctification,
with the Father's voice as from Abraham to Isaaoe And the glory of
‘the Most High shall be uttered over him, and the spirit of understand-

4ng and sanctification shall rest upon him (in the water).e"
three words

are

probably ea Christian

interpolation

The

of early date.

ra,
482. Oe He Tenski, The Inter

bus: The Wartburg Press, 1961). pe on
49 py wauer, Ope Sites

De
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tion of St. Mark's Gospel (Colum

re

last.

;

21

The word seems more descriptive than avi

employed by Matthew and Luke.

The variant 7/o¢yjvevevs 48 not well supported.
The description of the descent of the Spirit also differs somewhat
from the account in Matthew and in Luke,
thew has 7/*ywy

Ges without the artiole and Luke has - wvequu

Again, Wark has”,

10 have

Merk has 7d rvtjwx while Mate

Matthow

Wael,

fr acrov instead of

es

Variant readings

re jrore

at the end of verse

«Tov , and the addition of x<<! porn,

But we follow the readinz by Nestle.
In verse 11, which giver the message spoken by the heavenly Voice,
the words

addressed

the words are

to the Son are in the second

spoken in the

third person.

The

person,

possible
60

Servant Songs

of Isaiah has been discussed above.

but

in Matthew

reference

to the

.

The verbal adjective

6 dyannr0s » beloved, according to Arndt-Gingrich inolines strongly toward

the moaning

only-beloved.

61

Lenski

:

coments

as follows:

The verbal adjective e xpannres is added by a second article. This
makes the verbal a kind of apposition and, in fact, a climax to 5

Ul05

«eee

as the

Like most Verbala, « «narts is passive with the Father

agent.

The verb KPRTEV y

om which

this verbal

is derived,

denotes the highest type of love, that which is coupled with full
comprehension and understanding

purpose « » « «

and

is acoonpanied

by corresponding

The verbgAz7v indicates the love of affections and

while it is also proper
the Father and the Son,

as expressing the love that exists between
it expresses far lesa than aperky o it

cannot be used atalil when the object ie umrorthy» e « « The Fae
ther

and with
loved Jesus by comprehending all. that Jesus was doing

ehis every acts
the purpos
of seconding

Thus

in a unique and singular sense,

Jesus is declared to be the Beloved

Sone

50sunras pe 16ffe

Slarndt~Gingrichs Ope Gites Pe Gs
a Pay

The Interpretation of St.

Mark's Gospel, pe 52.
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The Lucan Acoount (Lke 5:21~22)
Although the third Synoptist describes the baptism in fewer words
or Mark, he nevertholess adds details which neither

than either Matthew
of then inolude

in their accountsse

The passage

in Luke reads as followss

ie baptiteds and when desus also had been
Now when all the people wore
baptized and was praying, the heaven was opened, and the Holy Spirit
descended upon him in bodily form, as a doves, and a voice came from

heaven,

"Thou art my beloved Sons with thee I am well pleased."

Verse 21 begins with ¢ yevere coupled with the accusative acrist
passive preceded by ¢/ and the definite article.

The noun clause in con-

struction with 4évero answers to a Hebrew idiom. In this oase the noun
clause is the subject of £+éverd » According to Js He Uoulton, this conThe

struction represents more closely the Hebrew manner of speech.”

construction 2y governing the infinitive with 774s most commonly temporal,
and ocoours frequontly in Lake .5*
views

"the many baptisms

that

cocasions as one act,"=5

Arndt suggests that

this construction

John performed on a mmber

In one way, the phrase fy 7

of successive

Benrerbivae xr.

may be considered parallel to the genitive absolute Znr0d Benrichevres

in which oase x«/ would simply mean "and"; but if the word Kee1g inter=.
preted here as meaning "also", then the baptism of Jesus receives more

emphasis. We believe that Aerrie five. implies action antecedent to
SPRITE

Groek,

55 James Hope Moulton,

fifth edition

TSEC). pe tle

An Introduction to the Study

5
revised

by

54nat Dewitt Burton, 8

mont Greek (Bdinburghr Te&
Sa rndt, Ope

cites

°

3 ies Yorks

of New Testament

Tian Coo

of the Hoods and Tensee, in Tow Teste
cae third edition,

pe 121.

1596), pe lol.
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/

Beer rir Gévres.

The participle -olause used to roport the baptism wuld

suggest that luke 1s more intorestod with what followed than with the
baptism itself.

On the phrase A7fdv
rl.

wr

Nxoy

Aendt writes, “men

luke says that all the people were baptized, his words mst

not be prossed

to muon thut every dew requested baptism; he is usin; popular speuch."56
At this point Lule edds the detail that Jesus wes prayizi, npeterxowevou,
a fact not recorded in the accounts
ences

of Fatthew aud lark.

Othor differ=

that.might be noted hovo are the lack of referonce to the place of

baptiem, and that Jesus came to John from Galilee and Jom's
to baptize

Josuse

Ner doco Luke ox2licitly indicate who baptized Jesus,

although the context cortainly cuggests that it was
usos

the

scene verb

reluctance

as Matthow whon

tolling

about the

Johns

Although Lube

opening

of heaven,

the form is cifferont. lie has 2vewybavec eorist passive infinitive

wherees atthe has Avew ¥Ogrd/ and he usos the aingular 7oY ovpavov
where Matthow and Mark both have the plural.

.

The acousative with the infinitive, onvsed by the éyevere, oontine
ues into the next vorse, luke again odds a saw dotail by describing the

deaoont of the Holy Spirit in a bodily form, cywuri Kio eidéq

Arndt ob-

worves that while the coming of the Spirit es a dove is related by all
four Evangelists, “the expression "bodily form’ helps to bring out that
something visible ocourred."57
moons,

The dative may be taken as tho dative of

and adds weight to the conclusion that it was

Like form that the Holy Spirit descended,

in a visible,

dove-

Luko's 70 Mvézwe 70 dyrov

Booms an explicit reference.to the thifd Person of the Holy Trinitye

€ thide

Brae

—

°

g4

+ notes thet “as to the voice from heaven, Mark and Luke have exact=
Yatthow roporte the voice as spealcing not to Jee

suc, but about Tim, 98

Ne alco adds a very holpful footnote on the vare

«

reading:

/

vlog

pwov

2

4

EL

2

FU,

‘

eg

¢

TYME POY

f

rere VIKA

4

TE

8

:

saying:

i

font

e

ly the sane toxt, while

based on tho text as lieatle has it),
thet another

reading

tio

preference,

the words

According to tho prinoiplos of textual

of Tae 2:7 (Lik) « « © «©
oritioion which

But 2, Streoter, Hauok are of

deserves

lla a

‘the opinion

lt Ai

The roading of most *23 represents the tronslntion civen ebove (that

doss

rending

this

I follov,

not deserve

the profor=

It was found in Rone and Carthage, but the tradition of Al-

onoee

exandria, Caesaron, and Antinoh ja agoinst ite It is true that copy-iste wore inclined to assimilate tho various Gospels one to the ones
whereever

thore

appeared

to be a discrepancy,

why & copyist should hove [)

but 1t is hard to see

felt that the words of Pes 2:7 should -

be droppod, if the manuscript wiich he reproduced contained thems
Assuming that these words are not gemine, how shall we accowt for
their roproduction in so many Yestern masuscrizts.
An easy conjece

ture is that somebody had put the words
an appropriate

parallel

end

that

the

|

of Ps, 2:7 on the margin as

copyist,

baffled by the

exis-

tenca of what appearod tivo readings and of which tho marinal one
could be pgsumed to be a correction, adopted the latter as the gene
uine

onde

Before leaving the Lucan ecoomt we nay note hore on Intored ting sugges]e

tion from Fdersheim.

Reforring
to the fuot that Jesus “reas praying§ Ed=

ersheim says: “Cne prayer, the only one which Ba taught iis disciples,
reours

to our mindy "°°

While

this

is

only

conjecture,

to note how appropriate

the first three petitions

would have boon at

point

this

in the

life

The Johannine Reference

of

it is

interesting

of tho Lord's Prayor

Jesus.

(dns 1:29-34)

5 8,
ide
See

Sreides BPe 12le225
: pred Edershein, The L4fo and Tinos of Joens the Messioh —_
60,
Green, uid Company, 1907) Eighth edition revised, I, 283 »
Longuans,
York:
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- Although

Jesus,

the fourth Gospel :dees not desoribe

the passage

in ohantor 1129-84 corteinly

the

rofers

the Spirit which dmodintely followed that events

actual baptism

to the descent of

And in the witness

whioh

John the Baptiet previdos here, wo hove on {mporten’s ctatoment

which

is holpful

suse

Tho

passage

in underatanding

the sirpaificnnce

of

of the baptism of de-}

rondst

The next day he emr desus contln> tomrd hin, sad sald,"Behold, the
Lanb of God who takes ewny the sin of the world!
This is he of wha
I seid, ‘After re comes @ man who renks before mo, for ho wae before
met
I myself did not know him: out for this T cane baptizing with

mmter, that ho cicht ho revenled to Israel." And John bore witmoss,
"I saw the Spirit descond as a dove from honven, and it remained on
hire

I myself did not knew hin3 out hoe who sont re to baptize with

water

said to me,

"He

on whom you seo

the Spirit

descend and remain,

this is he who baptiges with tho Holy Spirit." and I havo soen, and.
have borne witness that this is the Son of God,"

|

The opening phrase 7f erred prev refers to the interview with the do~
putation fron Jerusalem.

It may have beon almost six wooks since that

day when Josus had firat come to John at the Jordan to be baptized by
hin, for the Synoptiste tell us that after His baptism, "Tho Spirit in=
mediately

drove

him out into

the wildernesa.

And

he wes

in the wilder-

noes forty days, tempted by Satan e » ¢ " (Mark 1112-13 end parallels).
The

inportent

was

not the
that

even

tiem.

thing

time and occasion when

He ms

baptized,

oa preached

Jesus wae

but what happened

The Interim Report of the Sxecial

by the Churoh

the

in Jolm's witness

account

of Scotland,

pointe

in the

baptised

fourth Gospel,

by the

Snptist,

na

in connection with thet bap-

Commission on Baptism,

up that significance when

in dohn's Gospel with the accounts

published

it compares

in the Synopticss

All the Gospele speak of the Baptiam of Jesus by John tho Baptist,
and all speak of dohn's Baptism not for its om gale, but for ite

relation to the Gospolg It is spoken of aa the bogiaing of the
Gospel @hrk 1:1f),. There are differences betwoon te acoount of

The Synoptics
the Synoptic Gospels and that of the Fourth Gospel,
speak of John’s preaching and Baptism before the Saptism of Jesuss

|

a6

while the Fourth Gospel sponks
the
the

full light of the Baptism
Dagtioa of Josuo in terms

Voice

of Joln's preaching ond Baption in
of Jesus. .All the Gospels spoax of
implying the Trinity, that is, of the

of God, of Christ av the Son, and of the Spirit

of thom sperk of tho
Baptism, but whereas

e 2 «.

All

descent of the Uoly Gpirs% upon Christ at Me
in the Synoptio Gospele Jesus’ hoaptising with

Spirit is spoken of in tho futuro tonse

« « « in tie Fourth Gospel

it is in the present tonso (John 1:53).
Though there is & differe
once botween tho Synoptic acocunt of John's Bentism and thes of the
Fourth Gospel, they ore essentially complementary.
The main inter@
+ est in all of them is the Naptism of Jesus, and the sirnificance of.
that ovent fer the Gospel.°+

|
Thus

to understand

John

what John had scene

1:29-S4,

we nood to keep

in mind

at the

outset

Duncan observes:

The significence attaching to the Saptist, however, is not thet he
adsinistored yeter-baptisn to Jesus, but thet he wes a witness to
the descent of the Epirit.
Apparently, therefore, the descent of
the Spirit was not a purcly subjective exporience in the soul of
Josuss it was. sonothiny: which the Joptiss sav, ond to which he felt

hinself ¢alled to bear testimony.”

John's tostinony, "Behold, tho Lamb of Gow” irvolves euch vast concepts
that we cannot desl with 2% here,

and because these words co not refer to

the Sactisn of dosva, wo chall eveid ony ocamont

on theme

In verse £1, end egoin in vorse 08, the Baptist says %decvs
Comertatora
when Jesus

hold that
one

Some

Jotm dic net tmow dssus at ell prior to the time

to be baptized by hing walle others believe

that

John did

rot proviously mow Hin as the Messiah, nor recognise His civine great~
ness,

Thouch no

one

cortainty how well

osn sey with

John

imew

desus

bee

fore is baptism, iis reluctance to perform the baptism (Natt.5:14) ine
diontes to us thet he wae acquainted with Sim.

But the purpose of

Sly aroh of Scotland, Special Commission on Baptien, Interim Report
of the Special Commission on Baptism (Sdinburgh: Blackwell, 1955)_ peve

Se corge Se Duncan, Josus, Son of Min (New York: The Mactiillan Com
}

panys

1949),

Pe

0.

:

‘

.

.
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John's izission was to propure tho way for Christ,

That Josus might ve

» he cao vaptizing with
made aanifout davepwhit on that account, dit 7o070
ae
.
Loaski commoutss

water.

The

2v<

clause

iu placed forvard for owjhasis

an} is sade

doudly

eughatic by the summary of it in Ma ToUre s for this vory rcagson

that he should be mide wonifest did John come vaptizing.
The sorist
pavepul fe gquotes ® purpose actually accomplished not ono meroly

attenptede”

:

Tha tostinony of John in vorsos

52-34 is a direst roferouce te what

The verb refec-

Jolm witnessed imodiatoly after Jesup had boon baptized.
peat

(poriect tonse)

indicates thet John still recalled whet he had

beheld

ut that evente

Sano

people

doubt

that en acta.

dove was

visible,

but we beliove that also tho accomis of the Syneptists indieate that the
descent
The

scen by desus and by Jelm as well.

of the Spirit was visible,

Ew pare

in vorse

S4 supports

our conviction

in this matter.

This

‘does not menn, as Lonaid points out, thot the Baptist saw ta dove’; what:
he sar was

dove.*
whiness

‘a8 a covo,'

a bodily fom: Indsed, b:t one that was ‘ast

Joln doos act ey that he heard the voice fron hewen, but the
& vies 700 besd

of the heavenly Voice.

may bo a ref=

Tlus the sicnifie

of the beptian of Jesus is to be found not only in this that He

woa baptised with water by dolm,
as Ha

Zorw

that he giver to Jesus otres

erence to tho prenouncensnt
cance

a

ome

up ont

of the water,

bud nlso in this thas at His baptism,
the

Holy Spirit

descended

upon Hin and

the voice of God the father declarod thant Eo was His boleved Son.
marvelous

event will be diacussed more

This

fully in ohapter feure

GSn, C. He Leuski, The Interprotetion of St. Joim's Cosz0l (Colm
buss Lutheran Book Concerns
S4rbides

De

1856.

Pe

®

|

CUAPTER IIL
AN LABGETICAL STUDY OF THE BAPIISH GF JOh%
The Origin of John's Daptisn
Although
of the
for

person

the

mitted

last

of the

act that accompanied

014 Testaront

his

prophotsa, who

preaching was

nevertheless a brief review of the life of Jom,

Zacharias,
the

does not protend to offer an oxhaustive study-

and work of that

distinctive

Baptist",

nine

this thesis

and

of his work should

significance

to the baptiem

lizabeth,

prove

of the baptism
of volm.

The

of
son

helpful

called

"the

the son of

in our offort to deter~.

Jesus, who

of his

of agod Zacharies

John had been sent by God to be the forerumer

om

accord sub=-

and his wife

of the Messiah.

He entered upon a ministry "for which he had been intended end prepared

even before hie birth, Luke 115-17; 42~443 76-77."" .fter spending his
early years
Dead Soa,

in seclusion

he appeared

in the wilderness

ay 4 preacher

near

his

alone the banks

hone, wost
of the

of the

Jordan

in the

year. 26 A.D.” ‘Zeginninr in the wilderness of Judea (iivtte 5:1) he seems
to have gradually worked hio way north, throuch the G1 Ghor or Jordan
Valley, until he arrived at Bethobara (Joim 1:28), a ford of the Jordan
above beth-shean aud near
lp, BE. Kretzuann,
eordia

Bible

the Sea of Galileo,

Populer

Fublishisy: House,

uela)y

abowt trenty miles

Commentary of the Bible

from

(8t. Louis, Con=

Lg log

John Be Davis, “John the Baptist," The Vostminster Divot!

pe
(Revised editions Philadelphia: Westuinster Press, Tits a post

of the
®

we

22
Ragorethe®

Sone question has been raised whether or not John had been associa- |
ted with

the Easenes,

days of his youthe

conteot with

then,

them, and porhaps was even a member

Tf his

aged paronts

Brommiles

surzents,

community»

lived with

thom

during

Although thore 4s no Scriptural evidence

evor had any ou¢word

mew

or possibly had evon

had died when
that

John wos

he was
raisod

and that when he finally

felt

ale

isa

that Sohn

possibility that

of thoir commnity
still youn,

their

he

for a whilee

it could be,

by tho Sssenos
thet

the

.

as

in the Quaren

separetion

from so=

clety and seorot teachines kopt them from being a “voice, that “he

turned his back upon them and want out to become thet voice.

He did not

forsale tho wildernens, but he found placos in the wilderness where he
could mot
points

people md prasch to then."*

out thet neither

his

But the Essenes were nom
kinds,

dross

On the other hond, Bdersheim

nor his ‘€ped was

“hat

of the Essenese®

to have praoticed ritual weshings of various:

inoludins what Brovmlee describes as on “initial bath" taken by

one who wes

admitted

into the

commmity,

and if John had ‘been affiliated

or even acquaintod with such o croup, that might help to explain his ow
uso

of the baptional
before

rites”

proceeding

further

into

an investigation

of the

possible

Siam Fahling,the Life of Christ (St. Lovis, Concordia Publishing

House, 1956) pe 140.

$3, U» Bromloe, "John the Baptist in the Hew Light of Aroiont
Scroll,"

im The Scrolla and the New testanent, edited by Krister Stendahl

(Hew.York: Larpor, 1057)— pe Oe

;

Bs iered Edersheim, ‘The Lifo and Tires of Josus the Jesnich (ew Yorke
Longaans, Green, end Company, 19 Ors Yr, wi.
CS
6
Brownlee, Ope

chte,

pe

58

:
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origin of

John's baptism, wo ought to consider his

waich baptism was

the unique

is safo to eacuae

John hd

dotails

oomected with

aid he understand
@ Bonse

of urgenoy,

calling or work,

and distinguishing mark,

‘eo volieve

of

that

it

loamed 25 a child some of the extraordinary

his birth.

tie nature

But how rok:

und inportence

and tiv

answor

die he mow,

of his wors?

given to those

and how well

Le worked with

sont by the

Jews

to

ask him about his work (John 1:19=20) indicated a aloar conviction thet
ho had seen sont vy God, to propure the wey for the corning of the Lorde
Thus

T, .

arson

trics

to recapture

the

doha recoivod a prophotic tuall."
caught up by the mighty
fairs,

appointed

thoughts

of Jom

le found himself irresistibly

to tusia Which he dared

history",

and

For John tue religious
Touplo,

which wus

he sayss

current of the divine activity in human af=
not refuse,

@ message which he must at all costa deliver.
“enking

when

thus God would

use

iurnished with

le imew that God was

nim in the making

of ite

live no longer meant ths solem rituel of the

his horeditury

vocations

meditation on the iniwrited treasures

Wor

did it mean quiet

of Israel's

devotional life,

or nysticel union with the Absolute.
ather it meant that he was
apprehended by God the king, and that the divino authority and power
entorgd inte hin and worked through hin as he yielded himself to
theme
:

dust as John's

"prophotia onll” may rightly be oulled 9 divine summons,

g0 also the message that he proclaimod «az the declarntion of God.
message

inoinded both warnings

but basic to it all we

pentonce,
Kingdom

and aduonltiona,

of Heaven,

Thus

Duncan

99 woll

the anncuncerent

doscribes

the

as a call to re=-

of tha

burden

The

appreach

of John's

of the

preaching

when he says:

Ge sounded aloud, it is true, his proclamution of judrment and his
call to repentance; oui it is also
purposes of Salvation, thus taking

true that he deolored to men God's
bis stand in tne one direct line

of succession that linked him, on the one hand, with tho greatest of

his

prophetic

predecoasors,

andy

on the

other, with that Holy One

77, Ye Manson, Tho Seryvant-lMeasioh (Cambridge: The University Press,
1963),

pe

S8e

:
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for whose
waye

coming he sorved,
4

in the providence
.

of Gnd, to prepare the

That, of course, was Jolm's worke He wos sent to prepare tho waye
not

acok to establish

a new religious

body.

iMcnson

observes:

He did
,

doha's mission wes not on end in liaelf.

Tt is clear that he row

garded

groator.

it as the preliminery

to semothing

Wis

part wes

to

prepare Israel to met her God. The fimdnnental principles and motives of his work ere thus incompetible with the iden af fomding
& new sects
dolm's business was net to found o now dudoism out to
miko

better

dewig

not

to lar dem

observence of ‘the existirs onde”

But

te do that

ronvous

tine.

14 was necessary

for

a ney

Jom

code but

te bein

pet mere

‘

to bresk dum

fedthful
the ere

concepts pertelaing te the TMingdom which wore so populer at his

“ans

therefore continucs his anolyeis of John's work by sayings

The task of John thus has two aspects.
tho

con?idenoe

thet

tho Messianic

hope

Nagntively he hed to destroy
wee

2 ciltecd: ed security

from which every reasonsdly cood Jew wight expect te draw 2 divie
donde
Tonitivolyr «= ant it is here thet the recl crorntaess of John
lios =~ he set ont to croste a Now Israol to moot the coning Stronger
Ones
Ho aid not lmor <= how could he? ~= thot it woul! take some=
thing thicker than Jordan water to bind the Now Israel tozether,

thet the New Covenunt that would create

ed in Hessianic blood.10

However,

that the
mert

we should not couclude

becezse

the New Isreel xust be seale
of Mausonta

baption of John wae uilaportan’t and ineffective.

of the beptisael

“the baptizor".
likely originated

rite brought

him the

title

of “the

final

remark

His eaploy~
baptist”.

enong tho Jows thenselves,

as Sohlvtter indicates when

Juhannes ols Bannerns stam:t von der duden=
¥

£

?

schaft, nicht erst von dor Christenhoit » » eleven Mrk, Tw aves
ae AAA

PIE

ors

It is worth noting, too, tint this desi;metion most

he sayss “Dip Benenzuny Des

aR

.

6

i

TES,

fueorre 5. Dunean,
pany, 1949), pe 82.
Svansons Ope cites

lOTpides pe &7e

Jesus, Son of Han (New York: The Xacilillen Came
Pe 456
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Bamrfuy gibt Hat. mit Bumcrorss das Paldstinishe."2+
But now the question arisest

“there did John get the idea of bap= .

tiem ag a distinctive part of his ministry?”

It does not seem likely

that the use of Baptism first originated with John, end 4t is evident
thet there were ceremonial washings prescrived in the Old Testament (Exe

B9144 3020s 401125 Love 16226=28 ots nlite)» Furthermore, Flemington
observes: "The use by New Testament writers of barrreops and ita cognates

of John's baptian, without any attempt to explain their meaning, is most
intelligible if some similor rite were already in widespread ween
This does not mean that John's baptiam was not a divine
that its significance was not new cr wiquee.

very pertinent:

institution, nor

The remark of Edershein is

“that John preached, that he also gymbolised by a rite

which, though not in itself, yet in its applications wes wholly new."25 .
The willingness
tion does

of the Jews to accept this rite without

suggest that there was

authorities

good precedent

further explana-

for the practice.

But

do not agree as to what that precedent wase

Generally speaking, there are two possibilities fraa which John
could have developed the rite of baptism as it was employed by him: the

Levitioal purifications mentioned in the Old Testament, and the baptism
of proselytes.

Although Fahling asserts that John's baptism was com

pletely news and not something to be confused with either of the above

lp, A» Schlatter, Der Evangelist Matthius (Stuttgart: Calwer

Vereinsbuohhandlung, 1925), pe ee

12s, ye Flemington, The New Testament Doctrine of Baptism (London
Be

Ps

Ce

Kee 1963),

De

ledersheim, Ope

de
Gites

Peo

2780

-

SS
mentioned

possibilities,

his

position

dees not have mich to support

at,i4

The possibility of a derivation from proselyte baptism is also discounted

bys Ae Be Bruce, who declares: "John's baptiem was partly or wholly on
originality, not to be confounded with proselyte baptisms which perhaps

id not even exist at that tine,"45

yore recently, however, many scholars

are of the opinion that: the practice:
of baptising proselytes was already
in

force when

Jolm appeared,

istry in . unique ways

ond that he adapted
the rite in his om mine

Flemington, for example, admits that there is no

mention of proselyte baptism in the Old Testament or in the Apocrypha,

but he goes to considerable length to demonstrate that proselyte baptian
was on established practices when John began: his work, and that its “once
and for all" character and its significance as an act associated with
the transition from one life to another all point etrongly to the possie

bility of its being the antecedent of Christion baptiem..®
also ‘points

And though he

out several differences between the baptiem of proselytes and

John's baptism, he conoludess "If these striking differences are clearly
recognized,

there

is no reason why the

link between

the two should not

also be acknowlod;od."27
This does not mean that the proselyte baptism is the only possible
procedent on which John may have

dram,

Manson suggests

that John's

MPaniingsops ites Ppe 186~57
35 ‘Ay

Be Bruce, The 5)

mont, edited by We ate

éa

Tishing Company, nede)s Ty "706

. premingtons ope cites Pps 4-7e
Woe

oa De

le

is in The

e
ositor's

Gate tee

Greek Testa~

Pub=
Ee
2 rercmane
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baptism may have been of Jewish origing modelled on the washings pre«

scribed in: the Lawg

.

or, that it was an adaptation of the ritual of ine

mersion undergone by proselytes to dudaismy

or that 1+ was borrowed fron

the luatrations of the Essenos, oe none pagan ritual, lellenistic or or=
dental.” 8

But Hanson hingelf believes

that there 4s no evidence which

allows one to link John with Esseniem or with any pagan religions

He

. Goncludess
Tf we confine

the. search to Judaism,

ish lustrations

is the proselytes’

the most likely

ismeraion:

of all the

Jew-

and that for two rea-

sons.
First, the proselytes' inmersion differs from the othar Jew=
ish washings in that it is a once-for-all rite that ia not repeated;

and in this respeot it agrees with John's baptiem, which equally
seems

to have

been administered

once only to each postulant.e

ly, the derivation of John's rite from the proselytes'
determines

the kind of ideas

to be associated with

convictions

imoorrion

John's

and those ideas fit admirably, into the general picture

Second-

baytieme

of John’s

and expectations.

Other writers have expressed the same opinion, especially when discussing
what they believe
we find this

to be the distinotive nature of John's baptism.

Thus

statement by ‘white:

Baptism entered Christianity through Jolm, already a fundamentally
ethical idea, deriving ultimately from dudaist ceremonial washings,
with associations of ritual holiness, and from the baptism of pro=

solytes, which involved very definite remmoiations,
John's *Baptism of repentance for the remission of sins" underlines this ethieal implicatione
The revolution in John's teaching is his requirement

of Baptism from Jews,

hia

insistence

that for entrance

to

Messiah's Kingdom descent from Abraham (signalised in oircumoision)
was utterly irrelevant.
The Baptism of repentance is thus delibere
ately

set over

against

olrcumcision,

and

it is,

of course,

new ethical Baptism which Jesus Himself undergoes
the hands of His disciples.“

just

and practices

this

at

WBysnsony Ope Oltes PPe 42=5s
Wide

Po de.

.

es

nH. GS

205 -E. White, "Some Important Issues for Baptismal Theology," The
Expository Times, LXI (January, 1950), 111.

;
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Assuming

that there'is a connection between the baptism of proselytes

and

John's baptism, Brownlee asserts:
The originality of John would be in his insistence that this rite be
applied, not only to proselytes, but to persons who were born Jewde
If so, this would imply that the whole notion was apostate and sin=
ful and if it was to become the people of God 1t must, gater the so=
olety of God's people through repentance and baptisms”
Another

unique

canoe,

Oepke

feature
calls

of John's baptism

attention

to this

is its eschatological

factor

signifi-

4n the wordse

Thre Eigenart hat sie aber auch der Proselytentaufe gegentiber in
ihrer gang unpolitischen md unritualistichen, ausgepriigt sitt<
lichen Orientierung, ausserdem in ihrem engen Verhiilimis sur Eschat~
Ologie, Auch die Proselytentaufe ewar kann wohl eimmal eschatolo-

gisoh begriindet und mit einem Bussruf an die Polytheisten vertmmden
worden, Sibs 4, 165, (533, 20)s Diese Wendung liegt dem Judentum

an:sich nahee Aber bei Johannes ist die Verbindung wesentlicher umd
aktueller.
Nicht den Weltunter gang hinaussuschieben ist hier das
Anliegen, sondern gas Volk ffir dae nahe bevorstehende Konmen Jahwehs
bereit

Perhaps

su machene”

.

the nature of Joln's baptism oan: best be understood if we

compare it with the Jowish baptism of proselytes, as Flemington does.
Pointing out what he calls “obvious similarities between the two rites",
Flemington says:
water,

Again,

"Both use baptism by immersion and both employ flowing

both rites mark

in some

sense

for those baptized

ning of a new life and inoorporation into a now commmity."@5
proceeds

to discuss

baptism the subject

three striking differcnoesg
seems

baptised

to have

the begin-

He then.

first, that in proselyte

himself, whereas

John adnin=

istered the rite to the candidatess second, that John included Jews as

—
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well as Gentiles

in hie baptism, whereas

the baptism of proselytes had

been for Gentiles onlys and third, while the baptism of proselytes held
. 4mportance.as

a means

of cerencnial purification,

for John the

ceremonial

aspect had receded into the background, and 4 was the moral emphasis
that cams first with him.?* Sone of those same similarities and points
of difforence are mentioned by Browmlee, who says:
John's originality would be the great stress upon the once-for-all
baptism of the intitiatory rite and in extending a public invitae
tion for all to repent and be baptizede
Jghn*e baptism was also

an administered rite, not a self ablution.
According to Flemington, however, the most important difference between

proselyte baptism and the baptism of John is that John's baptiem “was
not only thoroughly ‘moral’
‘eschatological’.

in ite significance, but also thoroughly

There is the closest connexion between Jolm's baptism

and his proclamation of the Kingdom of Gode"@®

But to understand now

what the expression "Kingdom of God" meant for the Jews at the time of
John, Flemington suggests

that we rid our minds

of many of the present

day associations of that term, and think of the "Kingdon" as “the divine
order,

the *rule of God’ which ia to supervene upon the present world

orders"?

Although man cannot haaten the coming of this Kingdom, John's

work was to prepare people for it by calling them to repentances
I¢ John did derive his baptism from the example
proselytos,

some might feel that this would be evidence

PAarbides
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of the baptism of
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that John used
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iumersion as the mode of his baptism
mentioned by Flemington.

However,

_ Proselyte baptism was by immersione

This is one of the "similarities"

he fails to furnish evidence that the

Considering the phrases av Tu Tee buy,

TOTAWH (mtb, SxGg Mark 116) and 4/5 rev Lop ddvav (uark 119), and
observing that we learn from John 5:23 that John also baptized
noar Salim because thers was mich water there

( vdare

odd iv

John Murray remarlesy

in Ainon
EXEL)»

)

The expressions used and the consideration mentioned an reference to
Ainon, that there was mich water there, do not prove that immersion
was the mode and the exigencies of immersion were the reasons for

choosing Jordan and Ainon ¢ « » »

It would have been disrupting to

@ local comunity and an interference with their limited water supplies « » » it would be necessary
to moet the needs of those wio
congregated« « » for their om need and for the use of the animals

they may have brought.
Furthermore,

if dolm had developed

his baptism

from the example

of the

Jewish purifications rather than from the proselyte baptism, there may
then be even
mersione

ling was

stronger

According

reason
for believing that he did not baptise
by in-

to Be F, Atkinson,

instituted by God in His

baptism

in the

sense

lew given through Moses.

of a sprinke

As support

for this view, Atkinson cites Hebrews 9119,22 and the action of St. Paul
described in Acts 21:20=26, where the apostle purified himself by “sprinkling the water of purifications"@?

Atkinson therefore concludes that

queh © washing of purification
was well imown to the Jews, and so they

sutaitted to the baptism of John without question or word of explanation
from hime

28 sob Murray, “Christin Baptism,” The Wostainster Theological
XIII,

180-31,

—
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While taking into consideration’all of the proposals and evidence

-

gethered from the authorities listed above, we should keep in mind also

the fact that God Himself my have directed Jolm ‘to baptize, (see Luke 3s
2—43 dohn 1:6,55).and that through John's om study of the Old Testament
Soripture, as well as through direct guidance by the Holy Spirit, God

Prompted John to administer the baptiam that became the distinguishing .
mark

.

of his ministry»

'

The Nature and Purpose

In the preceding section of

sources which

of John's Baptian

this ohapter, we

considered various

may: hove been the origin of John's baptism,

Was neoessary at times to indicate certain differences
between these sources.

|

In doing so it

or similarities,

We have not attempted to draw any definite

cone

clusion, because Soripture itself does not inform us whether or not John

used baption in imitation of, or in distinotion from, any other similar
form, but only records that he said God had sent him to baptize (John 1:
But Soripture does provide informsticn concerning the nature and

purpose of his baptism,

Joln came as a herald, proclaiming (47°/0ew )

‘the message
God had given
to him (Luke 312-3),
to repentance,

Its content was a summons

and the accompanying baptismal rite is described as a “bap~

tiem of repentance for the forgiveness of sins" (Mark 14, Luke 5:33)e¢
In Bt, Watthew the onll to repentance stands alone «~WeTdVolitiom (Hatted

12)» and is‘ followed by the response of the people who “were beptized by
him in the river Jorden, confessing their eins" (5:6).

His message is an

acmonition to prepare for One who 4a coming, but only Matthew inoludes
the wpecktis declaration: that. "the kingdom of heaven is at hand” =

3 oP revert:

33 )s

a7

so

dpytay iv i Bucrchete riv oupavisy (3:2),
éls

Rdecrr

awaprowr

The phrase Betnt trp, WETAVMAS

(Mark 1:43 Luke 5:8) is really a summary of the

Baptist's mission and messago, and emphasises the close connection be«

‘tween baptism and repentance.

,

In order to understand the importance of John's mission and message,

we need to keep in mind that he attracted attention for more than one
vessieis

Menson correatly observes:

)

John was not. the first to preach repentance and moral reformation: .
he was not the first to meke washing a ritual act charged
with reo
ligious significance:
He was not the first to indulge in Messianic
propagandas
but bis was “the SSW
ther in an organio wmity.90

Nevertheless,

pentanoe.
as

the keynote of what

Ge brine B11 Cares: things Coge~

John said and did was the oall to re~

His great word was “e7%/oéire

,

:

Bawriope

META volese

.

and his baptiem is described
.

Dunoan analyzes John‘s work in this mys

John's first call, according to all the Synoptists; is for repent~
ance. And it is well to remember that to a pious Israelite repentance neant something far more than is implied in the Greek word

motanoia ''change of mind’; it meant e “turning to the Lord God, with
an earnest

desire

to walk in Hie ways and. to obey His will."

@ene moral earnestness Jay behind Johm's
sm was “a baptism of repentance for
and it clearly indicated on the part of
be cleansed in soul and to make a fresh

The

summons to baptiem, for
the remission of sins", ;
the reoipient g,Seeire to
stert in life.

At this point we find that there ie a difference of opinion rogard4ng the demands

John inposed on those who wore baptized.

Some scholars

Suggest that John would not baptise anyone who did not give evidence of
sincere repentance;

others assert that those who were baptised confessed

by such action that they were repentantse

S0ansons ope Cites De 59s
Sloumoan, Ope cites

pe

706

Thus we find that Schneider,

in

40
Support of the former view, cites Mark..1:5, Uatt. 517-10, and Luke $17,

and on the bande of these passages

sayss "Johannes ist nur dam beroit

gu taufen, wenn er cewies ist, das Frlichte der Busse hervorgebracht Wore
don."52

Qn the other hand, Bruce,

ple z Sawod oy ooweret states:
Sine gua non of baptism,

commenting om the usage of the partiaci«

"Confession wos not exacted as a conditio

but voluntary.

The

participle means while

con=

fessing; not, provided they oonfessed,"”>
Whether

or not

John actually demanded

evidence

of repentance,

or was

Willing to accept as sincere those who submitted to baptiem,

there can be

no: doubt about the fact that he called the people to repent.

He declared

them

to be unworthy
and in need of

purification.

Manson writes:

It seems to me that the point -- and it 4s a very sharp and stingAng point

~- of dohn's

procedure

is that he deliberately

invites

the

ohildren of Abraham to submit to a rite which had been devised for
the benefit of pagans.
He says in effects You call yourselves Jews,
you

olaim to be the

descendants

that belong to Israel.
the

status;

you have

of Abraham,

you demand privileges

You have no right te the name, no right to

forfeited

all by your wickedness.

You have

only one chances. You must begin where the unclean Gentile begins <<
at the bottom, You must rediscover, and relearn your dudaism from
the begiming. Galy,.20 oan you hope to have soy pars in tie good
time that is comings ™*
Plumer also stresses

the importance of the fact that John insisted that

the Jews could not enter the Measionic kingdom now so near, Abraham's
geed though they might be, without a thorough moral

connecta baptism and repentance when he says:

purification,

and he

"Those who came to him not

32 Jonannes Schneider, Die Taufe in Neuen Testement (Stuttgart, We
Kohlhammer,

1962),

pe 25s
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merely

confessed

their ainss by

resolution to renounce ‘them, "35

submitting’ to baptism ‘thay made

a public

Such repentance was neoeseary ae they

hoped to stand before the duninent juiguent of Gods Bruce even goes so
far as to say ‘that ‘the coning baption with the Holy Ghost ond with fire
was

not a baptien

VEG

qe

ig a

of grace,

but

one of Judgnents

He commentes "The

storny wind of judgments holy, as sweeping oway

all

"

that is light and worthless in the nation « » « (John) baptises with
water,

in the running stream of
eared

‘to enbien hae

Rae

AY of onoapes

emondment."96 ~
Many authorities procecd in a similar way, end sce a definite eo

chatological significance in John's baptiam,

Flemington asserte that

"two of the most prominent and characteristio features of the Baptist's
message
aro the note of apooalyptio judgment and the

with a new moral life,"57
tween

dolm's

call

Linking
of baptisn ,

Solmeider observes @ einiler gonnection be=

to.repentanoce

in

_—

and the eschatological

approach

of the Kingdom, for he sayse
Dieser

Bussruf

hat einen eachedeileglaction

henden Hereinbruch der Gottesherrsohaft.

risten auf die kumende facidetx

Grunde

den nahe bevorste=-

Dae ganse Volk soll sich |

ro Gedo »

Mur wor die ganse

Umkehr volisieht und ein klares Nein su seinem bisherigen Leben sagt,
wird su dem Heilsvolk
der Endseit gehiren und an dem Reich Gottes
teilhaben.
Sonst verfflllt er dem Zorn Gottes und ist von den escha
tologischen

Hoilagaben ausgeschlossen.”2

This eschatological emphasis not only distinguishes John's baptism from
SEaipred Plumer, An Rxozetioal

to St» Matthew (Landon fp Batam
36ppuseg ope ites Pe B5e

S"piemingtony ops dites Pe 16.
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Proselyte baptien, but 4t helps us to understand its purpose,

It was tict

sinply an initiatory rite. It prepared mon for the coming Kingdom, The

Intorpreter's Bible offers the thoughti "John regarded his ritual és be=
dng almost like a mark on the forcheads 4t sealed a man against the day
of inminont judgnent."® In view of this, we might say that Join's bap=’

tiem was a decisive act on the part of those who sulmitted to its In”
that act they recognised their need for cleansing, and accepted Join's
baptism as the answer to that need,
Jom's Baptism and the Forgiveness
Although we do not presume to offer here

of Sins

en exhaustive study of

Jolm's baptism, particularly ite nature and purpose, we are bound to give
attontion to its results or effectes

What were the results?

Was the

_ baptiem of Jom a symbolic act only, or wos it « sacrament, & means of —
grace by which God oonveyed forgiveness to repentant sinners?
baptiem of dom

If the

did carry with it the effect of forgiveness, can we iden~

tify 1+ with Christian baptism?

Scene scholars believe that although Jotn's baptism was more that &

views

exemple,

Gollins,

it did not actually convey forgivenesss.

ritual of cleansing,

for

it this way:

Bis’ baptism was a "baptism of repentance wmto remission of sins,”
thot

is,

it was the

sign that sins would be

It was

remitted.

fore a pledge of safety fran the “Yirath to comes"

there-

In other words,

the baptiem of John was eschatologically conditioned « » « those

-

*

.
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Johnson and George A. Buttrichy

The Gospel
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acc

to Ste Matthew in The Interpreter's Bible (New Yost hein Cokesbury
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whe wore baptized with his baptiem would certainly be
the Spirit when the time ocame.“0

=F

tized wi

-

Flemington writes in a siniler

veins "Those who had submitted to at could

kmow that

accepted,

their repentance was

their sins would be forgiven,

their memberehip of the future essianio community was secure."*2
statements

seom to deny: that John's baptiam was @ means

suoh.

of forgiveness,

and instead assert that it was a pledge that forgiveness would come. This
line of thought is developed by Lampe, who declares:
It was an ‘acted prophecy’ a tunsible sign of
purifies the heart, allows the penitent to be
eleot comunity in the approaching judgnent,
the reception of the outpouring of the Spirit
Baptiem signified spiritual oleansing and the

ents into the 'Rement’

the repentance which
mmbered among the
and prepares him for
of Yalereh »« »« » John's
entry
en
of its recipi~

comunity of the Wossiah,s

The hositance to say that Jonn’s baptisa did in fact convey forgiveness
to the people who repented and were . baptized apparently stens from the

view that such forgivenéss would ‘be-made possible only through the sacrificial death of Christ.

Thus Johannes Narns

describes John's baptism

an a pledge of forgivenans, dependent on the death of Christs
The baptiem of John « » « Was more than a merely external Levitioal
purifications rather it was an outward expression of an imrard hape

pening, the acknowledgment of the Divine judguent upon all floshe
But at the same time, it wos also the pledge of the forgiveness of
gins which God. promised upon every true
forgiveness of sins has become possible

nent,

But thie
sacrifice

er eeey G. Collins, "The Sacrament of Baptism in the New Testan
o" The Expository Times» XXVIIy 59“Tniemingtony ops Cites De 226
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Ge We He

Lampe,

The Seal of the

and Companys 1951)~ pa le
x

change of mind.
only through the

% (Sew Yorks Longmans, Green,

28 seek.

“
af the Lanby Who bore the sin of the world, ayg Who in lite om
tism by John assumed the place of the sinners

bap-

Basio te all of this is the interpretation of the phrase “baptiom for the

(8%) forgiveness of sins," (Merk 114 and Take 8:3) which may also be:
translated “into the forgiveness of sing.”

‘Plumer; who believes that

--

forgiveness was the ultimate rosult towards which the rite of baptism was
preparatory,

supports

baptism for the

his view by olting

remission

the otatonent

of sins refers

of Tertullian

to a future remission,

that

which was:

to follow in Christ (Be. Bapts ‘edly and he continues by askings
If it has been generally understood that Jolm's baptisn was a wash .
ing away of sing, would our Lord have éuuitted to it? Its main age
pect was a preparation for the Kingdoms and as such it fitted well
To every one else this
into the opening of the Messiah's ministry.
The Messiah, who needed no:
was an act of repentance.
preparation
repentance, could yet accept the preparation, -John's rite conssora~

pe
ted the people
bestow ite

to receive salvation;

it consovrated the Messiah sl

One of the prominent saieteciatas of todey whose views generally’

agree with the precoding line of thought is Markus Barth.

In the follow

ing excerpts,
we note his emphasis on the importance of repentance
in the

baptism of Johns

He says: * ‘

Wo Busse geschicht, sollen der Busse angemessene Friichte gebracht und

sichtbar worden (iatthe 5,83 Luke 5,8, 10-11).

Das bedeutet nicht,

das die Busse su einem Mittel dor ceheimen Selbstrechtfertigung wirde
Busse

ist und bleibt

ein

bot: sie wird "verldindigt”
meint nicht,

dase

der Mensch

ciitlioher Befehl wd

ein géttliches

(Mark 1:43 Luks 8535 Apge 15, 24).
sich

irgendwie

Sie

aelbst rechtfertigen

ktnne oder solle. Busse bedeutet aber, dass eich alle selbst so ere

kennen und betdtigen,™ wie os der ebttlichen Gerechtigkeit und dem
‘Gericht entepricht.
i

“3 Johannes Warns,

Baptism, translated

(Londons Paternoster Press,

567), Pe 200

from the German by Ge He Lang:

“4ermmer, ops cites pe 280
(fiarkus Barth, Die Taufe=-Ein Sakrameht? (Zurich: Evanglischer Ver=

lag AGe Zollikon,1961), pe Tite
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For the ohildren of

Israel to show such repentance was an act of deop

humility, ae Barth points out when he soyst
Sie

ist ein Akt tiefster Demlitigung--wohl der tiefeton Denilticung,

- die ein seiner

Herkunft und Verhelesung. bewuester

volisiehon konntes

Israelit

Johannose
Er hatte sie im Namen Gottes verlamdirt.
Wer
liess, fab nicht nus Johannes--er a Gott selbst reohts

rocht gaben,
According

ness

liessen sich taufen"

te Barth,

sichtbar

Diose Demlitigung war nicht eine Sohrulle

such Inmility

:

0 7520)0

4s significant.

des

sich taufen
"Die Gott

For although

forgive<

is not dispersed through Jolm's baptiemy but rather through the Com-

ing One and Hig gift of the Holy Spirit, the ropentance-baptiem of John
isa sequent for forgivensss and baption

of the Holy Spirit,

- He sayss

Die Vergebung knmn deswogen nicht als Gabe oder Wirlamg cor dohenn=ostaufe bezeichnot worden, weil sie erst durch don Kommenden bee
wirkt und susemoen mit dor Gabe des Heiligen Geintes gospendet und

|

gowllhrloistet, wird. Wesortlich gehtrt es zur Jordantaufe des Jo~hannes, dass sie einmal, wd gwar bald, duroh die Geisttaufe fiber=
boton und erflllt wird: "Ich taufe euch mit Haaser, er aber wird
..

euch mit dem Heiligen Geist taufen" (Mark 1,4 und Parsje. Diesel=.

ben Leute,

.

die von Johannes mit Yasser geteuft werden, milssen vou

Kommenden nosh mit Goist getauft werden,

Sie werden mit Wasser auf |

die Vergobung der Sinden und auf die Geisttaufe hin getauft: also .

auf das Werk hin, welches erst und nur der Kommende volisiohen und
vollenden kanne Die Vassertaufe ist in sich nichts Vollkommenes
und nicht Abgesohlossonese
Gie ist, was sie ist, nur durch ihre
Bosichung auf die Ceistteufe.
So ist die Busse nicht echt ome dle
erhoffte Vergobungse
Die busse ist nur oinnvoll wegen dor Verholesung
der Vergebunge
Die Busstaufe ist Sitte um die Vergebung und die Vere

gebung und die Geisttaufe.

Die Busstaufe

geschieht in der Hoffnung

auf die Erfiillung dieser Bitte. Abor erst mit der Gabe des Geistes
ist cis Gabe der Vergetimg direkt verbunden (vgl. dohe 20,22fen
je Bie
On the
der,

presents

Sr 14.,

wa
other hand,
strong

Pe

statements

115.-°

*T1yideg po 1250

another

contemporary
to. the effect

;

theologian,
that

;

Jobames

the baptism

Sohnei-

of John.

-
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did give forgiveness. Although he does not idontify John's baptien with
the

sacrament of Holy Baptism, he supports

ite forgiving oharacter when

he writes:

' Die Taufe vermittelt nicht nur eine rituelle Reinigungs ihre Wirk«
ung geht. viel tiefor,
Das Ziel, das durch sie erreicht worden
reg

4st die Sindenvergebung.
sua Jordan Komt,

Durch die Taufe wird also dem duden,

das suteil, was koin Opfoer wnd keine wt”

Wasohung aonst sustande bringts die Entelindi.cungs die ihn Bingang
in das Reich Gottes sichort

Selmeider also places

great emphasis dn the pact

in the baptism of John, and outlines

that repentance pjayed

his enalysis

of John's baptism thuss

Duroh den Genitiv

wird die Teufe dos Johannes’ in ihrer

EBigenart

Sie

charakterisierte

ist eine mit der Busse ver'nndene

Taufe, nicht ein rituelles Reinigugsbad,
Das gibt ihr das neve ©
und besondere Geprfge.
Es sind also folgende Tatbestinds featsustellen:

Busse

1. Die

radilmle Umkehr

foigen misse:

su dott,

Voraussetzung flir den Vollsug der Taufe,
lung wird ein Slindenbekenntnis: abgelogte
Kraft der eschatologischen Entstindigungs
sarmen Gind die Dedingung flr den Eingang
Die

Taufe

ist eine

die sich in Frilohten

der

Die entschiedons md konnscquente Umkehr ist die

oinmalige,

2.
Ss
4«
in

Wahrond der TaufhandDie Taufe hat die .
Umkehr und: Taufe sue
das Reich Gottes. 6e.

unwiederholbare,

duroh den THufer a

sorzene Handlungse 6. Sie ist kein objektiv wirksenes Sakrauent,‘gone
sie ist an eal bussfertige Boreitschaft dea THuflings gebunden.

While he thus 700s —

the view of Barth, Schneider also recognises

the preparatory nature of

John's baptiam,

ing. (gift of the Holy
Die

Taufe

Bpirite

as an act

anticipating

the qun~

‘He cbuervest

des Schemes hat

also wortierattenion Charakter,: insefern

ale sie: vor dem anbruch der Heilsseit liegt und ohne direkte Bezie~
hung su dem Messies ist. Sie enthHilt nur den Himreis auf die msBianiohe Taufee
Die Gabe, die den von Johannes Geteuften suteil
, wird, ist die Entaiindlgung, aber night die: Verleibmg des Heilicen
‘ Geistess
Erst in den tegen, des Messina wird die Ausglessung des-

Heiligen Geistes erfolgen,”9

4cchnetder
*rotdes

ope ott.
Olte,g

be 256

COrniags pe 24.

pe

254

.
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Whon: we exanine

. tho various

om

roprosonted above,

wo realize

that

none * of then agree with the position mninteined by Lutheran dogmaticlans,
masius,

In mony rospecta,
88

oan be

seen fron the

pers Christian Do
amples

the views above seom to parallel those of Tho-

ato,

quotations

of hie works

The following

supplied ‘in Ple-

quotation may Gorve ae an exe

:

"The remission of

sing granted

in John's

external and preparatory nature,

Baptisn vas of

& Bsonewhat

similer to the effect of the .Old

Testament sacrifices.
It did not make the baptized person a meme
ber of the kingdan of heaven, but prepared him for it.
Thus it

was a type of the Baptien
fore,

of Christ,

could not take.

:

the place of which it, there"Oo

a3

ii

That such reasoning ie still popular today oan be seen in the view held
by Murray, who,: a eoeh admitting

a similarity of import between amt

baptien of. John and Christian baptism, sayse
The character

of John’s baptiem was enningeee to the

character oft his

ministry. Jom prepared the way of the Lord and his ministry.was.
preparatory, transitional, and introductives, 50 was his baptism.
We may no more identify the baption of Joim with the ordinance in-

stituted by Christ than we my identify the ministry end mission of
John with the ministry and mission of Jesus 0%

) The Lutheran Symbols do not
However,

in Part

III, artiole

offer an explanation ‘of Jomn's baptism.
III

of the

Sualcald Articles, we

find a

coment
on the nature of John's works There von
is onlied
@ preacher

however,

of repentance,

for

the remission of

sins,

Le@ag

John was to acouse all, .and convict them of being sinners, that

might know what they were before God, and mizht aclmowledgs that
ey were

lost meng and might

thus be prepared

for the Lord,

to re=

é

5lprancis Pieper. "The Baptism of doln the Baptist," Christian Doz=
matics,

translated. by T. Engelder

ToS)» Til, 289¢

52iurrays Ope Cites

pe

1076

(Ste. Louise Concordia Publishing Houses

48
ceive

grace,

aud to oxect

ond

(our enphasis).&

accept from Tim the remission

Although thia statement fran the Sunlonld Artiolos
ically to the baptism of
preparatory activity.
was granted

of sins

doos not refer specif=

John, his work is described in terns whioh imply

But the symbols ac

SioueN the peptisn of £ dom.

not suggest that forgiveness be
Instead,

it seems to us that

the words "to expect and accept from Hin” ‘(Jesus ) the remission of sins*
indicate that not even the baptism
of John provided such forgiyensade
On the other hand,

Be Eckhardt,

Luthoran.doguaticians,
tism

of

draws

sumorizing tho views. of various

the following

John end the Saptism

eonparigson betareen

the bap-

ordained by.Christs.

Die Johannistaufe.wr von der Taufe Christi wesentlich nicht ver~ .
achiedene

Sie

hatte

1. denselben Uraprmmr.

Sie war von Gott

»«

e 0 « 2s dioselys Uaterie.. « « 5, dieselbe Wirkung: Vergobung der
Sinden.
Mark 1:4: prodigte: von der Toufe dor Dusse, sur Verrebung

der Stndens. Ink. 3153 Hatth. 8:7: dem: Zorn Gottes entrinnon. dohs.
3:58 gevoren sus den Nasser und Geist (dnmels gab es sur die Johan=

nistaufo),

Die Johaunistaufe war ein kriiftiges Sakrament.°*

Along similar lines ‘Pieper declares, “"hecording to Scripture, the Baptism
of Jom actually wos a means of grace with vis dative
mission) an wis affective

Baption of

John. is LikewLee

(power

(power to give re-

to effect faith)."

lle later

addse "The

Beater bee eg @ mexens through whioh

the Holy '

Ghost works repensration,” referring “$0 John 825.55
ever that not all panels would agree that

oe

We might note,

howe

3:6 refers to the baptism

*

687mo Smaloald Articles in Triglot Concordins The

of the Ev.

Synbolical Books

House, L02l), De 48le
Pub,dia
SB) Concor

Lutheran ‘Cmurch (Ste

te, Eckhardt, Honiletisches Reallextkon (SteLoutes Success Printing Company, 1914), ppe 640-41,
Bos spors Ope Gites

Pe

285.

~

.
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of John.
We bolieve thet we mst distinguish between John's baptism and

Christian Baptism, because the baptism of John bestowed the forgiveness
of sins in view of what Christ would do, while Christien Baptism bestows
it 4n view of what Christ has done. Thus,.in speaking about Johannine
baptism, Oscar Cullman says: “Its effect was forgivencas of sins,"56
But after thia he asserts: “Christian Baptism, when regarded as Baptism
for the forgivoness of sing,

is no mere reversicn
to Johannine baptism,

It 4a rather the fulfillment, which beoames possible only through the
completed work of Jesus on the Gross."°?

mis distinction algo receives

exphssis from Gerfeny who writes:
John's baptism was a promise, and Christ's baptiam the fulfilling of
the divine promise,
view

of the promise

John's baptiam inoluded forgiveness
of Christ

then

grants forgivensss of sin by virtue

cominc;

Christ's

of sin in

baptian actually

fact that He has comes

Hence, fhe relation is that between e promise and its actual Pulfille
mente

‘i

After reviewing John's baptist in the Light of these ccuments, we
believe

that 4t is difficult to prove from Scripture that by itself the

baptism of John bestowed forgiveness

on those who were baptized.

We feel

that it was « promise of forgiveness, offered in view of the coming Savior,
whose perfect obedience and vicarious
forgiveness

sufferingand death would make such

possible.

56ogcar Cullman, Baptism in the New Testament, translated by Je Ke

Bs Reid (lonten: SoH HS
BT rates

WSCO)e pe ke

De 13.

58zrngt Gerfen, Baptizein (Columbus, Ohios Fe Js Heer Printing Come

pany, 1908)» Pe 1556

CHAPTER IV ‘
AW EXEGETICAL STUDY OF THE BAPEISU OF JESTS
In Chapter Two we endeavored to anslyze the textual accounts of the

Baptiem of Jesus.

That analysis was not an attempt to give on inter~

pretation of the ‘passages

under

consideration.

te merely pointed up

the specific meaning of words, phrases, end the implications of certain
grammatical

constructions.s

Now,

however,

we must faco

the matter

of ex

position squarely. What did the Baptism of Josus signify? What did it
mean

to lim?

What

should

it mean

to ust

to answor

In order

these ques-

tions, we wish to review various interpretations which have boen offered,
consider again the words of Jesus "fulfill all rightoousness", and take

into account the inportance of the descent of the Spirit and the heavenly Voice.

.
An Introductory Summary

Our study of the

subject

Baptism of Jesus, Thile

of Various

uncovered numerous

Views

explanations

for

the

sane views vary slightly from othors, and som

overlap with others, it should be helpful to list the more prominent
suggestions.

Tho Interpreter's Bible lists three main reasons:

First: Jesus was renoumocings not any guiltiness, but the dear and
sheltered life of howe, that he might be consecrated to the danger=
ous mission to which he felt oalled.
Thus at his baptism Christ took

up that oross which he carried all his life and on which at the ast
hore to become « homeloss Men who had "not
he dieds lie forewent

where to lay his hoad" (intt. 4:20)5 Seound, ond perhaps centralijs
dosus et bapbiam took upon himsclf the comon gine Thus it decane
him "to fulfill all ricghteonsmoss" (3:15). John ond desus may or
may not have net until thie olimeotio nouent,
had lived -in Judea while

Josua

for John apparently

lived in Galilee

5 « e »

dJesua at

his baptism took the sin of mankind wnio himself, assuredly not to

61
become party to the sing but to share the shame and pains and, by
absorbing the sin into the whiteness of his orm love, to redeen
sirmera.
He repented with men as man, to redeem men «= in Gode
Thirds desus sought bapSiom because, in a deepening sense of destiny,

he Imow that God had some commission to lay upon himy and because

believed that the voice of God mizht ooze plenadingly, picroingly,
and with divine endoment through the_ministry of his brave cousin

wo was disciplined in righteousness

,

,

Although there may bo acne truth in al] the above suzgestions,
pear rather shallow.

One factor which cortainly has

Variety of explanations
one holds

that

John's baptism was merely a baptism

contributed to the.

conveyed

forgiveness,

men

Jolm.W,

have

for the bantism

offered

Voorhis

of thon to be wnsatiefactory
gumarising

or a

find it difficult

to

(iiebrews 7:26)

In an artiole entitled "The Baptism of Jesus and

Fis Sinlessness",
been

Whether

of repentance,

understand why Jesus, who is "holy, blameless, unstained”
should be baptized.

same ap~

for Jesus’ baptism is His sinlessness.

sacrament which actually

he

the variety

lists

four

of Jesus,

and although

and inadequate,

of views

that have

other explanations

hia

listing

which

he finds

all

is helpful

been proposeds.

in

;

a) Jesus wns baptised to set an example for others, and lest He of=
fend others by His om failure to be baptiseds b) Jesus was bape
tised beoause as a mon (truly huren) He desired to conform to God's

will for men around himy

o) Jesus wos not beptised for any ein of

His own, but vicariously acoepted the sin of man and

for it vioar=

fously wos baptised; end d) Jesus, though personally sinless, yet
formally or ceremonially (according to the Levitioul Low) was un=
cleen

through His

wmion with a sinful

monial necessity for Jesus! boptism.4
Of those suggestions,

peeple.

the first is probably the

There was

thus

cere=

least plausible of all,

Isnermon E, Johnson and Genes As Buttrick, The Gospel According to

St,» Matthew ‘in Tho Interpretor's Bible (New Yorky Mblspion--tokesbuny
S6, lool)y Vil, an
a
2 John Ws Voorhis,
Evango lical Quarterly.

"The Baptism of Jesus and His Sinleasness", The
VIIy

47<522

,

62

end Voorhis quickly disposes of it by observing that many people had ale
ready gone to -be baptized, and that Josus, was not yet @ publio figure so

that his baptiom could hardly have been of special significance to those.
who sew it, nor did Josus,

in asking

Jolm to baptize Himy mention any~

thing about His wanting to give others such an example.”
As Christians who do not question what the Soriptures

say of Jesuss

we agree with Hosa, wha says thet "Jesus cannot have had any sense of

guilt; He was sinless,
in His

life,

There had been-«there was=~ absolutely nothing

the thought of which made Hin quail

happy in His Father's prosenooe"*

before

God or feel une

However, Rawlinson points

some try to find a resson for Josust

out that

baptism in the muggoe tla

that ac=

cording to Hebrew ideas,
4t would bo impossible for one who wis truly mon to be certain of

his ow sinlessness, since according to the Old Testament and the

whole

Hebrew poiat

were inevitable

of view sins

of lpnorance--unconscious

sins-«

(of. dob 4113-19, 16:15; I Core 4:43 Hike 10:18).

Thus there are those wno argue seriously that the explanation is
found in the Gospol Aacordin; to the Hebrows as quoted by Jerazer

"Lo, the mother of

tho

Lord

and Kis bretaren kept saying te him,

John the Baptiet is beptising with a view to the remission of sins;
But he said unto then, That sin
let us go and be baptized by hime
hove I committed, that I should go and be baptised by him?
Unless

indecd, this very utterance of mine involves a sin of ignoranoo."5

But the whole testimony of Scripture rules out the idoa that it was for.
any

cin of His om, even one of

reluctance

ignorance, that

was baptized,
Jesus

The

of dohn the Baptist is in itself evidence that Jesus did not

Siytdy, pe 67s
4p, Je Davies Ross,

“The Baptian of Jesus,” The

torly» XVIII (Ostober 1966), 24le
.

Sa. Ee Js Rawlinson,

Gospel According.

Sait iter Tis
minster Commentary (Philadel;

slical Quare

———

os

Mark,
to
Sot

in The Teste

“Presd)e Pe 20ne

come to dohn seeking baptiam on account of His om
Yet even

the reluctance

Soholara

hold -that

sing for He had none.

of John is given different explanations.

John had known

Jesus

from early childhood,

Sone

and was

fully aware of the Messianic nature of Jesus; others assert that John
first discovered this at the tims of the baptism, or possibly during

en interview with Jesus juet prior to it.
The Meseiah

came

expressly

Thus Plumer declares:

to be baptized.

It was not because

John

recognized Him as the Messiah that he was at first umrilling to baptise Him,
Jolin had not yet received
the sign by which
he was to
lmow the Messiah, and until this special revelation was granted to

him he was as ignorant as others that Jesus was the Christ (dn. 1:33).
But he baptised no one without a preliminary interview, which in als
other cascs was a confession of sins as a cucrentes of ropentanoces
The preliminary. interview with hie kinsman fram Kasareth convinced
John that he was in the presence of One who had no sins to confess, .
and who therefore, in an unspeakable degree, was morally his superfore
It would be far more fitting that he should confess his sins

to desus and be baptized by Him, ths only Sinlosa One, And Jesuse « ¢
seoms to admit that John's plea for an interchange ef positions is
not a false
one « « « but He also knows that what both of them have
to do is. to fulfill what God has willed.
It ms God's will that all
Israel should be baptized and enter the Kingdom, and God's Son, who

claimed no exemption from paying tribute to the Temple (17: 26-26),

claims no exemption heres

But Plummer's conjecture that John determined the innocence of Jesus by

means of an interview
has little to support 1%, and although it 1s true
that Jon tells us "I knew Him not" (John 1:33), it may be, as Lonski.

suggests, that "this implies only that at first the divine assurance had
not been given him that Jesus was the Messiah"? What we do know is that
_ dohn,

either

through rewcione

6alfred Plumer

an Ei

acquaintance, or: sons

tical Commentary

on the Gospel

to St. Hattnew (ondsar ET TiSt Stocks TO ]e be Ble
Tr,
tmbuss

eee

C» He Lenski, The

The Wartburg

Presé,

Ge

Je Pe

other DOANB y did

Aco

o£ Ste Matthew's Gospel
e

feel

(Cole
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that 1t was ummocessary for Jesus to be baptised.

Voorhis sayss "Not. -

ignorance, then, ‘but knowledge of Jesus caused John's protest," and be~
cause his baptism demandod

confession

and repentance unto remission of

sins, "John sought to prevent the baptiam of Jesue

« «.« on the ground

of a moral purity that rendered auch baptism unnecessarye
dohn was

concerted,

86 far as

Jesus had no sin to confess, no reason for repent=

ance, no need for oleansings"®

For the same reason, the beptisn of John

had a somewhat different meaning for Jesus than it hed for the Jews, as
Schneider points out when he says:

Die Johamostaufe konnte ja filr Jesus nicht die Bedeutung haben, die
sie flr das jidische Yolk hatte. Denn sic war filr die Silader be~
stimt, die der Unkebr su Gost und der Vergeburr der Slinden bediirfen, Jocus abor war siindlose” =

Nevertheless,

as a true

Israelite,

or, wo might

say,

as the true

Exogetioal Comment

on the Words

of desus

Israel,

Jesus was baptiseds

It was a voluntary act which led Jesus to John, and moved Him to
Quest baptiam.

Observing that Jesus does not contradict John's evaluation

of the situation,
but speaks to him in words which sound
of a favor,

rea

Voorhis

like the asking

concludes:

The word “permit” (219) 4s certainly significant.

It indicates

that Jesus consciously saked John to do something which was not ne~
cessary« « « « Thus Jesus with John seemed
to recognize that the
normal reason for baptiem did not apply. There was no moral neces=
sity for it « «e. But if the baptism of Jesus was without moral

SVoorhisy ops oites, pps 29-405
9 Senannen’ Sohnoider, Die Taufe

Kohlhammer's 1952)» pe 25s

im Hoven Testament

(Stuttgart: We

-

necessity,

then we have reached this

conclusions thet morally. dosus’

baptism by John was apuroly voluntary act.10
Herbert

J. A..Boumen offors a einiler view.

“Shy, then, should He be baptized?"

In answer to the question,

'

Bouman replies:

He Himself givos the answer: “Suffor it to be go now (Mpre

); for

thus (oUrws ) 4+ bocometh us to fulfill all righteousness (ricav

' Fikatartvav
John,

je“

What Jesus is saying Appears to amount to thiss

I do not:dispute

the truth

of your

assortion.

I

notin

need of baptism for Myself;

you are right also in your feolings

inferloritye

should be exchanging

Ordinarily we

place.

-

of

fut now,

in this presont clrounstance, your baptism, which God co:manded you

to bestow on all the people, must be applied to he.
Soth of us have
a‘niasion to performs yours, to prepare the way for the Messiah;
Mine, to be tho Messiah.
Therefore you must do your job in baptize

ing Ue, and I must do Mine by being baptized,

“Permit:now,

this wy it is the right, the fitting thing (pte

fulfill all righteousness. 11.

for in

) Tor us to

The phrase, "To fulfill all righteousness,” has given rise to many
supgestions,

peddeeds
has

and we shall

received

The

importent ‘explanations

as we:

But we first wish to note that even the term “richteousness"
different

John understood
’

review the more

Baptist

interpretations.

the word

Sruce

in different ways.

had a passion

righteousness was narrow,

for

suggests

lesale

Jesus

and

He writese

righteousness,

sevore,

thot

yet

his

conception

of

Their ideas of rizghteouse

ness seporated the two wen by a wide gulf waich is covered over by
this genoral, almost evasive, phrases All richteousness
or every
form of it.
Tho special form meant.is not were compliance with the
ordinanos of baptism as administered by en accredited servant of
God, but something far decper, wiich the new ere will unfo}ge
John

did not understand that love is the fulfilling

of the law.

Although Lensii. agrees that the baptism of Jesus was more then submission
1Ovoorhis, Ope Bites

PPe 40-1.

lly. Je A» Bounan, "The Baptism’
of Christ With Speoial Reference to
the Gift of the Spirit," Concordia. Theological Monthly, XXVIII, 4-50

wont

12.

Be Bruce, The S

tic Gospels

in ths E

ositor's Greek Testa-

(Grand Rapids? ‘me Be tordaans Fiolishing CospanyTe 3 Pe oGe

56
to God's will-as

an act

of. obudion oe, he

sees

ia John's bapsise

"not ie,

but ‘gospel, not: demand to. obey but a eine oe grace to be received and
.Bogapted as “ouch," 8
Sian

in ‘this ways

Leuoki thon

expounds “the meaning

of the baptism

oe

a

Jesus. is
upon his

donating baptism by Joa ag the ‘right’ Way by which to ‘enter
great office, and he is doing thie with a fine sense of pro-

‘very Son

of God,

to put himself alongside

chooses

One, the

He, the:Sinless

John as well as himself.

prioty including

He thus

ful ones for whom Joim's sacrament was ordained,

sin-

of the

of all

connecta

.
himself with-all instanoes of John's baptisms for 1t is his wediae
Sy thus join»
tion that wakes these truly: effecacious for sinnerse
ing hingelf to all these instances of John’s baptiam:ne signifies
load er ali Thnes sin-:
that: he is now ready to take upon himself
‘
oftione
MCPS» ieGos 0 assume his Toda
Adolf
Jesus

than

Sohiatter

has

a diterent

as an act that

obedience.
Das

4 His

He states

Vertialten

Sikecoe/ygy

reohtigkeit,

Jesu wird

view,

He describes

righteousness

complete.

the vaption of
But

this

is more

iis view this ways
als

Gehorsam besohrieben

« 2 8.

sro cay

'

deokt nicht an den Gegonsats swischen Siinde und Ge=

sondern uterscheidet

Gervohtigkeit von Gerechtigkeit,

eine stilckweise und eine gange, eine anfungeude und cine fertiges
Was der Tiufer uad Jeaus bisher getan hatten, indem jener das Volk
taufte

und dieser

in Nasaret

auf den Tag Goctes

wartete,

war Gerech=

* tigkedt.
dun aber ergeht ein neuer Anspruch Gotites an beddes . und
indem sie itm gehorchen, macnen aie ihre Gerechtigkelt ganze

He then explains that the concept "fulfill" means to act out or do ene
tirely what is required:

dnp Wont

fede
die

dixueriva, vat dieselbe Verwondtachaft und Versohieden-

h rfypisv 7d 64 Gey » anit
vom pillastiniechen Sprachgebrauo
wie

Zitate

einyeleitet

hen bringen",
Mate

Wie

Binde

DIP

sagten die Pillastiner,

wird die

Gereohtigkesit

voll?

Mautetehen

siche

machen,

Duroh

das

Handeln,

“

15,, Sohlatter, Der Evangelist MatthHus (Stuttgerts Calwer-

Vereinsbuchhandlung,
1023), De OJe

SS

sagte

dadurch,

tensity ops Cites py 120.

lqpide

sum Stew

6,173; “voll machen”

&7

dase des gane cetan wird, was mit absoluter Dringischkeit als. ver=
Pflichtende Forderumg an den Mensohen herantritt.46

Ultimately, it seems Schlatter bolievos that the baptism of Jesus was an,
act of love on His part, and therefore ho sayse
Yas er tat, war im vollen Sinn Liebe.

Er gesellt sich su den Sfindern

und tritt in die Reiho der Verschuldeten, nicht fiir sich selbst die
Rettimg su finden, uicht wegen elsener Versohuldung auf der Flucht
vor dom kownenden Zorn, sondern weil er eins mit der Gereinde ud der

Triger der gBttlichen Gnade ist und er der gBttlicnen barmhersigkeit

Aber in dicso freieste Erveisung eigener Gite monst sich kein

dient.

selbstisches

Empfinden

ein,

das

vergessen liesse, Vielmehr ist

ihn die. Gebundenheit an Uottes Willen

gerade dis Uebung der freien Liebe

dass

von den Bewusstein bogleitot,

sie das

sein soliende,

schleohthin

von Gott gebotene, mit Gottes Willen fnereinstimsende Verhalten_sels.

Sie ist somit allerntchste, vollendete, “canze" Gerechtigkeite?’
Schlatter
concept

also

indicates

of love and the

that

in the theological

concept

of righteousness

thought
were

of the

separated,

Jews, the
but that

in the case of Jesus both become one, end so he asserts:
Hun wurden fiir Jesus beide Normen und beide Pfliciten eins, Dies
hat aber flir das ganze Verhulten durchvreifende Wiohtigkeite
Tele
ben

die Rechte-und

die Lisbespflicht Voncinander

getremt,

50 wird .

das Recht hart und die Liebe hoffirtige Aus ihrer freien Gabe wird

so ein Machterwois, der ihren Empflinger erniedrigt.

selbstgofliligen Liebestlbung schied sich Jesus.

Von dieser

Ea ist gant er

- kannte und gons getane Gerechtighoit, dass er seinen Ort bei den
Schuldigen hat und bei denen steht, denen Gottes Vergebung den Ein=

gang in sein Reich gewihrt.e
sein wid ebenso

Damit gab Jesus seinem Be jbetborusst=

seinem Gottestewusstsein

die Einheit.

8

He further explains how the duality ef thought in Jewish theology (con=
cerning God's righteousness and lis love) could cause uncertainty anong
men,

but that

factor,

in the baptism

and in this

sense,

16Ipid.

17pides ppe 89-90«
ride,

pe 90s.

of Jesus,

and for

God's

grace wos

this jeatniy

Jesus*

the

doninating

baptism was

the.

58
fulfillment

of all righteousness.

: He expresses

it this ways

Nach gwei Hasson, cagte sie, ordne Gott sein Vorh#ltnis zu den ven=
Schens: ordnet er es nach dem Mass

des Reonta,

so wird

inmen vorgol~

ten; vorwendet er das Mass der Glite, so wird iimen ceholfon und vere
geben « « « eo» Durch diese Theolorio wird das Verh¥itmis zu Gott. ungewiss,

da der Mensch nie wissen

kunn,

nach welohenm

voerffhrt, . Jesus war von diosem Gottesgedanken frei.
tes,

dor ihn sur Taufg

ganze

Gerechtigkeit,

According

to Sohlatter's

sus was

an act ‘of

iass

Gott mit

ihm

Der Ville Got~

filnrte, war h'chate Gnade und eben dorum die
:

view we might

obedience

say that while

to: fulfill God's

the baptism

demands,

it was

of Je=

clso-a dene

onstration of the grace of God, so that through His baptism Josus could |

bring the righteousness of Cod: to sinful mankinde
Another
Cullmann,

interpretation
He asserts: that

sion to undertake

the

roll

of the baptism of: Jesus is ‘offerod by‘ Oscar
in His baptisn,
of the

Jesus "roceives

suffering Servant

of God,

the commis~
wno

takes

on

himself the sins of hie poople,” and so Fe is baptized, not for fis ow

sins, "but for those of the people."@9

This thought opens the door for

Cullmanm's main seeiea teas "Jesus is baptized in view of his death,
whioh effects forgivences of sins for all mene"“2

Cullmann then speaks

of Jesus es an act which unites Hin in solidarity with
of the baptism
Hig whole people, aa

he declares that this gives a “precise meening” to

the words "fulfill all righteousness."

|

He writes:

ghe Baptien of Jesus is related to Jiwordvn, » not only his ows be

The word 74s
but also that of the whole poople.
dosus’ reply, which exegetes have
underlined here.

difficult to explaing

acquires a concrete meaning:

probably to
always found

Jesus will effect

ne)

WIyidee pps 201s -

20 vsenr-Cullmann, Baptism in the Hew Testenent, translated by Je Ke

8S, Reid (Londons 80: ross, ISG0), De les

2lypid,

59

a general. forgiveness.22.
Thus

he

fulfills

all righteousness,

"the One called te the office

accords to meaty

because

He am

of the Servant of Goa sho suffors for all

ie

othors."23,

The Baptism of Jesus and His Mossiabkship

Any exegetical study which seeks to interpret the meaning of the Bap=
tiem of Jesus must consider the significance
asa

and the declaration

doves

of the voloe

loved any. with thee I an well pleased"
laration recalls
because
as

cortain Hessianio

of mmorous
His

putting

other

Spirit upon

"Thou

from heaven,

(Ps.

passages

meny exavetos

art my be-

Because this dec@

1:11),

(ier

prophecies

Old Testament
Someone,

of the descent of the Spirit

2:7,

Is.

42:1),

and

waich speak of tne
readily

agree

Lord

that

at

the Saptism of desus, the descent of the Spirit and the heavenly voice
are definitely rolated to His Messiahsiiipe
Old Testanent petangss
Testament

wilch are rogarded as
od charactor,

nets

confirms

ouman lists several such
Menaienic,

shows how the New

and then comments:

An intimate, inseparable donisotiqn is established between tho Holy
‘he coming of the Holy
Spirit and the Messiunis activity of Jesus.
Fron this derives ths
Spirit 1s repeatedly pictured os an anointing.

Hebrow 7] WO

of whioa:-Xprores is simply the Groek translation.

of the unotion

of the Holy Spirite@*

That is to say, Jesus is the Yessiah, the Christ, precisely beoauso

But while many agree that this Hessionio significance

22rp14.
231pides pe 190
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Baptiem of: desus,
Himself

had

there are those who assert that prior to this,

ILttle, if

any Messianio

Jesus

consciousness.

The viow that the Baptism of Jesus marks the beginning of His exare~
Ness

that He is

the Nessiah

is

proposed

by Robert MaoIutosh

in his arti~

ole "The Dawn of the Messianic Consciousness,” whore he states tint the
Baptism

of Jesus

shows

"the

first full

and clear

emsrgoncat:

of Mossianioc

consoicusnoss?-° Aooording:.to MacIntoghy this involves the: 1) conscious=
ness

of Sonships

2) revelation

of the Divine

of the Bpirite-5

Soiousness

compelled Jesus to let others know who He was, and so he writes:
tells us thet

Jesus

the

idea

and 3) com=

mmication

The narrative

Re advances

complacency;

did more

that this new cone

thon

discover what

He wass

He disoovored what He was called to bes the Spirit descended upon
Hime
The Christ, conscious of llis Messiahship, canrot possibly any
longer owait a sipnal from without.
He is Cirists it is for Him, -

under God,

ts give signal to others.”?

Although they seem willing to concede that Jesus may have hed some aware=
nese

of His unique

nature

end mission

before

this,

Ernest

Burton and Shaie

ler Mathews support the view that the baptism marked the real beginning
of Messianic

consolousness

for

desuse

They say?

The language from heaven is the essurence to Jesus that he is

peouliar sense the object of God's love and approval,
we eon hardly deubt, in a mensure in which it. hog not
the cousciousness of his mission as the Messiahe

ina

and begetes
existed before,
;

25Robert MacIntosh, "Ihe Dawn of the Heasianiic Consciousness," The

Expository Times, XVI (Januazy-=liaroh, 1905), 158s
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They expand this view with the statements
From this

act,

wo must believe,

dates

the begining

of his

olear

conviction that he was to undertake the work of fomding the kinge
dom of Gods that he was the one whom John was foretellixge From the
moment the voice from heaven sounded in his heart ho devoted himself

with unswerving purpose and self-sacrifice
gi ndividuals

his baptism he was a prive
up the work of the Messiah,

in an effort to defend this

point of view,

to the new work.

after

Before

his baptism he toek

the Interpreter's

Bible maine

tains that
It

is not irreverent to assume a blow clarifying of Christ's mind,

a deepening

awareness

during

his

him a destinod and destiny=making
ment

is no false

or sacriligious

years

at Notareth

taske

that God had

for

That psychological moves

assumption:

it is rather the reve

erent aclnowlod;ment of Christ's accopted humanness « » «6 6 Thus
his experience
at baptism is in one sense
the issue of hia brood~
ing e « vo But the voloe
at the baptisn,yas also and creativelya

divine invasion, as the very words imply.”

Other authorities believe that the bestowal ef the Spirit at Hie Baptien
does not imply that prior to this,
, Goda

Spirit.

Josus had been completely empty of

But they assert that with this gift of the Spirit, He now

understood His calling more olearlye
we ore not to understand
devoid

Thus Plumer

asserts

that

that He who was conceived by the Spirit was

of the Spirit util

the

Baptieomg nor

that the gift of the Spie

rit then made ony change in His nature « » ¢ « But the new gift
of
the Spirit may have illuminated even Hm, .qnd made Hin more fully
‘eware of His relations to God and to mane
In like manner, Rawlinson comentss
The significance
4s for,

of courses

of our Lord‘s Baptism as an event of His human life
from boeing oxhousted

by the statement

that

fron

henceforth
He was certain of Ifis vocation to be Meusiahs That which
with power and
then come to Hin meant also that He was now equipped

“Orb tdes De 68e
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with authority
But others
elation

for such a work:

He is henceforth the Anointed of

insist that the besto
of thewal
Spirit was not a new reve

to Jesus, nor a gift to equip Him with

not previously possessed,

but simply the

would now begin His, Messianio worke

something which He had

public

deolaration

that He

Thus Me We Jacobus writes:

Jedenfalls bedeutet diese Verleihung des Geistes an Jesus nicht, dass
bis su dieser Zeit Jesus nicht in einor besonderen Weise im Besits
des gSttlichen Geistes war. Sie bedeutet nur, dase das, was ihn

jetst verlichen wurde, dor besondere Besits des gittlichen Geiotes

war,

veraniasst

durch

das messienische Werk,

su dom er von Gott be=

rufen war und'dom er sein Leben geweiht hatte (Luke 4:18f und Joss
11:23 Gle1-3). Mit anderen Wortens er kam nicht su seinem mossi-~

anischen Bewusstsein erst im Augenblick des Vollzugs seiner Taufes
Dass

dieses messianische Werk das Werk war,

su dem sein Vater

ihn

berufen hatte, und das ihn su seiner Taufe fihrte ale su der Bf~
fentlichen Verkdlindigen seiner heiligen Antwort auf diesen Rufy das
bezeugte

ihm sein Bewusstseiny

und einzig

durch

den Besits

dieses

gSttlichen Geistes konnte er su einem solchem Bewusstsein komen
und su einer soloher Verkiipdigung desselben geflnrt werden, als er
sich seinem Tierke weihte.
Sohneider discusses

the significance

of the anointing with the Spirit in

@ sinilar way, as we see from this coments

Erst die Geistverlel

macht ihn fhi¢,

den Dienst su tun, su dem

er gesandt ist. Es beginnt eine Geschichte in dieser Stunde, in
dieser

Person,

die Geschichte

einer neuen Welt.

Gott,

der seine

souvoriine Macht in der 5 ohbpfung lamdgemacht hat, wird sie nun offen=
baren in der Erlbsunge
He continues by suggesting that at His Baptism,

Jesus is consecrated

to Bis work as the Messiah,
and given the Spirit so that
He may have
authority to establish the Kingdom of God on earthe

He puts

the

it this ways

SZ pawlingons Ops Sites pe ile

35, w, dacobus, “Zur Taufe Jesu Bel lib, 3:14,16," Neue Kirchlichs
ne
Zeitschrift XL (10299, 62-3e
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Die

Taufe

ist die

Messiasweihe

fllr sind gwei Dinge konstitutivs
Jesus

und die Gottesstinme,

und die Messiasproklamation

Jesus

Da-~-

Das Herabkommen des Geistes auf

die

ihn felerlich sum Sohne

Gottes,

dehs

sum messianischen Kinig erklirte Als Geisttriger wird Jesus mit
gittlicher Zfove/< ausgeriistet « « « ». Durch den Geist wird Jesus instandgesetst,

die Herrschaft

Gottes

auf Erden aufsurichten,

Kraft des Geistes ermilontigt ihn su den Wundertaten,
den Satan und allie

gottfeindlichen

Geist die machtvolle Ausristung,

Beruf brauchte95

'

Die

sum Sieg fiber

Michte auf Erdensa

So ist der

die Jesus flr seinen messianigchen

og

'

The conservative view that the baptism of Jesus was not the begiming of
His messianic

awareness

also

receives

good support

from Voorhis,

who

deo

Soribes the baptism of the Lord as “the symbolic act whereby Jesus, humanly speaking,

indicated His

acceptance

of the vicarious

principle,

and

dedicated Hinself to that vicarious ministry and death which He regarded
as the Father's
man,"°6

will for Him and as the way of salvation

Proceeding

for sinning

on that basis, Voorhis then contends

Our interpretation umderouts all theories which see in the ministry
of Jesus a progressive consciousness of divinity, Messiahship, and
mission,
Jesus moved through the events of His ministry, not with
@ confused mind that slowly

crystallised

His approaching death, but with

in despair upon the

fact of

clear-cut. purpose to do the Father's

will in seeking and saving the loste

To be sure, there was a procres=

sive wfolding of the truth to the multitudes concerning Himself ani
His missions concerning God and the Kingdoms a progression deter~
mined by the capacity of His hearers to understand.
But the progres=

sive unfolding of teaching does not argue that the. tescher inows not

beyond the point of his expositions. Indeed, with any effective tea~
cher quite the reverse is truss The baptism of Jesus thus may offer.
some striking challenges to liberal views; and it may have a greater
part than has been realised in demonstrating the coherent, ogganic
unity of the conservative comept.of Christ and the Gospelss

Thus we may also refer again to the work of Bouman, who notes the

S5rnad,
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need to eliminate false notions. that have been developed over the. baptism

of Christ, He lists various erroneous views in this sumaryt
It has been s&id that here was the. beginning of Christ's Messianio.
consciousness; that the

the moment when the

of the Spirit was

ift

Loges took possession of the men Jesus and stayed with Him until His
death on the crosss that the unipergonal God endowed the mere man
desus with certain temporary powers, according to the teaching of |
dynamic Konarchianiams that, in short, by the descent of ae” Spirit
Sone thing was etre
to Christ 7a
ie aid not have befures

But in answer

ad such errors»

Bouman,cites

Sohlatter's view that the oom

ing of the Spirit did not make Christ the Son of God, but ms rather the
divine

signal, for which Jesus had waited, to ogin His deus

as Bouman

ehisries, the descent

Jesus, but “the witness

of the Spirit wan

of the Spirit's doncout

for dohne Henceforth he could =

the Lanb of Gods'™89
soent of the

Therefore,

important not only for

on Christ was decisive

did point to Joous =

ways 'Behold

For doous Himself, Bounan believes that "the de~

Spirit » « » ‘ gignified the public

opiasae som st

the

Father that now lis Messianic work in His threefold office was to begin, "40

Contiming the davelogeant of that thought, Bouman chows that now the
long years of walting to begin the public office wore over for Christe
The Son, who made Hinself the Servant of Jehovah

end would take no

step without the Father's sanction, now received that sanction by means of the Spirit's unotion and the voice from heaven so closely
connected with ite The events immediately following Christ's bap~
tiem and the descent of the Spirit show that the discharge of His

S8poumany Ope Gites Be Se
59rpide

.
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office is.the result of the Spirit's anointing.*!

Thus while wo. may firmly maintain that the coming of the. Holy. Ghost.
upon Jesus did not add to His divine nature, nor changs

Min into a Mite

ferent Person from what He had been, wo ens

as Bouman says,

realize,

that 4% did make clear that

according to His human nature and in His role as
hovah,

He lived {jand acted

in total

subaission

the Servant
of Je~
to the Father's will

and performed Mis Hessianio finotions under the Fathor's direction.
The descent of tho Spirit was the Father's way of Signalizing for
on His public
the Son the fact that now the time had come to enter
redemptive work and that the unction with the Spirit without measure’
endowed
sources

Him, according to Higoservant status, with
i
3%
of the divine powere

Because any action of Christ's,
must he

the

full

ree

or any act performed in ralation to Him,

linked with the purpose of the incarnation, that He came to be

" our Savior, the descent of the Holy Spirit on Christ aleo hes great sige
nificance

for us,

and so Bounan adda:

The soterlological aspects are paramounte
pilesee
with the
Spirit from above, Jesus began in very truth
ve the Christ, as

Luther points out: “This is the beginningo:pepe

New Testaments

Al=

‘though Christ was born aa a ohild, He did not yet begin His offices
Nor did He presume to do so until
He was called thereto
by the Fre
thers
In sum, with the Baptism the office begins; here He becomes
our Christ, our Saviors for this purpose He had com, as Isaiah says,

chapter Gl, which Christ applies to Himself,"*

Thus the Descent of the Spirit upon Josue immediately after His Baptian

4a essential for our understanding of Jesus as the Messiah, and for the
Savior Himself it was vital for the successful completion of His works
as Bouman indicates in the. statements

“lisa.

Pe
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Without the Spirit's

anointing,

Jesus would not be the Christ,

our

Christ, who repelied Satan's onslaughts, fulfilled all righteouse
ness, performed Hia prophetic ministry in His revelation of God to

us, His high priestly function in the perfect sacrifice
oeaselecs

intercession

for

sinners,

and rules

over

for sin and

all as ring and

head of the churoh until its final consummation in glory. a4
Before bbringing
Baptiem
morita

of Jesus,
attention

plications

to a olose

wo wish
because

this shopter of

to call attention
of its unique

exegetical

to one

exphasis

comment

other view,

on the

on the

which

possible

in-

of the verb avn Sactvsive - We refer to the suggestion of Ce Wa-

H, Lampe, who says that the Baptiam of Josus with the Spirit ws in a
sense "proleptio", a baptism which anticipated and guaranteed the future
promise

of the Spirit waich is weatld recoive and ‘then

His followers
symbolien

after He had

of Christ's

acentod into

—

in turn bestow upon

Discussing the possible

Baptism as recorded by Mark and Katthew,

writes:

Lange

.

The description of Christ as

from the water, which represents

His death, may possibly po
rere
to the Ascension, when the Spie
rit bestowed by anticipation upon the Servant-Messiah at the Jordan

was received by Him fron the Father so as to be
—an wh Biels henceforth be baptised in His name.
As evidence

for ‘this proposal, tenes

refers

out on ali

to the New Testament

usage

-

of avafeinting which 4s used eeven times to refer to Christ's ascension,
and he furthermore. declares.

that he believes

the Ascension

of Christ was

an integral pert of the apostolie preaching, being implied also in Philipplang

299.

1id.,

His reasoning

4s sumerised in this coment:

Pe 12.

45g, TW. H. Lampe, The Seal of the sett ,
and

am
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The Maroan and Metthean acoounts of the Baptiem may symbolize tha
fact that the risen and ascended Lord was the giver of the Spirit.
Such may be .the significance of the smphasis laid upon the ssconsion

from the water (st4dus, Zva Bai

v

et

£b0ds le ava faiverrs

which is most frequently use
ing up to the Temple sanctuary or
the holy city, is employed seven times in the New Testament of the
Ascension of Christ,
If this is the meaning intended by Merk and .
Matthow, luke onits to reproduce it, no doubt beggguse he has reserved

for Acta a full account of the Ascension itself.”

But 4t seems to us that the general usage of the word

eva Sats" made

the term appropriete for describing the action by which Jesus went up
out of the water,

and that

Lanpe's

inference

dram Prom cya Peivelw

can

hardly be sustained.
The

suggestion

;

has been made

that in His Baptism,

true Israel, who oame to "fulfill all righteousness."
sees an analogy between Israel's

Jesus

stands

as the

This sugzestion

coming up out of the Red Sea and desus*

coming up from the Jordan at His Baptisms We shall give this suggestion
more

detailed

attention

in the following chapters

46g, We He Lampe, "Baptisna in the New Testament

of Thoologys V (dune, 1955)5 1686

Soottish Journal

CHAPITR V
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE’ BAPTISH FOR JES'S
The Baptiem of Jesus and His Sonship
‘ Phe last section of the preceding chapter demonstrated the impor=
tance of the Baptiem of Jesus,

and in particular the descent of the Spie

rit at His Baptism, for the begiming
ship of Jesuss

and the fulfilment of the Messiah

But along with the descent of the Spirit in a dove-like

form came the Voice from heaven sayings
Thee I am well pleased"

(Hark 1s11)e

divine Sonahip of Jesus,

but,

Messishship,
nificance,
that

.

These words net only exphasize the
later, have led sone

©

a sign of His Senship than of His

For Jesus Himself, these words must have held special aige.
But we need not,

.

"Thoa art my beloved Son; with

as we shall observe

to conclude that the Baptism wos more

| ,

‘

'

and should not,

conclude

as Dibelius

does,

:

fhe original sense of this event is doubtless that Jesus at this moment was
descent
receives
claimed
at thia
the Son

instituted Son of God, and that this was made plain
by the |
of the Spirit upon Hime e » « the Spirit descenda, and Jesus
Him as a lasting property, and thus the greatness now pro=
was not formerly proper to Him, rather He recoives it only
mowente
The story tells, therefore, of Christ's adoption as.
of Gode2
i
.
:
-

To refute this liberal, wnscriptural view, wo

repeat what Bounan affirms

when he saya: "These words of the Father concerning. Jesus do not means.
of course, that right here Jesus became the Son of God,

luartin Dibelius,

Lee Wolf, (Glew Yorks

Fron Tradition AL Gosnel,

aclea erga

He was that and

translated

by Bertram

s6 Sons, 1085). Ppe #riniile
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is that fronall eternity."*:
_ The special. significance
‘ven cannot

of' the words

spoken by the Voice

out ‘of hate

be limited to the thouzht that in a geciarnt way the Fathor

igneates the Gon as the object of His

love and approvals

ieee

Rather, as Bouse

man observess
The Father's
texte

declaration is given specific significance by the coi~

By His.words

the

father

is,

in effeot,

saying:

I am in com

|

plete harmony with, and I exprese publicly my full approval of, whet

has just trenepired and of what this implies. 5

Ye ought to note also, that thoreas we chose to follow Arndt 4n trensle +.

ting in the prosont tense* the words apoken by the Father, Bouman renders
the saying in the past tensei “This is

ddlighte’®

=> beloved Sony

in whom I took

To this he adds a Soctsiotis on ‘the meaning of exdoxnrds sayings

This aorist would seen to imply more than present approvale The first
part of the Father's statement is obviously related to the solemn decree recorded in Psalm 2:
'Thou art My Son; this day have I begotten
Theo's » « » The strong terms of approval,
echo the declaration in Is. 42:1, where the

"Mine Elect’

and ‘Hy soul delighteth.'

sddexuc-x end hyp ec rares
correspénding terms are

The parallel

suggests that:

sddoknrA in @ prognant term, implying deliberate choice in the past
* (ofs I Peter 1:20, ‘who verily waa foreordained before the foundas:
tion of the world but was manifest in these lest times for yout).
The

effects

and results

of this

eternal

choice

carry over

-

into all

the Meseionio prophecies in the Old Testament and ere brought to in-.
oipient fruition at the Baptism « « « « The fact thet in Iss 42:1
the Father's choice and approval, the Son's servant status, as well
as the bestowal of the Spirit, area all united in one grent Messianio
and interdependence of all
ee
prophecy demonstrates the
details of our Lord's Baptimte

2Herbert Je A« Bouman, "The Baptism of Christ with Speoial Reference
to the Gift of the Spirit",

Conoordia Theological Monthly,

Stpide
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But whether we interpret 12/0x7v<:
now be certains

as present or past tense, Jesus could

both
in His divine nature and in His

man neture, that

He had the full sanotion of the heavenly Fathers @o that later on, when
talking with the Jews and compering His work and His mission with
of John the Baptist,

that

Josus could say in Jolm 6436-87:

But the testimony which I have 4s greater than that of John; for the
works which the Father hath granted
to accomplish, these very works
which I am doings
bear me witness that tthe Father has sent ne, And
the Father who sont me has himself

borne witness

to mes

Thus the Baptism of Jesus was of vast significance to Him for His om
sense

of divine Sonshipe
At the

ship was

same

time,

Johannes

Schneider

believes

that

linked with the Mesaianio Kingship of Jesus.

this

sense

of Sou

He asserts that

at the Baptism, Josus was also consecrated to be the Kessianio King, and
he explains

the significance of the heavenly Voice in this way:

Die Gottesstinme

boi dor Taufe

Jesu dient dazu,

daa

Ereigmis,

das

hier geschieht, £u erkiflren, Sie gibt die Sinndeutumg der Taufe

desu ter der Geistverleihung an Jesus, Die gittliche Lanifesta=
tion wird im Worte des Alten Testements gokleidets Ps, 2:17 wd dese
42:1 o e's ¢ vesua wird duroh dieses Gotteswort sum moessianisohen

KEnig geweiht. . Br wird der wahre Einig Is;sels gein und dis

lichen Rechte in einer Veise austiben, wie das bisher nook nicht der
Pall

gewosen

ist.

Er wird_in

erwihlte Sohn Gottes seine’
However,

this seems very dubious.

einsigartiger Feise

:

der geliebte

‘desus had no pretensions

md

of becoming

en earthly king (John 6:15; 16156) and therefore the concept of Messianic
Kingehip was for Him not om of earthly
and temporal

glorys

It rather

denoted for Him the humble suffering of the Servant of God. The Interin
SERA

rts We
, Die TaufePo im Neuen: Testamentwm {(Stubbca
Somoider
7 Johannes1952),
Be ”
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Report

of the Special

Commission

on Baptiam

fittingly sayst

..

At His Baptiom Jesus wes senled by God the Father as His Son and as
the Suffering Servant (John 6:27)¢ He was sealed by being anointed

with the Holy Spirit to proach and fulfil the Word of God (Luke 4:13;

Acts 4:273 10:38; Nebrews 1:9)2

In fulfilment of His mission es the

Son of God and in fulfilment of the Nord of God, He was the Truth,
for He kept faith or truth with the Father, and was obedient even

unto death as the Servant sent by Gode!

The life end witness of Jesus bear out that service ms more predoule

nant in the mindof Jequs than that of being a kings $o we find that.
Rewlingon,
Mossions

in discuseing Jesus ' own interpretation of His mission as: the

dosiznntus,

observes

plioitly to the ‘Servant!

that

even ‘though

passages

Jes:

in the seyings

did not allude

recorded

ex

; :

of Hing He

did reveal iTis concept of the Messiah ae the servant or slave of Yahweh
by the two

idens

of suffering

and service

in His terching

as a whole,

snd
:

he concludess

Suffering, it is implied,

is to be the vocation of every true servant

of the Lerd, evory son of the coming Kingdoms suffering, in particu=
Jar, ie to be the destiny
of the Son of Kans and the idea of service

transvalues
Along sinilar

that of royaltys?
lines

He Wheeler

:

Robinson,

referring

to the heavenly Voice

heard at the Baptism of Jesus, coumentas
So far as the saying faithfully reflects the consciousness of Jesus,
it warrants us in the belief that His baptism marks “the hour in

which a new conception of the Messiah was born" (Feine, Theolocie
des Neven Testammts, Pa 66) « « » our impression that the reference

%o tho Servant is primary ie confirmed by the sequel to the ba;

dust as this involved the newly found Messian=
vite, the Tenptation.
do consolousnesa-="1f thou art the Son of God,"== so it involved a
new conception of the meaning of that Messinhship, in harmony with

8the

Church

of Scotland, Special

on Baptism,

Commission

Interim Re=

port of the Special Commission on Baptien (Zdinburght Blaclaiell, I5b0)e
Be

;

oF

;

:

9
ek
or
hee _
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the moral and religious

character

- oad kingship»t0

ALthough wo comot agree with
ly found Hossionic
the

concept

of be Servant,

Robinson that the

consolousness"

for

of the Mensich with thet

dudaism,

pica involved

of ‘the Suffering

Servant as Jesus

Tolteann observes:

of God is, Like the Yeneish,

But that-the

Messiah

shovld’be

alroady

at the' same

tine

ing Sorvant of God is an icpossible conception for dudalen.
true that the Messiah

a “newe

dtu, we do eanese that merging

did was sonothing new in Sowish thoughte
The suffering: Borvent

not with a polite

a

to

the suffer-

It is

oconsionally bears the title of Servant

of God;

but the roprecentetive suffering that is characteristic of the Ebed
Jahwe is never asoribed to hims
The Targum at Isas 655 48 most ine
structive et this point.
Connection between the ‘tuo is Sse nede

through the life of Jesus}

And because
vant

Jesus Christ, the

of Goa,

He now 4s exalted

Son

of God, was. the

at the right

hand

humble,
of God

suffering Ser-

as Lerd

of all,

For

ae ‘Fis Baptism wes also significant for His Sonship in ‘ade

‘Fegard,

that He Imew He would do His’ work under the powor and authority

of the Spirit.

On this

—

of the Bayt ens Rawlinson

eoambanited

:

as He come up out of those waters there burst upon Him, with renewd
certainty, the conviction that Ho was indeed the Son of Cod « @ « to+
gether with the consciousness of i
endowment with the plonitude
of spiritund eirthnesty end porrer."
This factor of a ‘special endorment: with

authority through the gift

the Bpirit is ales “noted by Tamper.
The descent of the Spirit was directly
proplamation

of the Lord's

divine

connected with the heavenly-

Sonshipj

indeed,

His

105, wnoeler Robinson, The Crosa 4a the Old Testament

Press, 1955)» pe 100.
oscar

Sq Reidy

Cullmenn,

Baptiem in the New Testament,

(Londoni SCM.Pross,

Oe Be

Ipewlinsony ops oltes Pe 26te

possession.

(Londons SCH:

translated by J. Ky

;
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of the Spirit, which fulfilled. the. traditional expectation of the

Messish, has.as ite immediate consequences the declaration and real<
ization of His status.as the Son of God. ¢ « « this “resting” of

the Spirit is of a difforent quality from the temporary and partial
Spirit posseseion of a prophet.
It is a continuous and enduring

endowment of Jesus with the "authority" and "power"

(greater than

that of soribes and-prophets) which are mnifested in his teaching

and mighty works, the Messionlo

oysweé7x. of John 4:10.15

We have thus fax shown that the Baptism of Jesus was important for

His position as the Bon of God.

Ve have also, particularly in the ‘pre=

ceding chapters related the Baptism

Hessiahs
that

the

.

of desus to His mission a8. the

But it is interesting to note that there are those who claim
convept

of Sonship is far more

‘important

than that

of Messiah~

ships not only that, they prefer to find no evidence for His Kessiahship
in His

Baptiam,

Hs Wheeler Robinson,

of Jesus regarding

for exanple, analyzes the thoughts

His work and, quoting Koffott,

erally recognized by New Testement exegetes
the messianic consciousness

observes: "It ia gen-

that it

is the filial, not

of Josus which is the basis

of all Christim-

ity* (Moffatt, The Theolory of the Gospels, pe 152)0"14

Robinson offers

support

teaching

activity

for this view by noting
of Jesus

that practically all the

oan be brought under

the

category

of divine

and

Sonship,

fnoluding the feeling of sonship which he sought to elicit or oreate in.
other hearts.

le addse

llere we may venture to believe, wea the content of IMs own inner lifes
as woll

as of Hie expression

of that

ioner

life

in word and desde :

Sonahip is the most adequate and permanant of ‘the New Testament con=

.

15g. We Hy Lampe, The Seal of, the Spirit
;
and Companys 1951), Be BGs

I4zopinson, ops cites Pe 990

(New Yorks
«Des

Longmans, Green,
,
.
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+ - oepts of-the Person.of Christ, .because the most .umivorsal, .Jesus
took this human analogy to deepen and enrich it by a new moral
and
religious

realisation

itself.

Concept

& 'Kessioh*

is

of its possibilities,

which

of great

inportance :for prinitive

Significance speedily decane historical only.

true

to the

form of the

Uhristionity,

its

“Jesus is the Christ”

is Lord" outside the Jewish Chrintion=,
Himself so profoundly modified the Mes=
He adopted it, that wo may easily be
the Messiah at alle. For the Davidio -

was soon replaced.by "Jesus
atye ‘Hot only so, but Jesus
Bienia conception, so far as
misled in speaking of Him as
or politioal

remnins

On the other hand, thouch the Jewish conception of

conception

He had

little

or no use, whilst

the transcendental Messiah-of Jewish apocelyptic participates in
that ethioal and religious transformation which apocalyptic in gene
eral received at His hands. We have one of the chief guiding pring.
of that transformation

oiplesa

in the

of the Servant,

conception

Jesus for the first time blended with that. of the Hessiah.
evidence of this connection meets us on the Tory threshold
publio ministry of Josus, in the exporience of His baptians

which

- Definite
4 the
‘

Basio to this line of thought
is our understanding of the term "essiah",
for the Jows, we have noted, were not looking for.a Keseiah who would

"pe at the sane tine the suffering Servant of God,
"

On the other hand, Georze Duncan believes that the Baptism of Jesus

has no connection at all with His Messiahship, but 1a rather a deolarae
tion of His Sonshipe

Furthermore s Duncan

seena to bolieve that Nessiahe

ship and Sonship are two completely different terms, and that the thoughts
behind them should

be kept clearly aparte

tation of these torns by

commenting on the witness

recorded in the Fourth Gospel.
that

John

Duncan introduces

the Baptist at onoe

his interpre-

of John tie Baptist.

Ee asserta that if is

errangous

vogan to believe thet in Jesus the

to think

.

Messiah

«

had comes and he contends that “nowhere is it said that the Baptist ar
scribed ‘to Yosus ‘the name *essiah’;

and what he is represented as say~

dnp about Jesus does: not imply Messiahshipe*

1Erpide

,

However, at this point he.

:
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adds a footnote:

.

.

Andrew, however, at this time a disciple of the Bantist, is ropre=
sented as sayings "We have found the Messiah"(1:41)3 of. 4:25f,
|
These are the only instances of the Hebrew form Messiah (as dise

tinet from the Greek form Christ) in the New Testamont,+

' Apparently the fact that “Christ” is the simple Greek translation of the
Hebrew term Messiah holde

little

importance

for him,

that John did not proclaim Jesus to be the Hessieh,
that name

or title

in reference

to Him,

and that

for Duncan asserts
having never used

in his

proclamation,

he

Simply foretold the ooning of one ("the mightier one'), who, “equipped
with greater power, will exercise
nema or title is given to this

a more

potent form of baptism.

‘mightier one's what is announced about

hin is the work he may be expected to doe"?
gost

that

Jdolm had here

the religious

But no

in mind

sone

This

figure with:a

hopee of his day, and he concludes

leads Duncan to suge
recognised

place

in

thet John was thinking

of the promised Elijah (jigls 4:5) when he spoke about the ‘ooning one’s
Yet even though he maintains
Bish,

Duncan by no moans

that

bolittles

the

John does not- call desus the Mes=
Baptist's

viewpoint

strictly

interpreted,

of Jesus,

for

he notes that John speaks of iim as the Son of God,

a term which,

when

different connotation from the term Messiahe
implies

divine

appointment,

Sonship

speaks

has

a quite

For while Hossichship

of spiritual

affinity-~

to be Pilled with the Spirit and to be a Son of God are one and the

(ofe Roms 8814),

sane

He goes further, and calls Jesus the-

Lemb of God (1:36)-< in 1:29 he pointe Him cut as "the Lamb of God

who is to tale away the sin of the world."46

16George Duncan, Jesus, Son of Man (New York: The Maoliillan Company,
1949),

Pe

896

lthides

Pe

S5fs
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Later Dunean expleins

his

view by saying

that

thinking of Isainh 68,.but he maintains:

the

.

Baptist was

evidently

,"_

It is not a messienio interpretation which the Baptist is renrosented as giving to it here.
is is thinking, not of the Keasiah as
Such,

but

of God's

elect Servant,

probably

of the

Prophet whom God

ig expected to send, and who, in the performance of his mission and
an fulfillment of what had been foretold, was to suffer for the sins

of his brethren.29

ef

The clear separation that Duncan draws between tho terms Son of God and

Measinh is evident in the following romarkt
It is frequently seid that in the relizious history of Israel the
term Son of God was identioal with Mesasiahe ‘Such an assorticn is
apt

to be misleadings

for the

and a differont history.
oles,

both

Jewish and

two torms

had a different

connotation

It ie true that in certain relizious

Christian,

they might

come

to bo

cire

interpreted

.

as if they hed mich the some meaning, and they mirht be applied together to the sane person == G@efe, according to the version in Mate
thew,

Simon

Peter's

confession

of faith

took the

forms

"Thou

art

the Christ, the Son of the living Gods and the words of the high
priest:.at tho trial of Jesus werer "I adjure thee by the 1i
God
that thou toll

162163

us whether

26:63).

thou be thea Christ,

‘This ought not, however,

the Bon

of God™

(ht, '

to blind us to the fact

that the two conceptions were different in origing and that (despite

the influences of Psalm 2 in which God's Messiah is called Ilis Son)
Son

of God was

not in itself a recognized

Lessianic

tern.

How 4s this intorpretation related to the Baptiam of Jesus?
proposes

thet the experience

of Jesus at His Baptiam gave dim a convince

tion that Ee could be called "the Son of God"

applied to no other persone

Duncan

in a sense that could be

Duncen suggests that the more men studied

the mystery of the holiness end love of God, the more they mst have folt.
wamorthy and unable to think of themselves as suns of Gods
Duncans

But, says ©

"

At lost, in the fulness of time, God reised up One in whom He could
|

| Wybides pe 926.
20rpides pe 109.

yak
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* be ‘satisfied. tized into the
when ‘He should
art my Son, the
previous to the
eyes to heaven
rit of God

And we read hows as
fellowship of those
come, Jesus heard a
beloveds on Thee I
Baptlam experlence
and aclmowledge God

desoends

He stood in Jordan ready to be bape
who wore ready to receive the Lord
voice from heaven saying: "Thou
hove set my approval.” For years
Ue had learned to lift up His
as “the. Father.”
How, as the Spie

on Him at His. Baptism,

there

answering voice which says:

"I, the Father,

beloved";

in such « context

Sons".

comes

And it is not merely "one son among manye”
and "the beloved”

The uniqueness of : the

from God the

acknowlodze Thee as my :

It is "my Son, the

implies an only gone“s

designation "son", according to Duncan,

ip that

‘

‘thus at the Baptian dosus learns not merely thet God is pleased to.
regard Him as a Song but that in all Israel, the nation to which He
had been a Father, and which He had marked out for His inheritance,

there was

ore and one only in whose

the spirit of Sonshipe**
From

that Duncan
The

.

life the Tather could recomnize

.

Seas

then concludes:

Baptisn-experience,

thorefere,

Hessishship but a reveletion

is for

of Sonshipe

Jesus

not a revelation

ritual affinity »~ not primarily at least, a oall to offices.
tebly,

of course,

the aclmowledmment

of

It is a recognition of sple

of His Sonship

raises

for

Inevie
Jesus

the question of the implications of Sonahip - the Son mist ask what
is the Father's will for Hims to that extent a call to office or
mission sannot be oxcluded,
But it is noteworthy how caroful our

Bources cre at this point to emphasise the so-called "filial come=
Scicusness" of Jesus as fundanental,“”
-

But Duncan's

reluctance

to find any Messianic

significance

in the

.

Baptisa of Josus is porhops seen best in the manner in which he inter~
prets the reforence to Psalm 2:7,. for he says:

The words that sounded in the soul of Jesus ("Thou art my Son") were
an echo from the Second Psalms Yet desus could apply to Himself the
Paolmist's words without being tied to the Fsalmist's interpretations.
For the idea of Sonship found in Psalm 2 is altogether different
fron that which we have

traced

through

the messages

of the

prophets

to ite fulfillment in the person of Jesus,
The Son in that Psalm is
not one whose character is a reflex
of the Father's; rather
Ho is the

“linidey pps Lle15s
22Tutaey pe 115s
erauide ne

.
.
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KingeMossiah, the viceregent of Jehovah, who goes forth in the name
‘ef God: to scotter the heathen hosts who rage against Jehovah and His Anointed,
It is not so with desuse
Ranging Wimself in line with the
evangelical tradition, Jesus sees clearly at His Baptism, not that He
is called to act ao God's Messish, but that He is so linked in ae
with the Father that the Father acknowledses Hin 2 be His Sone

In view of this, Duncan

suggests

thet the Baptian

Gance for Hin regerding Iiis davanter, rather
This enphesis on

Ycharacter®

of Seas had signifi-

then His missions, eeyingt

rather than on "mission"

is further

brought out in the words which, viz. "in Theo I am well pleased,"
or setter, "on Theo I sct my approval"; for these wordz, echoing as
they do one of the Servant passages in Isaiah, imply that even at

Hie Baptism Jesus recognized that Rosship for Him must be interpre-

tod ‘in terms

Finally,

Duncan

of Service.25

observes

that

?

»

hae were —

conceptions

with which Jesus would have refused to identify Himself.
Jesus

say clearly that,

of Moaetnind

ite writos:

in discharging the mission which was

opening

out bofore Him, He must at all points be guided by loyalty to His

Sonship end to the Father who had called Him to be His Sone: His
first. task therofore.was to make real to His brethren the presence
of the Father from whom so many things were separating
hond in hand with this went the other task of bringing

back inte the family of God the Father.

thems and
those brethren

Such tasks wore not "ressiq

anio" as that term was generally understood; and in the Temptations
desus sow clearly that the traditional

conceptions

of Hessiahship

shed no light on the methods by which He was to accomplish
He would preach
Uther mothods, howover, were open to Him.

pel, He would teach and train disciples;
on the needs
Nevertheless,

of daily

it seens

life

of Messiahship,

though many

the

true —

was

not both the Son of God and the promised

24Ipide, ppe 116-160

28thides pe 116.

28rpid..
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and Hs would bring to bear

the marcy and power

to us that

that

theme
the Gos~

Jews

doas not

of the

living

held false

imply that

Hessiahe

Gode”

notions

Josus

of

Himself

»
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The emphasis which Duncan places upon

the Sonship of Josus provides

the opportunity for discussing one other suggestion which had been made

concerning the significance
of the Baptism
of Jesus, We refer
to the
concept of Jesus as the true Israel. Those who maintain that Jesus is
the true isreel find a line of comparison

between Ierael's going inte the

Red Sea and caning up again on the other aide, and Jesua' stepping dom
into the Jordan and coming up again after the Baptiem. The concept
of
Jesus as the teus Israel also proposes that He is the true Israel, be~

cause by His perfect obedience He fulfilled all righteoumess, saething
which Isreel as a people had not done. This concept furthermore suggests
that there is a connsotion between the words addressed
to Jesus at His

Baptien, "Thou art my beloved Song with thee I am well pleased” (ark 1s
11), and certain 014 Testament passages which identify Israel as God's
Son, sugh as Exe 4222, Hose

isl,

and possibly dere 31:20,

This is an interesting suggestion, but we have found little

te eup=

port it, ‘rue,we have noted how Duncan believes that men felt wamror thy
and unable to think.of themselves as sons
of Godg but “At last, in the

fullness of tines dod raised up One fn whom He could be satisfied."@” put
Dunsan
does not assert that Joous 1s, therefore,
the true Israels

Yor

does Vincent Taylor, who writes that "the senses of Sonship in the thought

Cf Jesus 4e intinetely connected with His knowledge of the Fatherhood of
God and was mediated ty frequent ad deep cammnion with Him during hours
of proyer and meditation.”

Later, Taylor omsiders Jesus! usage of the

Pouprey Pe TEs,

28 vincent Taylor, The Person of Christ in New Testament Tea

(Londons Maclilien atid Company, 1960)9 p2 1%. ~CSCS

a
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term "Father" as a designation for God, and after referring. to the wor’:
of fT. ¥, Manson. and. _Jeremias, He

comments that

"the designation of God

as Father, althouch used in tho Old Testament to express the certainty
of His. choice

of Israel,

Taylor pelieves
of the name

into it,

is only quite rarely attested."22

and though

that “we may infer that the striking and distinctive use

‘ity Father’

by Jesus,

with

ali the depth

of meaning

He put

is part of the secret of His paraliel use of the phrase "the

Son,"50 he does not make any ettempt to identify Jesus as the true Israle
Ner does the concept of Jesus aa the true Isroel recwive sny support

from Oscar Gulimann, who writes thatthe title "Sohn Gottes" 4a applied
first to "das

ganze Volk Israel,”

in the second. place “trigt der Kinig

Israel.diesen Titels sum dritten schliesslich heissen besondere Beauftragte Gottes, wie die knzgel und vielleicht auoh der Messias, so."
the

significance

Israol

of the term when used

tullnann writes

thet it has

in connection with

the

On

—

people of

the double thought "dass Gott sich

—

dieses.Volik fir eine besondere Mission erwihit hat, und dass dieses sein

Voli: itm absoluten Gehoraan schuldet.">1

Referring to the Baption of

Jesus, Cullmann simply coumonts "die Sohnesbeseichnung
teristischer Weise mit dom Eingangavers

(4st) in charale

der alttestamentlichen

Lieder

von leidenden Gottesimecht verbunden.
"54
We realise, of course, that there may ba reliable authorities who do
offer

evidence

to support the

concept

of Josus

as the true

Israel,

aN,

2OTbides Pe 17%.

B0pyidey Pe Me,
des Neuen Testaments (titpingens
Slosoar Cullman, Die Futatetonte Joe
de

Ce.

Bs Eohrs

1957.

S2Ibide, Pa 2856
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we ere not aware of them, and oan find little to support this view,
The Baptism of Jesus as a Conseoration to the Priesthood

According to Luke 3:28, Jesus was “about thirty years of age” at the
time of His Baptiame

Some interpreters note that there is a specific
oon=

neotion between His Baptism at that age and the ceremonial
lew of the
Old Testanent, which prescribed that all who work in the "tent of the
meeting" should be "from thirty years old" (Num. 4:5).

Those who hold

this view seem to agree that Jesus’ Baptiem is definitely related to His
Messianic work, and they mintain that His baptiem established a partiio=

ular connection with His three-fold office as Prophet, Priest, and Kinge

Beoause of the age factor mentioned in the ceremonial law, as noted
above, they believe that the Baptiam of Jesus has

viow
of His office as our great High Priest.

a special meaning in

On the basis of the view

that at His Bapbien Jesus was consecrated as Messiah and Priest, Benjamin F, Atkinson also maintains that the Baptiam was not by immersion,
but by sprinkling,
Benos

Be eaysa

John in fulfilling all righteousness

manding

as Jesus required in deo

baptisn at his hands needed only to "sprinkle water of puri«-

fication upon" Him to ‘consecrate Him coremonially to Hig life ministry and to present
Him to the people as their long expected Messiah-«

the sacrificial "Laub of God which taketh eway the sin of the world,"">

Aticinson then proceeda

to demonstrate why he believes

that Josus was

baptized
in compliance with His calling as our great High Priests
Chriet came to be the SUCCESSOR of them all as the one and only

“Hieh Priest forever", the ante-type of the Levitical priesthood as

typified by the services performed by both the priests and the Le-~
vites their helpers, to offer himself, once for all in sacrifice

55,
Ba:

Frenklin Atkinson, Hoses,
ra

Johm and Christ, the Famous

lle, Kentucky: Herald Presse

o Po

ice
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on the cross to mals’ the atonement and be "the propitiation for the

Sins of the whole world."
Tequired

by His

own

|

Thus He Tulfilled all righteousness" ag

law given

through Moses.

Although starting fran a different point of view, Ernst Gerfen develops

® similar explanation for the Baptism of Jesus.

He rejects the concept

that Jesus sutmitted to the baptiam of John for our sins, and in that way

.

fulfilled all righteoumess for us, for he contends that such a view would
make

the baptiam

of Jesus the general redemption

of mankind,

and eliminate

the need for our own baptism, In contrast
to this, Gerfen maintains that
Jesus was
tion

baptised

of a priest,

to ‘falfe2i

the

014

Covenant

law regulating

the

initia~

and so he states:

.

Ho one could publicly offictate anong the Jews as priest and teacher
until he arrived at the age of thirty years.
Christ, observing this
lew, did not begin to teach before that times Again, no ons could
hold

same,

such a public

office,

unless

he was

publicly consecrated

to the

And the law, governing such consecration, required a twoefold

transaction, vis. baptism with wetor or religious washing, and the
anointing with oil. The former signified the purification of the
- body,

the

latter the enointing with the

Spirit from on highs

ef which was done at Christ's baptism.95

Doth

:

He therefore explains the significance of the Baptism of Jesus in these

words: "Thus Christ by fulfilling all righteousness, or obeying the lew
of the Old Covenant, simply showed Hia hich cleim to His threefold offices
That 4s the reason why He was baptized." But when he adds the thought
"John evidently knew that Christ asked Baptism of him for an extraordin=

ary purpose, hence he at first hesitated,"55 his coment does seem to be
S4rpide, pe 156
55ernst Gerfen, Baptisein (Columbus: Fy J, Heer Printing Company,

1908), ppe. 149-50.

6rhide
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pure

conjecture

observes
though

that

it wore

end he'adds

end it loses some
Jesus did not sey
a matter

of

of its

force.

In addition,

Voorhis

to dohn that he must be baptised,

ceremonial necessity, but

rather

as

‘permit

that viewing the Baptism of Jesus.as a ceremonial

it,’

cleansing

would not bring it into vital relation with the rest of the New Testament,

and 4% would be a more or less isolated episcdes®5

It may be that there

is sone connection between the Baptism of Jesus and His office
as our

High Priest, but one would wish for more Hew Testament evidence than that
gupplied by the writers
The Baptism

quoted aboves

of Jesus as the Beginning of His Ministry

Although it may appsar to be repetitious of what has. already been

said about the significance of the Baptien of Jesus for His Messiahship
and Sonship, there is good reason for emphasising

the point that the Bap-

tiem of Jesus may be dalled the beginning of His public ministry,
that reason it had specific meaning for Hime

Game,

For

of course, claim that

after the baptism Jesus had a new undorstending of His Messianic mission
which He had never had before.

Thus
we have the coment of Arthur Headlans

The narratives of the Gospels make it quite olear that His baptism
was for desus « great spiritual crisis, that in such a my as never
before He was

conscious

of His

divine

power

and mission, that He felt,

as not previously, that
He was the Son of God,
the servant susmoned
for God's worke an Baptism means the temptation, and the beginning

of His ministeye'®

37 John We Voorhie, "The Baptiem of Sonus = His

z

Evangelioal Quarterly, Vilg El~ie -

eens

Se, thur Co Headlam, The Life and Teachings of dosus the

(Now Yorks Oxford University Yreas,
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A similar interpretation of the. Baptism of dosus is presented by Markus
Barth in the. followings
Jesus

Christ's baptiam is not. His. entering into a sacred little ocire

ole of holy people; it is (a)-an amasing step out of seourity and
hiddennoss, into the midst of the crowds that have to confess nothing
else tut sin,

(b) a shomeful,

public, bin

cleres. His solidarity with these sinners,

act by which He dew

(c)

the conscious accep=

-

tance of and entering inte the ministry
of the Servant who lays dom

His life for the manys°?

‘

While both men just quoted epeak of the Baptiam-of
of Nis ministry, wo reject their emphasis

Jesus as the beginning

on its being a new conscious-

ness which was uinown to Sim prior to tha} event,
Yet the Baptism
of Jesus can rightly
be called
the begiming

work as the Christ, as I John 5:6 perhaps suggestse

of His

Robert Lew, in his

interpretation of the First Epistle of John, oaments on the term "water
and blood” used in I John 636%
The clue to this is the Docetio tenet that the aeon Christ descend-ed upon

Passions
Baptism,

desus

at His

Baptism,

and departed again

from Him before

His

Thus it is evident that the “water” here denotes our Lord's

the "blood" His death on Calvarys

The Cerinthian heresy

taught that the Christ came by "water," but denied that tie came by
“blood” alaos

Hence Sts John's repeated emphatic assertion that He

come "not by water only, but by water and the bloed”,°8

Lew also asserts that the terms "He that cometh" and "He that came" are
technical expressions used by Ste

John in the Gospel and also in the Syn-

optios as a specific designation of the Messiah, and so he addst

Whon, therefore, it is said that Jesus the Son of God “came” by water
and then by
by blood, it is signified that first by His Baptism
and
His death, Jesus entered actually and effectively upon His Messianic

Brine Birth, "Baption and Evangelism" The Socttish Journal of
Theology

Xil (iiarohy 1959)» SGe

.
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' ministry.42
Continuing in his interpretation

phrase "by water" (d2‘

of I John 6:6, Law deolares

that the

0/cros) is explained in the Gospels “where the

Baption 4s invariably regarded as the actual beginning of His ‘Vesstanio

hinistry (John 3:31, Acts 1s22) Mark's Gospel bezins with the Baptisn)."
In a footnote on the interpretation of d2’ v/kros

act significance of dw with SdxT0s
termine,

end

he writes:

"The ex

«<twaros is not easy to dew

The idea may be that of the door, so to say, through which

Christ entered upon His mission."*2
terpretation of I John 5:6.

Johannes Sohneider supports this in-

He writes: “Johamnes hat hier nicht nur das

Kreus Christi im Sinne, sondern auch die Taufe."*5 We realise, of course,
that I Jom 6:6 4s an excecdingly difficult. passage which has received
other interpretations. .

Nevertheless, we believe that the Saptian of Jesus marks the begin
ning of His ministry because it was the transition from private life to.
His public activity, as Voorhis

indicates in the coments

in part by its
of Jesus 1a suggested
The importance of the baptien

position in the Gospel records.
the

first words

of Josus

It marks

in His maturity;

private life to public ministry.“

the first appearance end

and His

transition from

Plumer elso gives expression to this thought, but develops it more fullys

41110,

42rpid,
‘Ssonneider, Ope Gites

Sycorhis, ope cites

Pa

6l.

Be 59e
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* At the end of His ministry, He wos to be baptized in suffering (Lk.
12:50) Mk. 10:38), and to bear the sins of others, as a sinless Vio~
tim, on the tree

His

ministry,

(I Pot.

express

His

2124)¢

Must He not, at the beginning of

sympathy with those who were

burdened by

Sin, although He had none of His om, by submitting to be baptized
. by John? He, like others, could bury Ilia past benenth the waters of
Jordan, and rise again to a life in-acoordance with God's will. The
change with them was from a life of ain, displeasing to God, to a
The change with Him was
life of righteousness, roceptable to:Hims

from tho home-life of intellectual and spiritual development (Lk. @
52) to the life of public ministry as the Messiahs but both were

The thirty years of peaceful preparation
equally pleasing to God,
are buried; and the Messiah ooes out of Jordan for the storm and

stress of the work that lis Father bas given Him to do.*5

Tn oonoluding this chapter, we wish to offer just two more statements,
both of which demonstrate how the Baptiam of Jesus may properly
be regard~

ed as the beginning of His ministry.

The first comes from Ts We Hansont

Jesus cane to baptism under a strong sense of vocations This was
more thon confirmed by the experience which immediately followed the
baptism,
Jesus lmew beyond a peradventure that he was chosen by God
for a task greater even than

John's,

doim's baptism, which was

the

Olimaz of Jom's prophetic activity, was but the starting point for
the Ministry of Jesuss
sa
‘
:

The other declaration: comes from Martin luther, who describes the Baptien
of Jesus as "das vorneimste Stick der Schrift,” end adds
"Und da geht auch das Neve Testament an und nicht an der Kindheit
Christs daxrum auch Marius und Johannes wenig gedenken seiner Kindheit.
Petrus und Paulus schreiben gar nichts davong nicht dess pie verachsu dem
ten, was Matthilus und Lukas davon achreiben, sondern sie eilen
vollkomonen Stiiok, darin das Amt angeht, Denn wiewohl er ein Kind
geboren war, war doch noch das Amt nicht angefangen,s hat sich auch
des nicht untermmden, bis er vom Vater dasu berufen wards Und suma.
da wird
an,
Amt
das
eht
Taufe
in der
sumarum,

er unser Christus, unser Heilend

(Mueller's emphasis).*7

45,i¢ved Plummer, An Exeetioal Gomentary
on the Gospel. According
to Sts Matthew (londeui ETIice Beck,= ees Po de
40, W. Manson, The ServanteMessioh, (Cambridge: The University
Press, 1955)4 pe 65s

47yartin Luther, a8 quoted by Je T,.Musller, "Zur Bedeutung der Taufe-

Jesu,” Concordia Theological Monthly, VI (1955), 10le

CHAPTER VI
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF JESUS* BAPTISM IN MIS REDEMPTIVE WORK
The Baptism As An Aot of Obedience

In the previous chapter.we have endeavored to detormine what signi=
fioance

His Baptiem by John may have had for Jesus as a persone

Sut in

order to understand its full significance, we should also attempt te per~
,0eive what meaning it has in regard to His work ag our Redeemer,
fore the purpose

of this

Baptism of Jesus

in His redemptive works Sometimes we shall be repeating

portions

chapter

is to consider the significance

There#
of the

of what has already been atated in provious exegetical coments.

fut this is necessary if we wish to gin a complete view of the meaning
of Jesus’ baptism as related to His redemptive activity.

Although Jesus Himself was sinless, and therefore did not need bap~
tiem to demonstrate His repentance, nor to receive ramtssion for any

guilt of His own, one interprotation of His baptism that has appeared fre=

quently 49 that 4t wus an act of obedience
to the will of God. If this
is true, it iwplies that it would have been wrong for Him to refuse to be

baptized by Johns Thus Plumer writes: "It was God's will that all Israel should be baptized and enter the Kingdom, and God's Son, who olaimed no exemption from paying tritute to the Temple (Hatt, 17:25-26), olains
ro exemption heres") That the baption was an aot of obedience is also

the thought of Alexander Campbell, who says that Jesus “submitted to

. Lrfred Plumer, An Exegetioal Sarentary on the Gospel According

fo St, Matthew (LondontFi

ot
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the baptism
of John as an example to others to honour and

obey every die

vine institution."2. The Lange-Schaff commentary aleo adopts this view:
The great object was dimple obedience.

‘How to own and glorify the .

Obedience of His dear Son, God roserved to Himself.
Any confesaion
of sin:was, of course, out of the questions there was ouly a pro-

fesaion on the part of Jesus, that as an Israelite He booame subject
te the law, and that He was oomected yith humanity by ties of blood
of history, of suffering, and of love.
To regard the baptian of Jesus as an act of obedience

implies there-

fore that Jesus placed Himself under the lew like any other mans He idene
tified Himself as a man emong men,
wild

of God imposed upon them.

and shared the obligations which the

We refer

to the cament

by Jacobuss

Jesus konnte sich von dem Yerk des Tufors nicht fernhaltens er
komnte

sich auch nioht mit

iim. identifisieren

lichen Urteils Uber dieses,
schritt hin su seiner

durch eine Art

richter=-

indem er selber susagt, bis das tierk forte

eigenen besonderen

Boteiligung

an ihme

Seine

Haltung ihm gogenilber musste eins sein mit Identifigsiermnmgs. umd seine
Identifigierung eins mit Anteilnahme,
Nur bei einer solchen aus
gleicher imerer Einstellung hervorgehenden Identifisiermeg mit dem

Werk dos Tiufersi.conmte dag Werk der messianischen Gerechtickeit, fir
das der THufer in vorbereitendem Dienst stand, ein harmomisch wud

@inheltlich durohgefiinrtes Werk sein, und. nur go konnte die msaime

ische Gereohtigkeit vollkemmon erfillt werden.*

If this is ao, then Jesus must have approached
of convictions

as Jacobus suggestse

-

the baptism with

But what wae the attitude

some kind
Jesus had? .

Jacobus advances, this answer!

Es komnte nicht die Haltung der Busse und der Abwendung von einem
verderbten Leben, um sich dadurch fllr dieses Werk vorsubereiten, ge~
wesen seing Kas wer es denn? Die Antwort ist klar gegeben mit den.

2\lexander Campbell, Christian Ba
ing Companys 1915), pe 20866
=

Langes "yattheu",

(Nashville:

Camentary

on the Ho

MoQuiddy Print-

Sori

SJohn Peter
'
translated
by Pualip Sebate (Grant Waplday Paaawaale We We
a,

W.

Jacobus,

"Zur

Zeitschrift, XLy 47-8

Taufe Jesu bei

Ute

514,15",

Neve
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Bewusstsein von seinor eigenen PersSnlichkelt und: von dem messian+«
ischen Verk,

mit

dem er su

Johames’

Taufe

kans

Es wer

die Haltung

der inneren. Hingabe und der Weihe seiner Person fiir dio Aufrichtung

des Himmelsreiochs, in Hers und Leben der Menschen als filr das Werk,
eu dem ihn der Vater berufen hatte. . Und Jesus: winschte dem Ausdruck
fu geben, indem er sich der Taufe unterwarf, und indem er sich seine
erseits
Vollsug

diesem Ritus unterwarf, nahm er so: gut wie
der Teufe in Anspruoh, dass sie damit alle

fiillen wollten.® .

dohamnes bei dem
Gerechtigkeit ars

.

According

to this,

thon,

the baptiam

of

Jesua

could be called

an act

of

Obedience

involving His resignation and consocration to do the work which

the Father had sent Him to do.

If we keep in mind the redemptive work for which Jesus had come into
the world,

and think

of His

that work, then it follows
more

significance

self.

That

is,

Baptism

not

fulfillment

of

that His Baptism, as an act of cbedience,
has

for us and for
it was

as at least a ‘Partial

our salvation than it had for Jesus Hine

something which He needed

to do for His own, Pere

son or welfare, but fer us and for ourse This view of the Baptiom of. de=
sus

as an act

Mueller.

of obedience

receives

apeial onphasis

He writess, “Sie war nicht eine Handlung,

by John Theodore

die gleichsem nur

sufflllig in dae Leben und Antewirken des gittlichen Erl8sers hineinschlugs

sie hatte im Gegenteil wirklicke, bleibende Bedeutung flr sein ganses
Hed landswerk."

He then compares baptism with .ciroumcision:

“Jesu Beschnei=

dung ind Taufe liegen.gowlssermaseen auf gleicher Stufes; beide cehbren su

dem, was Jesus als der ersohienene Measias uns
su gute gotan hat"

Srna,

Pe

506

armen

Sindera

(his emphasis)? Even more significant,

however,

:

6 Sohn Theodore Jueller, “Zur Bedeutung der Toufe desi”
2
ane Vig 95s
ae

‘Conoordia

is

90.

Mueller's oomentary on the choice of words Jesus used in His conversation

with John just before the baptism. He declares that by the words
desus ogreed with doing
Sonal sinfulness

that the ordinary nedd for baptiem because of per=

aid not exist in His casa.

uneller

continuest

Fassen wir, so das 15 Xere als Jesus sustimmende Antwort auf Johan
nis Einruf euf, so erscheint auch die weitere Erklirung Jesu: "Also
gebilhrt es uns, alle Gereohtirkeit su erfiillen”
Licht,

als man dies Vorte

cewShnlich doutets

in einem gons andern

Wae

der Ausdruck

"alle

Gerechtigkeit" heisst,
bor kann kein Zweifel seine "Alle Gerech=
tigkeit" badeutet hier so viel wie "alle gbitlichen Rechte und Ord=
mingen" oder, wie men auf englisch gesagt hat, "All requirements, all
ordinances of God", Die Teufe Johannis war von Gott verordnets; sie
war etwas,

Pharistern
tes wider
indem sie
Jesud als
Musete er
len? Wir

wosu alle

slindigen Mensohen verpflichtet waren.

Von deh

und Schriftgelehrten urteilt Lukas, dass sie den Rat Got~
sich solbst (Gottes Hells--oder Erlbsungsrat) verachteten,
sich nicht von Johannes taufen liessen, luke 7:50. jar nun
Hensch verpflichtet, dieser Ordnung Gottes nachsulicommen?
fur
seine
Pereon “alle Gerechtigkeit" erflll-e
finden eine Verneinung dieser so allgencin vertretenen Auf~

faseumg auch gerade in dem "also"

Rpss sore angliedert.

(od7ws),

das sich so eng an das

Jesus sagte nicht einfach: “Es gebilhrt uns

(rptnoy érriy juivs es achickt sich fir uns), alle Gerechtigkeit su
erfilllen, 6¢e, indem ich mich

( odyws

(] taufen lasse,

sondern:

"Al

s o

) zoblhrt es uns, alle Gerechtigkeit su erfilllen", das

hoisst, indom ich als solcher getauft werde, als den du mich soeben
angedeutot hast « « « als der glttliche Nessias,
Johannes hatte
gourtoeilts “Dich als essias su taufen, sohickt sich nichte"
Jesus
Antwort lautetet "Dasa du mich als tlessias taufst, das sohiokt sich

allerdings sehr wohl.” Das ist die Bedeutung des “also” ( oorws
in seiner nahen Verbindung mit dem sustimmenden Xges AXere of

),

Thus, according to J. Te Mueller, the baptism was part of His redemptive work.
As such, it can well be called an act of obedionce,
4% 4n order to fulfill

the will

of God.

In line with

in that Jesus did

this,

lweller

speaks

of the Baptiem of Jesus as obedience when he writess
Die Taufe empfing Jesus an der Schwelle des Neuen Testaments, um unsern Ungehorsan durch soinen volikommenen Gehorsem wieder gutsumachene

Er, der heilize Gottes, hat mit soiner Taufe “alle Gerechtickeit",
das ganse gbttliche Gesets, auf sich genommen, um in allen Stiicken,

der sindigen und verdemnten Welt gum lieil, dem Vater den Gehorsam su

TTpides ppe 97-8.
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leisten, dor flr unsere Seligkeit durchaus nbtig war.?
Thus, it becomes clear also why the baptism of desus, as an act of obede
dence, has grent significance for us.

iueller observes)

Fragen wir dahor: “Yvas bedeutete Jesus Taufe fiir uns?" so weisen wir

auf Christi atellvertretenden titigen Gehorsam hin und sagen: "Jesus
hat in dem Gehorsam seiner Taufo Sffentlich sein Aut ancetreten,
flr uns

das

Gesots

Gottes

su erfiillene”

Vorstehen wir

Jesu Taufe

80, 80 verstehen wir recht und ist sie uns wahrhaft tristlioh « « «
e Denn nicht filr sich, fir seine Person, wurde Jesus mit dem Heiligen Geist

und Kraft

gesalbt,

Apost.

10:38,

sondern als unser litt~

jer und ErlUser, der durch seinen gan"en titigen und leidenden Ge=horgon die Welt mit Gott vorsBhnen sollte.
Und nicht fir Christi
eigene Person rief der CJ Vater vom Hinmel »« e « sondern dies galt
ihm als

unsern Heiland,

dor sosben

in der Taufe

soin Ant angetroten

hatte, in dem er. fir uns das gittliche Cesots erfilllen mestes.”
Mueller explains what this obedience

of Christ means for us when he adds:

Wir armen Stinder kénnen des tiltigen Cehorsaus
activa,

nicht

entbehrene

Vie

Jesus

Jesu, seiner obedientia

durch seinen

leidonien

Gehorsam

(sbodientia passiva), sein unschuldiges, heiligos Leiden und Sterben,
don Schaden unsorer

Siinde gutgemacht hat,

so hat er auch

durch seinen

Lebensgehorsam (obodisntia activa) alle Gerechtigkoit fir uus erfil 1t,
das

Gesets

Gottes

an unserer

der Vordarmmis des Gesetzes

Statt

gguaiten und uns

erlist.

so vom Fluch md

.

If we consider the. Baptism of Jesus as an act of obedience in the
sense

just desoribed,

Laws

Such a view would bo inadequate, as Schneider points

Sponse
lohe

then

to the suggestion

it moans more

that

Jesus

Ordnung und beugt sich ihr,"

than sinple

“sicht

in der

compliance with

out.

Johamestaufe

Schneider replies:

"Aber mit

the

In re=eine

gbtt=

dieser

Erklfrung ersobbpft sich nicht der Bericht der Evangeliens"21 Voorhis
Brides pe 100,
bide,

PPe

B8-Be

Beg

Desens

Wypides pe 102.
1 Johannes

Schneider,

Kohlhanmer, 1952), pe 250

Die

Taufe im Neuen Tostazont

a

e.

(Stuttgarts
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also objects:
to tha view that Jesus was baptized because as a man He dew
Sired to conform to God's will,
Jesus -to an act

uch aote

of routine,

in His

lifes

because this would reduce

incidental

lle furthermore

conformity,

remarks

the baptism of

one with many other

tnat the descent of the

Spirit and the Voice from heaven lift it above the routine, ond he asserts
that

aitiog

4% marks

the beginning

of Chriet's

ministry,

readied as « matter of incidental importe!®

4% could not be-

Ye agree with thies

Baption of Jesus was more than simple obedience.

The

Sut at the same tine,

we cannot exclude the fact that 1t was an act which involved

obedience to

the will of God, as part of His redemptive activity made necessary by man's
disobediences
The Baptism as a Vicarious

Sharing of Man's Sin

Perhaps it seems incongruous to speak of a "vicarious sharing" os
we do in the caption for this seotione
Present

here

seems

those who propose

readiness to
every sense

to combine
that

the

to

Baptism

But the material which we shall

thoughtse

On the

of Josus

signifies

share the common sin of mankind, in i
of the

term.

Othera

suggest that

one hand there

are

His willingness

Ge into

in His Baptism,

Jesus

and

Led
not

only shared the sin of man, but took it upon Himself as man’s Substitutes
The first of these interpretations receives

support from Denney, who

declares that in the beptism, we must “see Jesus, at the very outset of
His

career,

identifying Himself,

as far aa love enabled Him to do 60, with

12John Ws Voorhis, "The Baptism of Jesus and His Sinlessness,y" The
Evangelical Quarterly,

VII

(1935), 4894
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Binful men «, 6 « (it) was an act of loving caummion with us in our mis«
ery."13 According

to De Je Davies

the tine of His. Baptism.

Ross, two choices confronted Jesus at

We describes the situation as a "fork in the

road of His life", and pictures it this myt
He saw tyro possibilities stretohing in front of Hime | Gne was to do
His very utmost to maintain His personal righteousness before God
6 « « the other was just that He should go down among sinful man~
kind, and share its life for love's sake, and do what He could to
redeem

4tett

*

,

:

Ross repeats and redefines this choice a little. later in these words:

:

Either to forswear all connection with His kind, and remain solitary
and aloof, in perfect integrity of consoience before Godg or to
plunge, at the urge of redeeming love in His heart, into the whirle

pool of human life, ands

Himself knew no sine"25

in Paul's phrase, be"made sin for us, whe

While this line of thought stresses the perfect humanity of Jesus, it does
not allow for His Messianic awareness, because

incarnate Son of Gode

of His divine nature as the 5

Sub the imaginative manner in which Ross attempts

to roproduce the thinking of Jesus is interesting.

ie saya that "to an-

swer the oall of pity and love,” which Jesus would do by: identifying Hime
self as a man among men and a sheror in their guilt, would mean for Jesus
to throw amy the priceless

jowel of His inward peace, expose the

flawless silver, God reflecting mirror of His soul to the dints and
soratches that a coarse, cruel, sin-enslaved world inevitably would
infliot upon it, and go, regardless of 211 consequence, to the help

of his falien brethren.

It would involves.for His sensitive conscience,

15 james Denmey, The Death of Christ (New York: A. O. Armstrong,
1907)»

Pe 2526

14p, J, Davies Ross, "The Baptism of Jesus," The Evanrelical Quar-

terly, XVIII (October, 1946), pps 241-42.
1rpide,

Pe 2426.
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being baptized with the .baptiam of repentance; for you: could not bee
come one with mankind and keep your om mouth free of the, faste of

-. the

dust

However,

and ashos.of-manicind's

common

according.
to Denney»: the

and universal

Baptiem.of

sine!

Jesus was

more than. an

act of sharing in,mon's lote By being baptized, Jesus expressed His willdngness

to take upon Himself the sin of mankind,

and eo Denney writes

that

the astonishing
thing is that being what He was He came to be bap=
tigod, and took His stand side by side with the peoples
He identified
Hinself with thems
As far as the baptism could express it, He made
all that was theirs His.
It is as though He had looked on them under
the oppression of their sing and saidy On Me let all that burden, all

that rosponsibility descends!7

This atatement.of Denney'’s

comes closer to explaining the Baptiem of Jesus

&5 a vicarious act than does.the remark of Ross preceding it, for to share
in men's guilt does not necessarily
may be what

Ross moans,

imply to suffer for it, aesreoegh that

too. Denney furthermore

supports

his view

of

;

Christ sharing the gin of men as an act of suffering for them when he interpretes the Baptien, of Jesus on the basis of Ise 53:
The deepest word

. Bors,

is ©

(Luke 22:37)

thing:

be So

in that chapter, ‘He was mimberod with

the

transgres-

sely applied to our Lord by Himself at a iater period

« « « hore in the baptism
we see not the word but the

Josus number:

Hinself with the

transcressors,

sutmitting
to

eet ae tee r Gaption, Liectifyine Weselr vWith them in

their relation to God as sinners,
Hig om sé ¢« ¢ a
ade | imac

making all their responsibilities
tiga melee iad
Jesus, the work

of atonement was begune?

But a sil] more definite statement declaring the Baptien of Jonus

to be a vicarious act, undertaken in our behalf, 4s given.by He Vogel,
Who describes the event as a substitutionary acter
In the dreadful inversion which even the Baptist cannot grasp there

————

there sazething which cannot and cught not be ac=

roids, Pe PBs :.
Uoemmoys Ope
© olte,
old
1Thide, PPe 20-16

Pe 206

;

complished.

Tho baptism of Jesus in the river Jordan is marked by

the nystery of substitutions

It is not by chance

that

it denotes

the beginning of His "calling" and "ministry", for from the very out<

Set this takes place under the sign of substitution.
nowledges as His Son the One who has taken the place

The Father acke
of sinners,
It

is upon Him that the Holy Spirit descends. It is by Him and in Hin
that Goa acts and reveals Himoelf as the God who is for us and with
Use

Further implioatdong involved in the interpretation of the Baptiem of Je~
Sus as a Vicarious act come to light in the coment of Voorhiss
If wo are to interpret the vicarious mission of which Josus wes cone
Soloug in terns of the New Testament, as a vicarious
work of God for

man, thon the realization by Jesus of His Mission involved the concept of the uniqueness and the deity of His Person, through whom
@lone

such a mission

could be accomplished

» « « »

Thus

the baptisn

brings together the Ferson and lission of Jesus end reveals the interplay between the two. The consciousness.of His Porson enabled Him
to understand
the nature of His Mission, and the nature of His Kise
Sion rests
we should
baptism is
tic of the

back
find
not
New

upon and reveals the concept of His Forson, and that
the Person and Mission of Jesus thus present in the
surprising; for this union of the two is characterisTestanent.

But Voorhis differs with those who interpret the Baptiem of Jesus as a

vicarious cleansing on behalf of othera, He sayat "We question the vioarfous cleansing of others through it" (Christ's baptism), and he asserts

that it de through the Cross that men receive forgiveness by faith in
Christ.

fe olarifion bis position with this explamtion:

The very point of the vicarious work of Christ is that
He doee for
men that which men carmot do for themselvos.

Man cannot suffer the -

wages of sin and yet have eterml life, But men could
be ba)
and were baptised, to receive God's cleansing and forgiveness.

195, Vogel,

“The First Sacrament:

‘ Of Theology, VII (imroh, 1954) 42020voorhis,

Ope

Breees:tdsy. pede.

oltes,
:

Pps 44-50.

Baptiam,” The Soottish

=

4
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But Voerhis stiil feels: that the vicarious interprotation of the Baptiam
of Jesus has merit, if properly understood.
_

He later explains:

At

If by this view, however, wo:mean that the baptiem indicates Jesus’
Silliness (humenly speaking) to assume the guilt of the world that

- Te =Iee

die for

1t and so save man

from the

then we are quite in accord with ite@@

In eonoluding

consequences

of his

this seotion, we wish to refer to the comments

Intorin Report, which, when speaking

of Joim's baption,

sin,

of the

describes

it as a

New Exodus, and then discusses the Baptism of Jesus in terms of its vicare

fous characters

‘he report atates that it finds two min Mnoe of thought

merring in the baptism of Johns: .

se

(a) This Gaptiem is regarded as the fulfillment of the Isaianio pro=
Phecy of the Hew Exodus, when God would recreate His people bringing
them, as it were, once again throuch
the waters of the Red Sea or

Jordan into a new realm (especially Is. 40-52). At every Passover
the original Exodus was celebrated and turned into a prophecy of the
future, when the Meesiahy as the new Redeener, would visit Zis peoples

That

is now about

to be fulfilled,

and

John stands

on the banis

of

the Jordan pointing the way through the water into the land of les
sianio promises
:

(b) This Baptiem is also regarded as the fulfillment of the sacrifi-~

cial cult of Israel, in which the laver and the altar in the temple
Spoke

of sanctification and atonement

through

the washing with water

and sprinkling with the blood of the covenants”
The Report continues.

When Jesus steps down into the waters of Baptism
eousness, both these lines of interpretation are

to fulfill
involved.

all rightBoth are

held together by the application of the Suffering<Sorvant prophecies

to Christ, who 4s. not only the new Servant of the Lord bringing reo
demption through
@ now Exodus, but the lamb of God who bears the ine
iguity

of the people, making

their ‘redemption possiole.

then, ia the New Exodus through
the waters, in which
opens up the Kingdom forall who in Him are baptized

ment of the Messianic promises,

Bnd,

onurch

Pa. 61.

This

Baptism,

Jesus the Messiah
into the fulfille

On the other hard, this is a Baptism

<

of Scotland, Special

Comission

on Baptism,

Interin Seport

of the Special Commission on Baptism (Edinburgh: Bleoclwell, 1966)e De

te
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which is falfilled:-in Christ for othoras

‘It is a Baptism into a roe

dug away
the gin

¢

demption Which fe aloneaccomplishes
for all.flesh, bearing and bear=
of the world.

37

:

Yo4

Although the baptiem,of John is doscribed as: "the new Exodus", we believe

1 18 significant, that tho Interim Roport.doos not identity Jesus as the .
"true Israe1",°5

.

‘

Generally speaking, it seoms that the adjective "vicarious" is asScciated more often with the sufferingmd death, the passive obedience of

Christ, than it is with any action, such as the Baptism, which might be
called an instance of active obediences But even in that sense the Baptiem may be considered vioorlous,

More than that, as the following seo

tion will show, the Baptiam of Jesus 18 connected with His suffering and
deathe

Therefore in that respect also, the. concept of vicarious. sotion

may well apply.
=

‘

The Haptiem of Jesus as Related to His Death on the Cross
Anong the various interpretations of the Baptism of Jesus, probably
one of the most pregnant expositions ie that which relates the Baptims at
the Jordan to His entire redemptive activity,

and which links it ultimate-

ly and specifically to His death om the cross.

Understanding wh=t the

cross meant for Jesus helps us to understand what His Baptisn

signifies,

as Voorhis indicates in the atatements
The Cross which closes Jesug' public ministry best interprets for us

the baptian which began that ministry

side

by side and we sce how appropriate

indicate

Jesus'. acceptance

“R4tpias
:28gupray pe O00:

Set the baptienapa Calvary
a mediua

of that principle which issued at last in

the Gross, Thus the saying that "He sot His face stexdfastly to go
up to dJerusalen" applies uct only to the time when dasus turned fi~

mally from Galilee,

but with

some

degree

of meanin;

it micht be ape

Plied also to that time when Jesus went dom into dordan to be bap=

tized by John,.26

The sane emphasis.on the connection between the Baptien and the Cross 4s P
found in the Interin Report, which discusses tho Eaptiom in this ways
The Baptism of Jesus at the Jordan was a Baptism into the passion of
the Cross which started pressing hard upon dim from the moment of His
Baptism

as the Son

Bapbion

in water

of God among

sinners,

until

at last He was num

bered with the transgressors to give liis life a ransom for many.
at the

Jordan,

through the

Baptism

Jed straight to the Baptism of blood on the cross.’
Moreover,

the evidence of other Scripture

references

The

of the Spirit,

seems

to support this

view, as we sce from the comment by Robert Law onI John 6:6: "He ‘came?
“~- entered

Blood.
of His

into

the

sphere

of His

Messianic

action

=

by Water and by

His Baptism was the initia], act, His Death the consurmating act,
self=consecration

to the work of the world's redemption,"28

As that last statement suggests, linking the Baptism of Jesus with
His suffering and death on the cross means connecting the Baptism with the
work of the Suffering Servent of God,

Thus, according to Laupe's

exegesis,

Our Lord at His Bapbiem was designated the anointed Son of God whose
mission of bringing in the new covenant of the Kingdon of God was ta
be ‘worked out in torms of the Servant's task of intercessionmd of
reconciliation

through sufferinge

In the actual

Baptism,

however,

the work of the Servant is only prefigured, and symbolized by anticie
pation ».s « s The role of Servant which He undertakes at His Bap=

tism is fulfilled, not in the Jordan, but on Calvarys*?

26yoorhis, ops cites De 4te
27churoh of Scotlands opr Cites Pe Se

2Enovert Law, The Tests of Life (Edinburght Te and T. Clark, 1914).

De

1202

299, Wi. H Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit (New York: Longmans, Green

and Company, 1951), Da 00s.

.
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Writing on the same subject in another

connection,

Lampe feels that there

may be other symbolic comections: between the Baptism of Jesus and the
01d Testament concept of the Servant, and so he proposes that

the voice which follows the descent of the dove proclains

Jesus as

Son of God in terms which (in the Marcan version and the Alexandrian
text of Luke) asscolate Messianic sonship with the role of the Ser-

Vents and perhaps in the eee
who

ia also the

tism of sinners awaiting

with that of Isenc as the son
participation

In his

victims

sacrificial

judgment we may plausibly see a

the role of the Servant as the bearer of the "sins of

in a bape

:

ol of

» and in

View of the Old Testament imagery of the flood or the depths as the

Symbol of death and Hades C the baptism of Jesus foreshedows His
death and resurrections

:

To see the Baptism of Jesus related to His suffering on the cross helps
US also,

in some respects, to understand the temptations which Jesus froed

shortly after the Baptism,

Voorhis calls this to our attention:

The acceptance
by Jesus of the vicarious principle in His voluntary
aot

of baptism

indicated His readinesa

to undertake

a spiritual min-

istry, the establishment of « spiritual kingdom through the giving
of His om life to redeem man from Bin e » « the drive of the tenpta=

tions was to bring Jesus to attempt the establisiment of that kinge
dem by means other than the cross

¢ 4 « but the drive of the tenpta=-

tions to eliminate Calvary struck at the very principle to which Jew
Gus had dedicated
Himself by His act of Baption« « » the tenptation

to desert Hie redemptive, vicarious mission did not cease with the
Wilderness victory « » « this temptation was evor upon Him » « » but
to the bitter end the decision of the baptiam held,

Likewise J. Warns concludes that “the baptiem of Jesus is thus the declarae
tion of His readiness to suffer and die",

32

He declares:

He now begins His Messianic
carcer, He is the Lamb of God who is

willing to tale the place of the sinnere

To this willingness
« « «

He gave expression by asking John to baptise Him and by permit~
ting Himself
to be baptised. He who bore the sin of the world, dew

50g, We He Lampe» "Day
of Theology,»

V (dume,

dn the New Testament", Soottish Journal

1952),. 167-68,

;

:

*Voorhis, Spe Gites ppe 45=6
32 Joharnes Warns, Ba

neater Fross, 1057), pe

We

translated by Ga He Lang (Londons Pater=

:

.
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olared Hinself by Hia

baptism ‘yeady to endure

death and that the

Judgment upon sin should be executed upon Himself,

‘mificanoes of :the baptism of Jesus."
Another recent

eayonent of

:

This is the alge

this: interpretation of the Baytiem of Je-

Sug 43 Oscar Cullmnn, whose bobk, Baptien in the Hew Tostamont, was not ;
only ong of the major sourcos for our —

but one of tho chief stine

Wlations for the writing of this Thesis. Cullzann bogins to unfold his ine
terpretation with his coments on the words spoken by the Voice from hea~
Vene

According

to his

oxposition,

;

Christ at his Baptian is not yet proclaimed King but only the servant
Of Gods

first

His Lordship appears

of all he has

later, after his resurreotions

to complete

the work

of the

iz fulfilinent
of this mowanget Se
Cullmann bolieves

that Jenna

suffering

answer to John the Baptist,

righteousness," has a gingulor meanings and the

but

Servant

of

areata and

.

"co fulfill all

word 1xmd/ is very impor=

tant in that 4t indicates that "Jesus will effect a goneral forgivenesss"55

Thus, Cullmann observes, Josus "is distinguished from the mass ef other |
baptized people, who are baptised for their own sins,:as the One called

to the Office of the Servant of God who suffers for all others."56
Cullinan

thus

believes

that the

concept

of Messieh and the

concept

of the

suffering Sorvant, which previously had beer kept separate in Jewish ree
ligious thought, are now drevm together, md he stetes that "connection

between the tno 1s first made through the life of Jesus.” With this in.
i

o4,

Pe

21.

i

’

Swe

6

Baptiem in the New Testezent,

‘Oscar Cullmomn,

8S. Reid (Londont SCH Preas, IS80)— pe lia
SSrni14.,

Pe

16.

S6rid.,

Pe

19,

:

i

trensleted by Je Ker

Te

:

"
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mind he writes: "Thus the Baptism of Jesus points forward to the end, to.

the climax of his. life, the Cross, 4n Which:alone all Baptien will find
its fulfiimont."5?
*

culimann supports

his case in the words:

This explanation is confirmed by the meaning waich the word Beneifer
has for dosus » « » » For Him, to "be baptised’ from now on mean’
to suffer, to die for his pooples
This is.not a pure guessg it is

confirmed by each of the two sayings

AancéberGac

in which Jesus uses the word

3 Wark 10:58 and Luke 12:50.

In Mark 10:38, "can

ye be baptised with the baptism that I am baptised with?", "be bap=
tiscd" meons "die." fee also iuke 12:50: "I have a baptiem to be
baptised with; and how an I straightened till it be accomplished{"

- Here also "be baptised" means just "dies" On both occasions it is
Jesus whe speake.s In the reference of the word "baptise” to death
it

is his

own death that

is

implied.

Only

in a dorivative way oan

the same expression be extended alao to the disciples.“4

Cullmann further explains this to mean that at the moment of His atoning ,
doath, Josus completes a “ceneral” baptiem for all men, end he asserts

that this is the fomdation of "Baptismal grace", in that “it belongs to
the essence of this general Baptiom effected by Jesus,

-

that it is offered|

in entiro indopendenoe of the decision of faith and understanding of those
who

benefit

fron

4t."39

Thile

this

last statement

applics

specifically

to the "atoning death", of Jesus, Cullmann believes that tho Baptism, as
the beginning of Jesus’

redemptive work as the sufiering Servant,

itely related to the completion of thet work on the
to the

Gospel

of John for even stronger support

is define

Cross, and he points

of this

views

While the relation of the Baptism of Jesus to his ropresentative
fering and death is epparent in the synoptic account only in the

text of the voice from heaven waich refers to Is. 4231,

aif~
con=

the Jchamine

The Baptist draws & conclusion from
Gospel is clearer at this points
the heavenly voice and declares that Jesus is 0 qwves Tov 4:60 6 lipwr

a7 ipsa.
58yp44,

ra tas, Be 205
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~

,

£

Thy dpuprity rod Keep,

mand upon: Jesus

Tus he rightly understood

to fulfill

But not ali interpreters
who

the

the Ebed-dahwe miei

call as a-de«

agree with Cullmann's view.

takes exception to it is Johannes

Sclmeider.e

One of those

Ho declares:

Cullmeann sieht: in diosem Sachverhalt auch die letste Vurzel flr die
Tauflenre-des Paulus in Ru, G iivaewes Die Tatsache, dass die christ=
liche Taufe bei Paulus Teilnalme an Christi Tod und Auforatehung ist,
hat naoh Culluann ihron letzten:Grund in der Tetsache, dass Jesus
| Selher seinen Tod mit der Taufe gleichgesetzt hat. Das ist ein geist

Volle

Hypothese.

:Abor

4oh glaubo

nicht,

dass

ave_Mxe

1:11 wid 26.5:17

80 weitrelohende Schiiisse gezogen werden diirfen.e*)

:

Culimann was not the first to foster his interpretation. ' But the view

come under criticism even before his book was published.
Cecil

issicn of Jasus,

Cadoux denies

John

an Initiation te His passion and death.

that

In The Historic

the baptism

of Jesus was

that te suggest

lle maintains

such an interpretation

.

Baptism stood indeed
is gravely to overatrain the evidence.
itiation into a new roligious life, whether for the Gentiles

ted to Judaism,
who later
tism' when
ocszon to
But apart

for the converts

of dohn the Baptist,

for ine
conver=

or for those

vJosus’ use of the term ‘*bap=
entered the Christian Church.
alluding to nis death was clearly metaphorical, the idea
the two experiences .being that of en epooh=-m-king ordeal.
from the lator experience of Jesus hincelf, there was noth=:

ing in the nature of baptism as such whi gh would suggest the sole
em

of the prospect

acceptance

of deathe

:

#

2

Hor do all agree that Mark 10:58 and Imke 12:50 may be regarded as a

basis for linking the Raptiam of desus with liis death on the orosse
reference

to these

Nach Bc,

SOrpia.,

10:58f3

Pe

Oepke

passeres,

In

commentse

Lice 12:60 hitte Jesus sein-Sterben einmmal als in

21,

4): ohneiders Ope Gites

‘

pe 260

#200011 Joim Sadoux, The Historio Mission of Joaus (iew York

Harper ani Brothers, 1948), ppe 105~-UGe

Ses oer
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7

ber raw, furric Giver

vemelchnete

Dasa die spitere Vorstellung

von artyriun als Bluttaufe hier bereits eimrirken sollte, ist schwer
ansunehmen. Aber auch dass Jesus von der Auffassung der Johannestaufs

(und der suldinftigen christlichen Taufe?) als eines freiwilligen Stere

bens ausgehe, lisst sich aus dieser vereinzelten Aussage nicht erweie
sen und ist » « « wonig wahrscheinlicha

Gewise

ist nicht undenkbar,

dass Jesus in oiner kiihnen und tiefsinnizen,
flr seine Uncebung freie
lich kaum verstiindlichon Bildrede den Ertrag der religiongesohichte

lichen Entwichlung von dahrsehpten vorweggenomen hate*

A etudy of the passages under donsideration, Mark 10:38 end Ike 12:
_ 50 does not warrant the conclusion that there Jesus is speaking of His

Baptism in the Jordan. He 4s obviously using the words Odiriqux and

Aurtife7/

sn metaphorical sense, and the tense enpleyed in the verb

forms is not related to what happened in the paste

In Maric 10958, Jesus

uses the present middle Barret fewer with the aorist passive infinitive
Barrie davec

o

In Luke 12160, He sayse ferricwe dt tyw feariebivale

In this passage Ie uses the present active fx
and the aocrist passive infinitive

with ‘the noun Gere ofa.

Sartic O77 lt

»« However, if we

interpret the present ‘tense to indicate that His entire life as the Sere
vant of God 4s here described as a baptism, then there might be good rea~
son for finding a deeper significance in these words than these
at first

Sight suggest,

Thus the Interim Report acnoludes that the Baptiem at the

Jordan does point forward to the Cross:

That 4s the doopest’ digatficance of Josust words "I have a baptism

to be baptised with; and how an I straightened until it be acoomplish=
od” (take 122503 ofe Mark 10:58 Iatte 20:22), The Johannine writer
explicitly mentions the water. and the blood which flowed from the .
side of Chris$ cx the Cross, probably in order to show the unity of

water and blood in the BAPTISIA of Christ on our behalf (John 19:34f).

And ao he says in his first Epistle: "This is he who came by water
and blood, even Jesus Christ: not by water only but by water and
.

?

*3,r,rocht Oopke, *4errw, Barri fi

*, theologisches

Wortortuoh sum Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Ecttel, F Gtuttgarts
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blood.» © ¢ « In other words, using language from St.Paul, there .
ds only ONE BAPTISM (HEN BAPFISMA) the Baptism of Christ in water,
Spirit and blood, the Baptism with which He was baptised for all,
and in which we are gost to share through the Sacrament of Baptism
in water ond Spirits
i
.
*

Later the Interim Report agein refers to the words of Jesus in Hark 101
56, "the baptism with which I an being baptized", and vonmonts tha
It is the

Baptism

His death -- His
earthly

of Jesus

‘

in the

Jordan

clroumocision with His

existence of Christ

in the

Baptism wore

ilis birthand

binds

Sis

crucifixion,

birth with

Thus the whole

form of a Servant was

- oalled His Baptiam (Mark 10:38) « » « »
that

thet

His

by Himself

The two terminal events of

ascension,

but betvean them wes

the whole life and ministry of obedience and reconciliation, espece

dally

in the

crucifixion

and resurrection.

What

happened

in fact

.

and in flesh at His birth was given sacramental enactment and signification when He was baptized among sinners and consecrated for His
mission

of reconciliation.

and resurrection were

with His

actual

iwscienic Age,

follow Him.*5

In His

Baptism

in the

Jesus

stepped

forth to iuaucurate

Jordan

given sacramental anticipation,

Baptiam

that

His

death

for it was

the

to bring in the Kingdom of God opening it to all who.

:

;

Te believe that Jesus employs the tem “beption” in Mark 10:38 end
Luke 12:50 in a metaphorical sonsee
this is a valid —

But we note that not all agese that

for objectizig to the suggestion that Jesus here

links His Baptism with His suffering and deathe

As we have seen above,

Cadoux is one who raises that very objectione*®

On the other

claims that in more than one instance,

end did link 4t with His death.
" ‘tae metaphors

A4uroh

He asserts that in Mark 10:38, Jesus uses

BorreSomac

of Scotlands,
ope £2
cites
é
OPe

4Sr534., pe SU

“supras
pe 1026

hand, Lampe

Jesus looked back to His Baptian

to describe His coming deaths

and 79 Aamciqwn 0 ie

:

pe 9a .

70

morygiov

6

and be doclarest

Epa

wyw

.
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The former metaphor looks forward to the Last Supper cup of the blood
of the Covenant, the letter backward, in the first instance, to the Baptiam by ‘John, but also forward to the Servant's atoning death in -

which

the Syrboliem

of the Daptism finds

its fulfillsent.

“"

Lampe continues his. line of thought: by. referring to the parallel passage.

dn Luke 22150, and by oomecting {t with Mark 10:38 sees there a proof that "our Lord interpreted His Baptism as fore shadowing His death,"*8
Furthermore,

Lampe maintains

uage
and various

typed

that ‘Jasus was accustomed to symbolic lang-

of metaphors,
and he uses the absence
of the accoumt

of the Lord's Supper in the Fourth Gospel as the basis for this romark:
In this
blood is
tization
and Mark

narrative, the sharing of the ‘cup of the covenant in Christ's
replaced by the acter symbolism’
of the Servent «- a dram~
of suoh sayings as those recorded in Luke 12157, 22:27,
10:42=5 == in which Jesus associates His disciples with Him=

BSolf in Hie

cleansing and atoning

death, and

for that end makes

use

of baptismal symbolism that corresponds to the Bucharistio symbole
of breadand wine in the Synoptic narratives.
Christ's Baptism as
4% was comploted and given ita full significance in His death, is
thorefore most intimately linked with the Last Supper, and we cone

-

clude that neither the toup* nor the *baptiam! of Maric 10:36 is an
acoldental metaphor es”

Lampo's

.

:

suggestion that the “oup” metaphor ia a reference to the Lord's

Suppor might be questioned.

But in using the term "baptism" Jesus chose

ac His metaphor not only a word that could have a symbolio meaning (refere
to His death), but also one by which He meant to allude to His om
ring
Baptism by Johns

This does not inply that in Mark 10:38 Jesus was referring only to

on this passages Robinson comments:
His death on the cross, Speaking

*Trampe, The Seal of the Spirit, pe 89
48

Tee

pe

406

Da

* ride,
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The

passace ooours in

Passion.

a. context

heavily

laden with

prediction

of te

, But 1t would be a mistake.to jump to tho conclusion that

the

baptism

of which

Jesus

speaks

all

thet

included

in His

is simply His

death

« « « »

The

baptism of Josua is His whole existence in the form of a servant,
is

being upon earth "not

to be ministered

wate bat to minister, and to give His life a ronsom for mony (Mark 10:
.

“

Therefore Robineon believes that Ignatius
vanoing this

interpretation

7

(ad Ephe 10:12) wes right in ade

of Christ's baptiaa

centuries

ago,

He renarkss

When Ignatius soys of Jesus that He was “baptized that by His sub~ —

mission (or, by dis passion, ri :7<fer ) He might cleanse the water,"
he richtly divined. the connexicn betwoen the baptiem and death of
Christ.
The Fourth Gospel also sees already in the figure coming to

Jom for baptism "the lamb of God (cfs iss 63:7) which taketh omy,
(or, beareth

To explain

7?

)s cf. Ise 5334 the sin of the world

his interpretation,

Robinson adds that

(John 1:29).

"the baptism

is the

anticipation of the Crogs, in whioh Jesus in Jordan foresuffered all, ard
as such it gives to the Cross and all that lies between the two events its

own character of bapti."°?
Isaiah ir this way:
The essential

te relates this to the Servant passages of |

~

meaning

‘"
of Jesus’

baptiem

is prooisely

that Ile was

"ymbered with the transgressors" and "bere the sins of many" (Ise
52:12)_ He centered upon it “to fulfill all righteousness". « « ors
in the words again of Ise 4291, “de will bring forth judguent for

tho nations"

» « « «

desus'

acueptance

of baptism at the hands

John is therefore the beginning of that baptien 9f
ing which could only be completed in the Crogae”"
Thus

Robinson

is basic

for

concludes

that the Baptism'of

the Sacramont

of Baptism

in the

Jesus,

consummated

Church,

- S9Ropinsony ops sites pe 2696

Blinides De 261 B2ppsizs *
cn B8ryia,

1

Die

oes

vicaricus

‘

of

suffers

on the

for he asserts:

Crosse,

Se aia

GB).
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The baptism of Jesus, as lie
death » «-. » The Cross 1s
soquentiy, truly considered,
tism takes place,
Hence the
ment is not an bgoiates word
oified Hinself,

Ilimeelf saw, is modo
the consummation of
it is on the Cross
fount and oririn of
of institution but

But if the Baptism foreshadows
then
_

°

the suffering and death of Christ,

it also foretelia uid resurrection and ascension.

Bub a0. er this is

equally

complete only in His
the baptiem, and cne
thut the world's bape
the Church's sacrae
the body of the Cru=

significant

Therofore Robinson
;
;
.

for the understanding

of

Christion baptism as the aot in which the Christian net nerely dies
but rises with Christ (Roms 6:45 Col, 2212) == the bantiem of Jesus

is likewise the anticipation of His resurrection ani ascersion,95

Likewise He Vogel finds in the Baptism of Jesus a referonce to both His
death

and His

area

The baptiem

of

Jelly to which tho Fessiah prostatzed

tod "to fulfill all righteousness"
tiom

by hin submite

(Natt. 5:15), points to the bap=

in which He fulfilled and executed

the

richteousness

of God

as

the Holy One of God slain on the accursed troe of the law which we
had not fulfilled.
The
tiom -- as it ie indeed

going dewn and rising again in John'a bape
fulfilled by the mystery of the One who takes

our place -- points as such to another going down and rising again

te reality of His death and resurrection from the dead.45

in

Finally, wo refer also to! the coments of Apostolos Makrakis who wees the.
picture of a stormy sea in which men are drowning to expisin the signifi-

cance of: the Baptism of Jesuss
Such as this is the baptiem of Christ ~- a baptism of salvation of
us wno aro at tho bottom of the sea and being subjected to hardships
- and maltrentments, anda work of righteousness,
The work of Christ
is oalled a baptism because, just as one thot is trying to save a

drowning man voluntarily dives

into the sen, and strugzles against

MI bides ppe 205-E4s

SSryides ppe 261-62.
a
Theolory,

Vogels "the First Sacraments Baptism", Scottish Journal of
Vil

(iarcns

1854)_ “50
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it,
ing
down
the
and

and riske his ow life, so and in like manner Christ, who is
to save us who are being overwhelmed in the sea of life, dived
from-heaven into this sea of life, and, after struggling against
wind and waves and being slain, was revived by the power of God
at the same time provided for the salvation of all those who have

gratefully acdepted His aid.°7

As we revier the comments assenbled
tion

above, and recall that the Bap=

of Jesus is generally regarded as the beginning

believe that there
which points
Baptism

is valid reason

forward to the

in Mark

—

10:58 and Luke

of His ministry, we

for interpreting the Baptiem as an act
that Jesus

12450,

thus

and that

does

it plays

allude

to His

an important

ow
part

in His redemptive activity as the suffering Servant, the promised Messish,
end the Saviour of the world.
57, postolos Makrakis, “A
The

Inte

Tobrows,

tation

of the Gospel

—_——
Law

and

Monograph on Baptism" in
Commen’

Franetnted by “Se Gaming (hises
Chicago: The

Biuoattonad

Societys

aes

Pe 456

on the

rcesion

Epistle to the.
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CHAPTER VII
s

THE BAPTISM OF JESUS AS INTERPRETED BY LUTHERAN THEOLOGIANS

We have generally reserved the thought of Lutheran theologians
‘the Baptism of Jesus

on

for discussion at this tino, and have quoted fron

Lutheran theologians only occasionally.

In order to summarize the posi«

tion of the Lutheran Church on the Baptism of Jesus, we shall now _s
der a few of the major points invol
in the
ved
Baptiam of Jesus in the
light of Lutheran theological thoughts
The

Lutheran Symbols

have

:

little to say on the

:
subject.

were able to Loonte but one reference to the Baptism of Jesus.

In fact, we

Under the

section "Of Baptien” we find this statement in The Larze Catechism

you must honor Baptiam and esteem it glorious on account of the Word,
since He Himself has honored it both by words and deeds, moreover,
confirmed it with miracles from heavens
For do you think it was a
gest that, when Christ was baptized, the heavens were opened and the

Holy Ghost descended visibly,
majesty?”

and everything waa divine glory and

However, this reference
does Little siore than encourege us to honor Bap=
tien.

‘The statement throws no light on the significance

of the Baptisn

of Jesuss
Because Jesus was baptised by John, it is fitting to begin by re=

viewing Lutheran interpretations of John's Baptiem.
find ourselves

In doing this, we

in a somewhat peculiar situation because some Lutheran

Tgupra, ppa 865 59, G4ffsy 6Offe, and 89ff.
dias

vertin

The

luther,

"Of Baptism,”

The

Symbolical
Books of the Ev. Lu

Ha Wublisking
Louse, TOL), pe 78 .

a

Catechism

in Triglot

ran3 Church (Ste

—

Concore

+ Concor=
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theologians do not say what Luther does about the baptism of John.

Luther

beleived that the beption of John differed fraa the Christien Sacrament of Baptisms He

olains thet it was a baptism of repentance, not @ Bacra=

ment conferring the forgiveness

of sins.

.

In his sermon on John 1:30-S4,

‘dated "the Saturday after Sts Elisabeth's day, Novenber 24, 1537", Luther
dacleres

that

John himself

tism and his ow when he

points, out the

iLffarence betareen Christ's Bape

gays:

"y baptize with water,

I do not confer the Holy Spirit,

Thus Z do |

not forgive sins But the sim and end of my preaching
is to lead men
Te ceeeeanaes Se Se Penis Som Tae ee piven’ OF toe tanls ster As

to bestow the forgiveness
of sin on thems" John points to Christ.
He does not forgive sins, but he says: "After me will come one whose

Baptiam will not only serve the purpose of repentance tut will carry
with 1t the remission
of
sine",» » « + His Baptiam pointed te the
Holy Spirit, whom Christ was te bring and bestow.
John's Baptien
directed men to the future forgiveness of sin, which waa very close
at hand. It was not yet present.
Nor waa John empowered to confer
ity phorefore he baptized for repentance and a future forgiveness of

.

.

sine

luther continues by saying that John's Baptism is no longer valid because
“in John's Baptiem forgiveness is Promiseds

given."*

in Christ's Baptism it is

He further explains this by saying!

In ‘two respects the Baptism of John
In the first place, John admonished
tion for the coming Christe
In the
Rall Sor aw Zong Ves ae ee
who wag yet to cones

was different from that of Christe
all to repentance and to preparae
second places he told his hearers
ee ee cies GE ontwicne be

Lote

giveneses of sin through Christe

Bven more

persuasive

ere the references

Luther's Disputatio de baptismate

legis.

which Bromiley supplies

Bromiley observes

from

that in Thesis

Svertin Luther, “Sermons on the Gospel of Ste John", translated by

Martin Hy Bertram, luther's Works,

edited by Jaroslav Pelilans

louse, Tost)» oe
Concordia Publishing= louse,

Arosdg Pe 178.
Stpides po 1770

1766

(St> Louise.

I
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luther lists three different types of baptiem: the baptian of the flesh,
of repentance, and of grace ("Lox baptisma carnis, Johannes baptisma poenitentine, Christus baptima cratiae habot"), and that Luther conelndes :
that those who were baptized of John needed. to’ be rebaptised with the bap=

tien of Christ (Ths XII: “Ob quam causam baptistate a Johanne dénuo papti-

sandi fuerunt baptiamate Christi")s° In the Smaloald Articles, Luther
writes:

"John, preceding Hin (Christ) ds called a preacher of repentance,

however,

for the remiseion of sins," but then qualified thia by adding:

"John was to acouse all, and convict them of being sinners, that .they might
ee

« be prepared

for the Lord, te receive

grace, and to

expect and

scoops

from Him :the remission of einse"? . . .
We have previously noted that Lutheran theologians referred

to by

ae

Eokhardt® regarded John's baption « means of grace like Christian Baptisms
Therefore

they do not interpret John’

baptism

doese

For examples WM. Leiner scsorta thats

lehren

im allgameinen,

in the sane way that Lather

"pie lutherischen Theologen |
Christi

dass kein wesentlicher Unterachied swischen

Taufe und der Taufe des Johannes bestehe.”

.

He mentions Fe Pieper, My

Chemmits, Jo Gerhard, and Agidius Hunnius ag men who hold “dass die Toufe

Johannis Vergebund der Sinden, den Heiligen Geist url auch die ewige Soligee

keit darreichte und mittelte."® On the witness of John the Baptist, "I

7, Martin

Luther, The Smaloald Articles

in Tri¢lot Sonoordia (Ste

Louise Concordia Publishing Housc, 1921)_ pe 401,50
Ssupaes Pe 48s

te

:

4, Loimer, "Die Taufe Johamis des THufers in ihrem Verhilltais su
Christé Taufe," Concordia Theological Monthly, XIV (tiasralis 1943), 1976

ee

6c. We Bromiley, "Aspecta of Luther's Doctiine of Baptism,” The
Evangelical Quarterly, XVII (Oates 1945), 281-85.
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baptize you with waters but He who oomes after me will baptize you with the Holy Spirit"

(Mark 1:8, Matt. 3:11), Leimer coments:

Er will damit nicht engen, dass seine Taufe nicht den Heliliren Geist

gebe.

Einmal sagt uns Johanmes damit ausdrilcklioh, dass Gott zum

Taufen Wassor

£u gebrauchen

der grosse Gegensats,

eingesetzt

hate

Sodann

seict er uns, -

den er hiermit hooh hervorhebt,

ist ders

Ion,

will Johannes sagen, taufe auf gbttlichen Befehl und bin ein mensch<lioher Diener Gottes. Christus ist der Hihere, der Gottessohn, der
einige Hellemittler, der die Vergetung der Slinden erwirbt und uns

den Heiligen Geist aus efgener Macht mittellt,

Unterschiod.
Aber nirgends lehrt und sots
Sohied zwischen seiner und Christi Taufes

Das ist der gewaltige

dohannes einen Unter~

Leimer also interpreta John's remark about the “Stronger One" ooning after
him as a prophesy pointing to desus as the Messish,
remark therefore

does not suggest

and that which Jesus insti tuteds

and clains that this

any difference between John's Baptien
Furthermore, Leimer sayé:

“Warum Christus

und Johannis so hilufig Johannis Taufe mit Christi Ausgliessung des Heiligen
Geistes susemenstollen, sagen sie uns nicht, umd es wire swecklos, dariver
allerlei Vermtungen aussusprechens"22

In view of all this, Leimor ar-

rives at this oonolusion about John's Baptism “Sie wor in Rirklichkeit
das gBttliche Sakranent der heiligen Taufe im Neuen Testament, wie die
Taufe Christ’ su Pfingsten.

Sie ibte auch dieselbe Kraft und Wirlomg aus

wie Christi Taufe."22
In contrast to Luther's statement that the Baptiem of John was "for
repentance

and a future

Wrptaey fe 1990

Uryids, ps 200.
TBrutdes ps 2050
Wsupray pe 110

forgivencss of

sin, "25

Pieper

speaks

out against

113
@ similer view held by Thomsius, and reasons that "a remission of sins
of. a ‘sonowhat preparatory and oxtornal nature’ makes rio sons.

either have remission of sins or havy it note"44

You

In his harmony, Tho

Gospels, Jo Yivisaker recognises the tendency among theologians

“te oon

odor’ thi baptien of John simply 06 & synbol wf purification", but he says:
"It may not well be denied, however, that the baptism of Jolm mediated
the

forgivensss

of sing

It is expressly stated that it was a baptien for

the remission ef sins," and he adds that this is the ae

in comection with Acts 2:38_

expression used

He also remarks that

In His conversation with Nicodemus,

Jesus must have had John's bap-

tism in wind when He says: “Exospt
a man be born of water and of.

the Spirit
he cannot ¢ ¢ « " (John 3:5), for Wioodenus
knew no ather
baptism
» 0 « «+ But

if it be true that Jesus refers in this passage

to the baptiam
of John, thon His om words are praof of the fact

that John's baptien was a means

of rogenoration,

He continuss by pointing out that in contrast te the Council of Trent,
which condenmed those “who attribute to the baptism of John the same efficacy as the baptian of Christ," Gerhard, speaking for the Lutheran Church,
asserts that no essential difference exists between these two baptisms:

In certain non-essentials, as also in regard to the effectiveness
of the spiritual gifts,

we recognize that there was

a distinction

between the baptiam of Jom and that of Christ and His disciples,

_ but that there was any essential difference we denysl6

What little distinotion Lutheran theclogians did note my be gathered

from this coment by Ohemnits; who is quoted by Heinrich Schmid es saying:
lprancis Ploper, Christian Dopmatios, edited by We We Fs Albrecht

(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Youce 1503), Til, 2590
15

:

'

:

Joh» Yivisaker, The Gospels (inneapoliss Augsburg Publishing

Houses 1932)y pe llle
ride,

Pe 112e.

".
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The same difference thet exists betwoen the word concerning. Christ
to come, Christ ooming, and Christ exhibited, exists between cirouncision, the Baptiem of John, end the Baptien of Christ.
But although
as to the mode of publication of the doctrine concerning Christ there
may be some difference, yot as to its substanco 1% has >eon the sane

and has had the samo effocts on believers in every age.4’

It is not the purpose

of this thesis to reconcile the difference which

exists here between Luthor and Iutheran theologians, but we cuzht not
overlook ites
On the other hand, Lutheran theologians

generally do agrce with Lue

ther on His interpretation of the Baptism of Jesus by Johne
they agree that 1t marks the beginning

For one thing,

of Hig public office and ministrys

In faot, Luther speaks of the Baptiem of Jesus not only as the boginning
of His ministry, but es the beginning of the New Tostenent itself, for:
he declares:
Die selice Taufe des Herrn ist der Anfang des ganszen Neuen Testa~
ments,

Heut ist su End und abgeschlossen

Verhoissungen Moses hBren auf.

das Alte Testament,

alle

Denn indem der Herr getaurt ist, ist

er sun Doktor, Herrn, und Fiirsten verordnet, der nun sein Ant «.

angetreten hat, wie es denn auch lukas alsbald (4:14ff.) erzdhlt haty
heute istcer gekrimet und sum Doktor gemacht und ihm das Amt des
Neuen

Testaments

befohlen worden,

dass er ein Herr und Heiland

wie denn auch dic Engel schon gemeldet haben (Lice 2:11).48

sei,

Therefore when dasus says: “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God

ds at hand,” (Mark 1115), Luther declares:
Christus Ant gehet allerest en nach seiner Taufe,

verklliret und bezeugnets

da im

der Vater

Und da fihet auch das neue Testament und

VWyartin Chenmite, (CxsCpTrde,g II, 66), as quoted by Heinrich Schmid
in The Dootrinal Theolocy

Hay aud fe Be JacohS,

pig

i

of the Eve Lutheran Churoh, translated by Ce Ae

‘adolphias Yaths Fube Gocletys 1876)» pe 556

Lather, D. Martin Luthers Evargelien Auslecung,

edited by

TOO); Il, lbs
osch
und Ruprecht,
ncn ere andeub
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die Zoit der Gnaden an,

)ed

ne

selbst sagt Marce 1 (vol5)e

li

oer

hciiacnained

auch

find & siniler thought fn one of his sermons on Matthew 5213-17: "Das

“aed. jetet Wirslich gesagt von
Anfang des neuen

Tes temetite

diesem ‘sohBnen Toxt, éarinnen der rechte
und die Summa des ganson Evangelii von Gott

selbst catsaast und uns gegeben ist."22

Though Lutheran theologians may

not seem so bold as to identify the Baption of Jesus with the beginning
of the Now Testament, they do consider it the public ordination of Jesus’
ministry.

Thus C. Te. Hover writes:

|

Es war ffir ihn die Taufe die Bffentliche Weihe eu seinom 8ffentlichen

Amt,

das er jetzt antreten wollte, oins ‘ieiha, dio durch die offen=
Gottes

noch herrlicher

und eindrueksvoller

gemacht wurde.

Lue

ther sagt hierlibers: "Da fingt Christus any ein Christus su seins da
wird er eingewoihet, tritt in sein Ants und hat der Vater die felt
wollen gewiss machen, dass sie ganS nicht Zweifel sollte an Christo

haben, darum,dass er ihn hat selbor pesthtigt” (XI, 2130,i3).22

Likewise Ge» Stoeckhardt speaks

of the Baptism of Josus in this mamers

Er untergog sich der Taufe der armen Slinder und erklfirte sich damit
feierlich bereit, auch durch sein ferneres Tixm wd Leiden fiir die
Sfinde der Welt su biissen und genugsuthun es e » Ut seiner Taufe
ist Jesus in sein Christusamt, in sein Erliseramts in sein prophet-

isches, gaa

getroten.<2

ae

kdinigliches Berufslebon bffentlich ein=

Bo also Yivisaker camments that "Jesus is about to enter upon Eis public
career as the servant of Jehovah, in the performance
of His work of redenp=

Wsartin Luthor»: Simmtliche Werke (Erlangen), X» 127s
2 Tpides AVIy OSs
|

|

21g, 2. Heuer, "Jesus wird ven Johannes

:

fore Synsdni-Derioht dos
des Minnesota Distrikts
Tishing
Op 1012)5Pps Sande

getauft", Johannes der Tau-

(St. Louiss
a Concondin Wib=

225, Stoeokhardt, "Die Taufe Jesu," Die biblische Geschichte ine

Neuen Tontamente

(St. Louies Concordia Publishing Rouse, 1906), pe

216
tion, and for this mission He mst be anointed and conseorated by the Fae

ther, through the paptian of John.*23
Another facet of the significance of the Baption

of Jesus whioh

lae

ther and Lutheran exegetes both emphasise is its character as an act of
’ Obedience

to fulfill all rightecumess,

tention fron

Je Te Mueller, to

Heuer also supports

inde

This factor receives special atcorments we referred

earlier.-*

this interpretation:

Christus wollte als Mossias auftreten, als solcher atand er da an
der.enschen Btatt, er reprisentierte tatelchlioh in seiner Person

die gesamte Henschhoit.

Und was nun fllr die Menschen gbttliches

Recht und ¢Sttliche Ordnung war, das wollte

Jesus erflillene

Er

stand im Bogriff, alles auf sich su nehmen, was den Kenschen sukan,
und 80 gebulte os ihm auch, dic von Gott
die Menschen bestimte

Taufe Johannis an sich vollsiehen su lassen.”°

The

same

factor

is

considered by

Aa

haNets

who assorts anes

Jesus ‘submitted to the divine will, It wos a part ‘of His obedience
to comply with the demands of Hig callings and baptism was liis dedie
cation

to the

life

of obedience

and suffering

which now awaited

Him,

or, as Bugre says, iis solemn acceptance of His mission:as the MesSian and ig sucred pledge to dedicate Himself to this work with un=

questioned devotion.“6
Again,

Luther

ae

and Lutheran theologians

agree

that the Voice

fron

heaven and the descent of the Spirit indicated that now Josus was prepar=
ed for His mission in a special ways
Heuer remarks

Discussing the Voice from heaven,

that by this

ist Chrietus aber auch feierlich und unverbrtichlich best&tigt als
der, der dn komien sollte,

als der von Gott der Welt gesandte Heil~

fips.
Le

®yivisotor, ope Oltey Pe 116.
2gupray Pe B9ffe

*Exeucrs Ope cites, Pe t2e
2 yy yiseker, Ope cite,

Pe

116.
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+ Onde

da,

er wird hier

feierlich

su seinnen Ante auf Erden geweiht

und gleichsam eingesegnet,
Er wird hier nach seiner renschlichen
‘Natur angetan mit Kraft aus der Hohe, er wird su seinem einsigartigen

Erlbsgrante
Masse

a

gosalbt mit dem Freudenble des Heiligen Geistes ohne

4

:

ji

:

This doas not mean that Jesus had not possessed the Holy Spirit before
His Baptisms, for Stoeckhardt assures uss
und gwar

im vollsten Maaas, hat

Hand hingenoumene"“8
from Yivisaker, who

“Yas Jesus von Anfang an besass,

er gleichwohl

von Neuem aus

des Vaters

This interpretation receives further development
comments:

His baptiam is not simply the acceptance of the office as our Prophet,
High Priest, ond King with the pledge
‘t He will porform properly
the duties of the office -- it is also His ‘divine
ration for His
exalted mission as the Messiah.
The baptiem did not oniy
betoken a
new phase

in His

tual emotion.

life,

nor was

it simply a symbol

of a mere

spiri-

Jesus is now anointed with the Holy Ghost. (Acts 10:38).

Jesus is not the person acting, but the One who is acted upons
He
had the. Spirit, for He was conceived of the Spirit, and the fulness

of the Godhead dwelt in Him bodily.

recipient of the Spirite
upon

Jesus,

But nevertheless

Chemitsz sayst

not as thourh He were without

He is now made

"Ihe Holy Spirit descended
the Spirit,

the

fulness

of

the. Godhead dwelt -in liimg but because it was prophesied that the
Heasiah,

when He became

our iediator,

should

be ancinted,

not with

041, wut with the Holy Ghost (Ps. 46:83 Is, 6111), in order that all

might rest assured that He wae the Prophet whom they should hear."29
Later Yivisaker

expleins this more fully when he adds!"Ze mst

remember

likewise that Jesus had the Spirit as the spirit of life, not only as God,
but

also

as man)

now He received

‘the Spirit as the Spirit

of His

office

and as the Spirit of power, without measure," and he adds that Jesus as

@ man was. “in need of the equipment and seepaentitsl by the Spirit for the

duties of His work."°0

Luther takes @ similar view, when he coments on
’

RTHouery ope cites pe t3e:

28stoeckhardt, op» Oltes pe 2s
28y1visaker, ope Gites Pe. 1176.

50rpide’
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the words "an dem ich Wehlgefallen habe"s "IMermit weihet.er ihn auch

mum Pfaffen oder Priester; gleichwic der 110. Pa. 4, iim "einen ewigen
Priester’ nemet, als der ewig vor Gott steho, uns su ‘vers8imen und gu

Vortreten. "5!

On the significance of the degcont of the Spirit as a

dove, Yivisaker

declares:

That the Spirit descended in a bodily shape like a dove implies that
Ne had assunod the form of a natural dove, had clothed Himself in the
shape of a dovoe Tho sysbolism is twofold. A body is a completed
entity.
ceives.

It is the Spirit in His entirety or His fulness that Ue ree
And the dove is in Scripture an emblem of poaconbloness,

meelness, ainplicity (Cant. 1:15; 2:24 Hose 7sll; atte 10216)¢
Ths point is not whether the dove is such a creature, but what it .symbolizes in Soripturc, And tho truth, which the dove symbolizes,
die emblematic

of

the entire

activity

of Christ,

a contrast

in this:

respect to that of the prophet Elijah.
It is the spirit of the Gos<
pel, as opposed to the spirit of the Law.

Luther also notes, the contrast between Lew and Gospel.

lle observes that .

while at Kt. Sinat there was a “terrifying spectacle", at the Baptism ofJesus everything was
lovely, comforting,
volce

to be heard,

end joyfuls
saying

the Father most kindly allows his

that he is well pleased with

the Son,

Son standing there in his manhood and allowing himself to be ba:
ed for our benefit, end the Holy Spirit descending like a doves
But the most obvious similarity botween Luther‘*a commonts

the

-

on the Bap=

tism of Jesus end those of Luthoran theologians is found in their inter-

pretation that it was a vicarious act, through which Christ has taken up=
on Himself our wins.

Tims Luther asserts that Jesus ecospted baptism

for the reason that he was entering into ow stead, indeed, our per=
s ins
gon, that is becoming a sinner for us, teking upon himself the

which he had not committed,

and wiping them out and drowning then

Sliuther, Sewztliche Werke (Erlangen), X¥Ip 61s

Sey avisakor, ‘ops Gites Pe 119

a,

*3. thor, Luther's Works (Cnoordiastauchlenbverg), LIy 819s
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din his

holy baptism.

And

« e « he did this

in accord with

the will

of God, the heavenly Father, who cast cll our sins upon him that he

might bear then and not only cleanse us from. them through his bap=
tism and make satisfaction for them on the Crest, but also olothe us
in his holiness and adorn us with his innocence.”
.
:
Eckhardt

indicates

the vicarious nature of Jesust

baptism

“Fir seine Person bodurfte Christus der Taufe nicht.

Stinden der Welt;

in tho

Auf ihm lagen die

Again, lather says that by His Bap~

tiem, Jesus "hat die Welt + » » von allen Siindon gewasohen und
und den Tod ersiufet,

und alan dan mensohliche

Geschieckt nit

Heuer says!

gescnah die Taufe desu.

einen Sinder,

goreiniget,
Gott

'

Auf Jesu lagen die Stinten aller Henachene
der keine

Zur Vergebung ihrer Sinden

Davon sage Luchere'"Johonnes kriect allhier

Stinde filr seine

Person hat,

und

ist doch der

erbsste Sinder, der aller Welt Stinde bat und triizt. Derun er sich
auch lisst taufen und bekennt mit goleher Tat, dasa er ein Stinder
sein, Abor nicht fiir sich, sondern filr ums « « e « Und muss sioh

lassen taufen sur Vorgebung der Slinden, nicht flr seine Person, die

unschuldig

und unbefleckt

ist,

sondgrn

Stinde or triigte" (VII, G91f, #25F.)
Stoookhardt develops the vioaricus
noting

that

deasue not only

the people

aspect

um unsortwillen, weloher

of tho Baptism

took upon Himself the

took their Place even in atoning
Pentance

»

Zur Vergobung lbrer Sinden liess sich Christus taufen

und erfillte alle Gerechtigkoit."9>5

versBimete"25

cament:

by

of the people,

to be baptised,

of their sinse

Thus

he says

desus

erkllirte damit, dese er alle Gerechtickeit erfiillen und an Statt
BMrvsde, De 31Se

*Sxckhardt, ops oites Pe B40,
Si ather, SAmtliche Werke (Erlangen), XVI, 107%.
37 aeuer, Ope cites

Pe 4350

but

for all sinss because by their own ree

could not rid themselves

that by His willingness

eins

of Jesus

|
|
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seincs Volkes sich.der Sindenbusse unterziehen wolle.
‘fr wollte fir
die Silnder bilssen und die Sinden des Yolkes selbor silhnene Fach dem
Zeugnis des Prophoten und des Evangelisten sprach Johannes nur die
Forderung der Busse ause Damit war nicht cesazt, dass Israel Bich
selber seinor Stincen entledicen kOnue.e Violmehr kam num, nachden
die Stinder und Z8llmer ihre Siinden bokannt hatten, Jesus hinterdrein
und erflilite filr'sie alle Gerechtigkeit, nahm ihre Siinden, die sie
beiohtend gleichsam in das Jordumiasser niedorgele:t hatton, indem
er in dor Jordan stieg, auf seinen Ricken und ruchte die Reinigung
dhrer Stinden durch sich solbste « « « So war der Jesus, von dem

Johannes sougt, wirklich dor ErlUser, der aus Zion kommen sollte.”®

Lanski, does not beliove that Jesus tock upon Himself the sins of the
people at His Baptism,

He contends that

wk

Luther's view strains the words by attempting to give the same significance to Christ's baptiam as ig given to that of the sinners who
flocked to the Jorden, Christ coming with the sins of others and have
ing them washed away, the others having their owm sins removed.
this

produces a double removal of the same Bins,°”

But Luther

does not believe

and ao Lenski's
follow

John's baptism bestowed forgiveness

objection loses some of its forces. However,

the exposition

of the other Lutheran theologians

by itself,

even 1f we

quoted

above,

deW

sus’ Baptism still need not be considered “a double removal of eins", but
rather,

by His

Baptisn (as part

of His

redemptive

work,

completed

on the

Cross) Jesus accomplished the objective forgiveness of sins, which sinners
receive

in a subjective way when thoy are baptizede

This leads

into one more aspect of Josus’

Baptism.

Both Luther and

many Lutheran theologians after hin observe that by His Baptiom,
oonssorated Baptisn. and gave

@ means

of pracese

Luther has

4% ite

Jesus

cleansing

nature,

say that the

so that

purpose

Jesus

it is now

of His

Baptism

ne

B8coorg Stoeckhardt, “Welssagung und Bretiliungs" lebre und Tehre

(duly and August, E84), Kip 2650,
38.

5

Re Ce He Lenski, The Interpretation of Ste Matthew's Gospel (6olunbus: The _oeee Press, woe pe Le

is
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"to wush away and drow the sins of all the world, thet through it oll

instituted

by Cod primarily

for

Christ's

sake

mst
the the
things

es the sectarians blasphemously say, but in it all righteousness ig
- £ulfilled » 0 e « Fors says Christ, by my baptism T huve accasplish}
ed 4t, that whoever believes in ze and accepts this baptien receives

the forriveness of “ee
will doll in hine®

and my Father and I and the Holy Spirit —
:

Luther then speals about the words of the Voice fron heavens end maintains.
that the Fathor

ie well

pipezed. with

the Son,

for m pormitted

Hinself .to

"De baptised ond thus aroaned ein in the water end then efterverds allowed
himself to
death

be killed

upon

the

and domiation, muah needs

Cross."

ends as a romult,

perish and coase on

says

account

Luther,

of hin,

rightecusness, life, ani ‘salvation break forth in their place."41
some thought is evident aa the reuark by Bokhardts

“ain,

and

The

“Durch soine Taufe

hat er dio Teufe for die Venschen gewelht und alle erworbanon Gilter des

Heils in dic Toute gelecgt."42

In a similar vein, Houser coments: "So hat

er wiedcrum alle von ihn exworbonen Gilter des Heils

in die Taufe hinein-

gelect, so dass, wer da giaubt und getauft wird, dieser ( Giiter auch wirle-

Moh teilhaftig wird, and he addss
Christ4

Taufe

ist euch ein Bild umserer

Taufe.

Wie bei der Taufe

desu die enze Gemeinachaft. der Poraonen der heiligen Dreieinigkeit
gum Ausdruok kan,

so ist der dreieinig

Cott

auch bel unserer

Taufe.

Wir werden getou?t auf den Nomen des dreieinigen Cottes und treten
domit in die Gemcinschaft des dreieinigen Gottes, werden des wahren

Cottes Kinder.*

40tuthor, Luther's Forks (Conooeata-tshtenters)s LI, 318

“1rpad., [pe
B19. Hokhardt, ope cit.
Gites, Pe 40,
Heuer, Ope Ghtse pe 450

;
.

i

ee Te

baptism was

and then afterwards also for the sake of all mene For first he
senctify the baptism throuzh his own body und thereby te“s away
sin, in order that afterwards those who believe in him may have
of sing. Thorefore baptism is not a useleas, expty
forgivenoss

Te

Therefore

5o Luther deolarest

2.

righteousness and salvation may: be acoaiplishode”:
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Returning to-Luther, wo find thio cormment:.
"Dem
Ding

hicrmit zoigt or selbst,
sein um die

dartber gibt,

Taufe, woil

:

dass es muss cin solives,

gnadenreich

er nicht all ein soin Nort und Ant

;

sondern nuch sich selist dorein senket und steckt, und

dies Wasser mit scinem eigenen heiligen Leibe berilhret ja helliget

und voll Segens machot.4*
In answer to the quostion:
Luthor

That good does the Baptism of Jesus do me7,

replies:

Du muset mit deinor Taufo in die faufe Christi kommen, also dass
Christi Taufe deine Taufe, umd deine Taufe Christi Tanfe, und aller=@ings Eino Taufe seie
Denn die Taufe ist ein solch Bad, durch wel-

ohes ums unsere Stinden abegewaschen worden;

« « « «

Und wenn uns

auch die Taufe das, ninlich Vergebung der Siinden, nicht brichte, so

wilre uns die Taufe kein nfitze und wire nichts besser dem
Bade

Dara

sollen wir wissen und glauben,

willen getauft sei, und also sagen:

dass

ein ander

Christus um unsert~

Seine Taufe sei meine und meine

Taufe seine Taufeg dem or ist das Lama Gottes, welches der Welt
Stunde trigte
Und dass er mm gotauft wird, das wird er in unserer
Ferson und von unsertwegen getauft, dle wir von der Welt und voller

Stinden sinds welche Siinde er auf Sich genommen und ist durch dicse
soine Teufe davon abgewaschene”
Because

of this, luther concludes

that "alle mm,

die also in Christm

getauft werden,

dennen sollen ihre Sinden auch also abgowaschen und vere

geben seine"“8

This means that in our Baptiam we shall receive the Holy

Spirit, as wo ace from Gerhard's statemente "As the Holy Spirit wes super=
naturally and peoulierly united with the dove

in which he descended

Christ at his

day is he supernaturally

Baptism,

so even at the

present

and peculiarly united with the water of Baptism. "4? Thus
at

the

Baptism

of Jesus

ocours

at evory Christian

6, ther, Sammtlicho Yorke,

Baptism.

(Srlansen) XVI, 70.

*Blnides ppe 11215.
{Ivides pe 1150
“"cornard,

as quoted by He Solmid, op. cites

De

5576

on

What happened
Fuerbringers
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reproducing Luther, says

that hoaven was not closed again after Christ's

Baptism:

:

Hein, er ist.nicht wieder sugeschlosseng sondern steht noch tUglioh

offen, bis on den Jingsten Tags dagzumal aber ist or sichtiglioh offen
gestonden, dass wir g¢leusen sollen und gowles sein, solches geschehe:

noch tiglioh, wenn wir und andere getauft werden » « »
-

a

Die Tauf" im Jordan an sich nab
Das hinmelische Cottes lam,
-Dadurch, der nie kein' Sinde ta

Von Sinden uns gewaschen hat,

What blessings

come to us through our Baptism because

Jesus Himself

was baptized my be seen in this renerk by Yiviseker'
iis

baptism was

important not

only for Hinself,

but also

to us.

And

His.baptism is not merely a symbol of the blessing in our baptism .
but it is also the.source of the blessing it contains.
It is because
Jesus was baptized with His baptism that the blessing may be ours,
Because Jecus was beptized for our salvation, we are baptised unto
Salvation in His nome.
EGecause le.received the Spirit, We confers.

the Spirit upon use

Because He was and continued to be God's be-

loved Son, we become in Him the beloved children of God (issendrop).*?
In conclusion, Yiviseaker refers to Chrysostan and declares that Jesus
personally was in no nood of baptism for His om salvation, but bap=
tiom wos in need of the power of Christs for baptism was to beoome

the source and the essence of all blessings

in order thet they who

are baptised might be considered worthy to receive the Holy Ghost,.°?
Some

theologians

become"

might not agree with

the source of all blessings.«

Jesus was baptined, in

the

thought

that baptism was

"to

Our rejoinder would be thet because

our place, He consecrated the water of Baptiem and

now through this sacrament gives us forgiveness end aalvations
?

48, arte

Fuorbringers "Christi Taufe und unsere Taufe,"

eraner, LXVII, 18»

4 avisaker, Ope oites

50rpaa,’

‘
Pe

lide
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CHAPTER VIII
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF JESUS"

BAPTISH FOR THE CHURCH TODAY

in the Preceding chapters, we have endeavored te present an exegetieal study of the Baptiam of Jesus, ravi

some of the more prominent inter=

Protations concerning it, consider what the Baptism meant for Jesus Hime
Self, and what significance

demptions

it has in. relation to Hie entire work of re~

The previous chapter has elso direndy called attention to some -

aspects of both the duportaence and the mosning of the Feptiam of Jesus

for the Church of our day and agee The purpose
pand that

.

:

of this chapter is to ex

considerations

The Significance of Jesus’ ‘Baptien for Christians Today
- Tf 4% 1s true ‘that by His Daptisn,

Jesus consecrated the water of .

Baptiem and imparted to.the Sacrament of Baptism the blessings of God's
race, then surely His Baptism is very importent for Christians todays’
We may not alunys fully appreciate this eigificance,

but we should imow

that tho Baptian of Jeane win Held dahigt eateon in Sie early Christian
Churchy for Knox Sutores us that "4b osme near to inclusion in the Creed")
One reason why 4t 4s so importent is brought to our attention by Lenpe in

his remark “the expooted and general outpouring of the Spirit was anticl=

pated and prefigured in the. baptism of the Messiah at John's hands."@

17, Ly Knox, Sty Poul and the Church of the Gentilos (Cambridges
University Pross,. 1959), pe Lo? Nede

®G. We He Laupo, “Sapien in the Now Tostament," Tho Scottish

of Theology (dine, ISGE)y Vy 166.
Journal’

ce

:
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According to the findings of the Interim Roport, wo mut keop in mind the
Baption

of Josus

baptiser

if wo wish

to understand

—

His

oamand

to us to go end

. 3

fho commission of tho Rison Lord has to ve seen in its dimension of .
depth in what He has done for us, end for our exile, in iis life
end work on earth.
Ghrisiian baptism looks back to Christ's Baptisn

in the Jordan "to fulfill all righteousnesa” and to the fulfillment

of that Baptism on the Cross,®

—

Because of this, "the doctrine of Baptism is grounded in the Person and
Work’ of Christe

What He was, what Ho taught, and what He did are the

facte thit dotermine and shape the Sacrament of Saptin and give it its
significence."*
the significance
ewarenons

of tho Baptism of Jesus is basic,

of the significance

of our owm baptism,

therefore,

«The coment

to our

of Robert

lew on I John 5:6 holps us to see this:
The Apostlo's words may suygeat the question whether
the Sncraments as pormanent and, one might also say,
ses to the historia renlity,
of the facts they roprosent,

as it ought to boe

the worth of
living witnes-

as well as to the ideal simificanco,
ie usually appreciated and unplusised

iis declaration that Christ came by water,

though not by water only, gives to Christ's
tance that is not alwys recognized.”

om

baptism an inpor=

The suimisaion of Jea:s to Baptism is regarded by Klingelhoefer as impor=
tant evidence from Scripture for tho God-ordained use of Baptiam for man's

Salvations

He declares:

Dass euch desus selbst sich unter das Zeichen der Yassertavfe Johannes des THufers stelite und sioh solcherweise in die Modrigkeit unsres siindigen enschseins uid der Gehorsanepflicht gegen seinon hime

lischen Vater einordnete, ist wohl der stiirkste neutostamentliche Bee

Schurch of Scotland, Special Commission on Baptism, Interim Report
Of The Special Commission On Baptism
"Tides

(Edinburgh

Blackwell,

1955), pe ve

Be Se

Sropert: Low, The Tost of Life (Edinburght Ts & Te Clark,1914)» De 121s
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weie flr die schriftgoniisse und gottcewoll te Ordmmg der Vassertaufe
im Heilserleben des alindi sen tions chen «6

Consequently,

even the answer of Jesus "to fulfill ail righteousness” is

banic, according

of the Baptiem
Der Herr

to Klingelhoefer,

of Jesus for use
Jesus war

for

the

importance

He writes:

sich seiner

fallice Zoichen klar bevusst,.
Gott

our understanding

geschenicten und dedurch

cSttlichen

Sondung

auch

chne

sinnen-

Wir Menschen aber bediirfen des von

geheilisten Zoichens,

weil

anders

unser

Glaube nicht die nitige Vorstellingskraft gewinnen kent, sich des
Heils-rlebens mit Jesus Christus

80 sollte also durch
die ja Bffentlich im
Vorstellumg von dem
Gmmdlezung der Welt
ninlich, dass er in

creifoar klar bewusst su wordene

did Unterordnung Jesus unter die Johamoestaufe,
Jordan geschah, une Menschen eine deutlichs
gegeben werden, was im Rat des iibchsten vor
ud nun auch im Herzen Jesu beachlossen war,
die Wolt gekonmen war, wa als das fehllose, wahr=

haftige Gotteslum sich unter das ¢éttliche Todesurteil tiber. die Stine
der aller \ielt eu stellen umd durch sein stellvertretendes Todog~leiden den Slindern sine ewige volighitics Erldsung su soheffens

From the foregoing
the importance

coments, we wonder

of Christ's

Baptism,

how or when we failed to recogaize °
But we are

somchow we have missed it to a great extent,
tiem of Jesus

Among
Oscar

does not receive

recent

Cullmenn

theologians

stands

tremely importants

compelled

to confess that

and we believe that the Bop

the attention thot 4+ should

to lay now stress

out as onewho

interprets

on the
His

in the Church

Baptiem

of Jesus,

Baptiam as being

ox

Cullmann believes that the Baptiam of Jesus plays an

interral pert in His redemptive work of effecting a "senerel forgiveness"
for all men,

octaae

We

He maintains that the Baptiom of Jesus points

poate

Tryna, De 2Be

to the Cross,

Ruhrt Bundes
vie Neue ‘Testamentliche Taufe (Wittenr
re
:

—

:
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din which alone a11. Boptian finds ite fulfdlamats ' Thos
this

Sullnann reaches

gonolusiont

Tt is he,
like

many

Jesus, who will not only baptise

John the Baptist but will

complete

the

kod once for all, at the moment of: [)}

to the essence Be a

general

individual non with water
general

Yoptiem,

for all

atoning deathe

It be~

by Jesus tm
Len oitectod ay

Bes

& offered
In enti
us deoteten
ton oF
th ond
ere standing ofTose
t.050 wie
Eetepeaoe a Tt. Tepticaet
apt
airace has ite
fomdation hore, and it is in the strictest sense "prevenient grace,"§
In the light of this.we
that "Christian Baptisn,
Sing
mont,

which

became

CaLimann's earlior

when regarded as Daption for the See

is no mere reversion

the Cross.
eral

oan better appreciate

to Johannine baptiams

possible only through the

statement

wenees ; of:

It is rather the tMLELIs

completed work

of

a

is

Culimann later expounds his view of Christ's work as a Bete

Baptisn,

ocmpleted

in His

:

death and resurrection:

According to the Now Testament,

all men have in principle receive

Baptism long ago, nemely on Golgotha, at Good Friday end Easters
There the essential act of Baptism was carriod out, entirely without
our co-operation, and even without our faithe
There the whole world
was baptised on the ground of the absolutely
sovereign act of God,

who in Christ "first loved us" (Z John 4:19)
even before we

That

before we loved hin,

believods

the Baption of Jesus by John 1s very important

Cullnwim's observation that

cen be gathered from

.

individual participation in the death and resurreotion of Christ in
Baptism is passible only after Christ has completed his general Bap~
tisms;

ané this

is the

reason why he himself was

baptised by, Johny

|

and why those received into the Church today ere baptisode

|

Soscar Cullman, Baptism in the Hew Testament, translated by Je Ke

|

8. Reid,

(Londons

1060), De 19-20,

BCH Fress,

Srotde,

Te 180

lOibidss

pe. 230

2 Urpides

Pe 220

.

|
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*

Nor

viow

does

Cullmonn

stand alcere

in this

interprotations

& siniler

is expressed by Robinson: Bohind

Christian baptiem

stends

the baptiom,

unique

ond 211

undertaken by desus Himsclf for the sins of the whole worlde

inclusive,

Indeed,

the fundamental reason why baptism “makes one" is that it brings men
under ea baptism “once mado." The one baptisa is that by which the

Church is. created, before it ie that which the Church administersel? .

Then,

spealing of Cullnenn's

generalization

cf the work.of Christ as a

“single, prevenisnt and oll-inclusive baptian" Robinson saysr
I believe that Cullmam

is right.

I believe

thet 1% esn be shom

(a) that such a comcoption, though attaching itself pro-eminently

end naturally

to the death

of Christ,

is used

to interpret His whole

work from His baptism in Jordan to the final release

of the Spirit

at Pentecosts and (b) thot such an understanding is to be

a

in evory important literary tradition in the Now Testament.
We may not agroo with his expression "every importont Mtersry tradition

in the Now Tostenent", but this should not detract fron his first obsere

the

The Interim Report also seems to support
BAPLISHA

of which tho Now Testament

vicarious sacrifice on the Cross.

the view hold by Culimanns

speaks

is the

One Baptism

That is tho mightySaat te

of

a

vation,

which [J] Jesus Christ was born, and for which He was oorsecrated and
sealed at the dordane
By the pouring out of His Spirit He gives
those

baptizod

into liim to share

in His

One vicarious

Baptism

e « « ¢

Primarily, BAPTISIA refers to the Baptism of Blood on the cross on
our behalf, but it also refora to the Sacrament of that Baptism in
which

e11 who

at Christ's

oommand are buptized

name and rise with Him into newness of

life.

in water

—

inte His:

In the New Testament

the Seorament of Baptiem and the vicarious Baptism of Christ are
spoken of so indivieibly that it ia impossible to distinguigh what
* has boen done for us by the Cross and resurrection and what
by the

Sacrament of that Baptisms
It is that union or inseparable rolation
which is the very. meaning of the Sacrament in which we arc baptized

TS Tbids» Pe 2689 °

“eps ghtes Pps B10.

wie PY

125, AvT. Robinson, "Qne Baptism as a Category of New Testament
Sote riology," Scottish Journal of Theology, V1, (September, 1953), 2570

nrones

_ with Christ's Baptiam,
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The Interin Report proceeds with its review of "One Baptism" by statings:
Ve mst

speak

of the

One

Baptism as two-fold:

the Baptism

on the Cross and the Baptism of the Spirit at Pentecost.

of Blood

Through

the latter the Church is incorporated into Christ and given to share
in His One Baptism.
‘The Haptiem for all men is realised in the
Church through the Baptism of the Spirit, but this Baptism of the
Church is for all men in the sense that at Pentecost the Church is
Oomissioned and

consoorated

to take the Gospel

to all creatures.

In that serse the Pentecostal Baptism corresponds to Christ's om
Baptiem in the Jordan, where He was consecrated to the mission of

_ the Crose.15

"

A similar view is presented by Vogel, who desoribes baptism as the new
beginning which God makes with the sinner, and which involves

divine

Sonship and incorporation into the body of Christ:
the quality

of this

institutio

is determined by the

fact that

the

instituting Lord Himsolf underwent a baptism which alone made it
possible for us to be baptised at all into and in
and which is
the basis of the reality and truth of our baptisms
Another thought related
to the above is

presented
by Lampe, whe be=

lieves that Christian Baptian means reception of the sirs of the Holy
Spirit.

He asserts

that

Christian Baptism is the application to each believer of the Baptism
of Christ aa it was consummted and fulfilled in His denth and resure
rectione The Christian who has escramentally died and risen with

Christ to the new life in the Spirit is "anointed in the Messiah"
upon whom the “unotion” of the Spirit came, and through whom the

Spirit was poured out at Pentecost to make hia followers yo,« r0¢ ol7

Lampe regards the Baptism of John as au act of prophetic symbolism, not

as an effecacious sacrament for the forgiveness of sins, but he says

18r44.,

pe

Seq

16H, Voxel, "The Pirst Sacrament?
Theolocy, (isrohy 1954), Vilg 35,

Baptisms” Scottish Journal of

17g, We Be Lampe, The Seal of the Spirit

and Companys 1951), pe Ge

a

~

(New York: Longnons, Green,

:
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The great event which changed Johannine
« e e the

Baptiam

of Jesus

regarded

into Christian Baptism was

first,

as the Synoptists

and

the Fourth Gospel both imply, as the foreshadowing and symbolical
suming up of His mission as Son and Servant of God, of His death,

resurrection, and ascension and

in these events,

and, secondly,

of the New Covenant

to be inaugurated,

as an event which preficured end

made possible the Pentecostal fulfilment, of the ancient hope of a
universal. outpouring ef the Spirit upon the people of Gods

Lampe agrees that not only the Baptiom of Jesus at the Jordan, but
also His Baptism on the Cross makes possible the bestowal of the Spirit,
and he notes that during the earthly, ministry of Jesus
the general outpouring of the Spirit remains an unfulfilled pranise
reserved for the future « « « before the saving work of Jesus was
completed,

He “spake

of the Spirit whioh

they that believed

on Hin

were to reocive™ (John 7:39) « « « 80 far as Christ's followers were
concerned, therefore, it was the completed 6«/7r:o7un of His death,
and not meroly iis Baptism
in the qgrdans

ceive the "Holy Spirit of promises

whioh enabied them to rew

.

:

The Interim Report stands in accord with thiss.
Thé Christian rite of Baptism goes back in origin to the Baptism of
Jesus in water and Spirit at the dordan, where water-Baptign and
Spirit Baptism were

joined together

in a unity,

therefore

determin-

ing the nature of Christian Baptiem. "Except a man be born of water
and. the Spirit he cannot enter into the Kingdan of God” (John 3:5)

That is the way in which Jegus in the Fourth Gospel speaks of Bap=

tiam.
Im Him dohn's Baptiem has been fulfilled and beoome Ohristian
Bantiru, bringing through the Spirit the new birth inte the Kingdom

of Gods Because His hour is not yet come, the hour of crucifixion
and glorification, the Spirit is not poured out, so that sharing by
others in His Baptism waite until the resurrection and Pentecost for

its fulfiliment.©?

Discussing the difference between the Johannine Baptism of the
apostles and the Christian Baptiem of
The

converts, Lampe says:

Johannine rite received a new meaning as

18h 4a.,

De SBo.

Wriytde, pe dle.
20a. Gites De Oe

:

soon as the Apostles

.

.

i
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had experienced the coming of the Holy Ghost. The Spirit hod dew
Soended upon them immediatelys but the case of their converts was
differents
They had to be brought +6 faith in dosus as the Christ
by the apostolio ministry of witness and preaching of the word, and

their union with Christ, attained by faith,
to them by Baptism.

: The Baptism

of Jesus,

is sacramentally mediated
who makes.
as the Servant

atonement for His people, having been completed in His
Him as the Christ

death and

are baptized

resurrcotion,

those who acoept

name of desus

the Anointed for the remission of sine.

converts come to belong to the Christs they
the new sm
Bapti
His property, entered in the name of the Messiah as members

people;

in tho

By undergoing.
are made
of His -

end through their participation in the Anointed they receive

a share in His anointing, the gift of the Holy Spirit, the sign that
the Messianic age has already dawned,"

Still ancther ‘interesting facet of the significance of the Saptien
of Josus for Christians today is the relation it has to an early Chrise

tien practice which Lampe calle a “sealing.”

Referring to the phrases «

By 7G Naor, év & (Bphy 1112-18) es Noerrev (12 Corinthians 1:21)
~

and

'

~

,

¢y oo

-

r4

(Ephe 4150). Lampe suggests that these are statements re-

garding spiritual anointing,

and that

the only rite which is here contemplated

is the Baptiam which the

Church derived in its earliest days from Joh and which had been:
transformed in ite significance by the baptism, death and resurrec-

tion of Jesus,72

;

:

:

:

Referring to the ancient custom of “chrismation" and consignation with
the

sign of the

Cross, Lampe maintains that

.

this edifying practice signified by the visible sign one aspect of
what

had been sacramentally effected

in Baptisms

It translated

into

dramatio form the New Testament teaching that in Baptiam the believer
is made a member of Christ and a sharer in His Messianio character so
that the Church can be described in later times by Theophilus of m=

tiooh as the “anointed people",

2s snipes Ope Sites pope Sl-2e

22 aupe, The Seal of the Spirit, pe 7»
23thide,

Pe

808. _

—
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Near the end: of his book, Lampe

says that among some second=century Fathors

the connection of this spiritual sealing and the sacranent of Baptism had
'

become so close that the seal and the rite wore regarded as identical:

The seal was received by the believer in Baptism because his Baptism
re-enacted Christ's own Baptiam, so that he was enabled to partici«
pate symbolically in the spirit's descent at the Jordany and, through

the mediation of the son of God, to
Glaration of his ow adoptive sonship.

In conclusion,

» 98

it were, the divine de-

Lampe says:

Union with Christ and sharing in His Sonship (ee far as that is possible for those who receive it by grace and not by nature) is symbol~
ized and secramentally effected by Baptism which re«enacts

tism of Josue in which the Spirit desconged
proclaimed the Son of the divine Father.
The

significance

of Jesus! Baptisn

for

upon Him,

the Church

the Bap-

and Re was

today receives

a

somewhat different interpretation fron Karl Barth, but he omeiders it
of great. Amportance

for a proper understanding

of Christian Baptisms

He

desoribes Christian Baptism as being in essence
the representation

(Abbild)of a man's renewal through his pertiocie

pation by means of the power of the Holy Spirit in the death and .
resurrection of Jesus Christ, and therewith the representation of
man's

association with

Christ,

with

the oovenant

of grace which

is

26

concluded and realised in Himy and with the fellowship
of His Churoh.

Vhat he means

by represertetion (Abbild) he explains in this way:

According to John 1, the water baptiam of John witnesses to the bo~=
tiem of the Spirit which is to be direotly accomplished by Jesus
Christ

Himself, . According

to the foundation

is the Cpvo/wwe (likeness) of His deathe

passage

Romans

6:5,

Therefore and in this

sense we call baptien a representation,”

*4Arpid.,

pe 507,

BBinide, pe 518."
®6; 451 Barth,
The Teaching of the Church Regarding Baptiem,
lated by Ernest A. Payne

BT rhides Pe 159

1 BOM

fresa,

jo De

Se

trans-

it
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Barth connects the Baptian of Jecus with Christian Baptism when he says
As

Luther

« « « and Calvin also believod,

it is the

Lord who males

water baptism powerful for repentance and the forgiveness
He, who noeded not theso

things,

submitted

to them,

of sins.

thereby

setting

forth both what happened on Golgotha and also what happened on
Easter morning, thus declaring His solidarity with sinners,
Beptism
was thoroby mado ea living and expressive representation of Christ's
Whoever now is baptized may
highepriestly death and resurreotions
expect like Him to sce the heavens opencgs to hear the voice of the

Father, and to share in the Holy Spirit.

According to Barth, Josus is now “the Chief Character, the primary and
true Baptizer,” who turned Baptiem into "something powerful, living, and
expressive," and who, by His own “participation in it, gave command and
comission.

Therein lies the potency of paptian."@?

Therefore Barth

considers the Baptism of Jesus as the true origin of Baptiams

He

says:

The covenant of grace was to be established through Christ's

death

end revealed

in His

resurrection,

By thus

putting

Himself

into the representation tiat prefigured these things (and aftere
wards into their mirroring), Jesus Christ "instituted" (eingesetst)
All the othor passages which ocour to one at this point
baptism.
«~ for example, Matte 28:10 «« are to be understood as the ratic

fication end enforcement of the actual “institution” of baptisms

*

He was to render == by this wit.
to the service
By this testimon
y
nessing to Himself as the Suffering Servant of Isaiah S35 and the

Lamb of God who bears the sins of the world (John 1:29f. of, vark
10233, Luke 12:50) == Christ made Himself Lord of baptisms

Finally, the Baptism of Jeaus has significance for the Church today
in that, as some of the above references

imply,

those who reosive Chris-

tien Baptism receive with it the title "Sons of God" and the gift of the
Holy

Spirit.

This does not mean that wo are sona of God in the same way

that Jesus was and is.

22rbides ppe 17-18.
2 rbides

Pe 18

S0rpids, ps 18s

His Sonship is the eternal,

divine Sonships

Ours
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is an adoption

into God's family.

adoption

places

takes

Lampe

But it is through Baptism that this

explains

When the completion of the
lievers to be baptised in
His own, except in that it
prefigured Christ's death,

this

in the comment?

work of Christ made 1t possible for
His. name, their baptism corresponded
was for remission of sing.
As the
so the former looks back to it and

be«
to
latter
applies

its efficacy to the convert who mystioally participates in its as the
latter was the moment of the declaration of sonship, so the former
is the moment of entry into the status of adoptive sonship; as the

latter took place at a baptism of “all the people”

the

former

is a sacrament

of incorporation

(Luke 3:21), so

into the new people

of

the Mesuiahs and as sonship and the gift of the Spirit are insepara~
bly connected in Christ's baptiem, so they are in Christian baptien
e « @ the cift of the Spirit cannot be disnssociated from the rite
din which Christ's death and resurrgotion are made present and the
believer is incorporated into hime
Flemington
sus

has o

calis attention to the importance that the Baptiem of Jeo

the antecedent

of Christian

Baptism,

through which believers

.

recolve the Spirit and are called sons of God, saying that "it can hardly
be accidental that one, or both ef these two <= possession by the Spirit
and the status

of being sone of God == are conected

closely with the rite

of Christian baptiam in several passages in Acts and in the Epistles."°2
The Interim Report also lists numerous New Testament passages

(e.ge, John

142263 Acts

II These 2%

2:32f3 I Peter 1:25 Rome lslf.g Ephe 1:17

424-63

15f.s and Romy 8:1fs) and then makes this observation
¥ost of them have a reference to Baptism, and speak
of God as acting
upon us by His Spirit in Christ
in whom we are given
the Spirit of
Sonship.e
That teaching would appear to go back to the Baptiam of

Jesus Christ in the Jordan, where the Word of the Father is heard
addressing Him as the

&

» » and where the Spirit

of God descends

:

upon Him sealing Him
the Son sent by the Father « e « « Thus the
commission by the
ts
Son, and the Holy Spirit, carries
Baptiam in the

Jordan.

Christ Himself

had promised

that the Father

Would send the Spirit in the name of (ENONOSATI) the Son (John 142
26).

After the Baptisu of Christ that is the norm of all Baptism,

3

=

d

®lranpe, “Baptisma in the New Testament," pps 168-69e
521. Pe Flonington, The New Testament Doctrine of Baptism (Londons

Be Po Os Kop 1085)y pe 250

—
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Bo that: Baptism into Christ is also Baptism which involves the com
ing of the Spirit from the Father in the name of the Sons®>

Robinson also relates our position as sons of God to-the Baptism of
Jesus when he declares that in Ephe 116=6, "our ‘adoption as sons through.

Jesus Christ’ 4s asscoiated with the grace ‘freely bestowed on us in the
Beloved," and he suggests that "the choice of this title for Christ
(found only here in the Pauline writings) may again indicate that the
ground of our sonship rests in the baptism of Jesus."

He looks at it

this ways
at
The association

the baptism of Jesus

of the

of the Spirit

gift

with the declaration of Sonship is the ground of the connexion bee

‘tween Christian baptism, the Spirit, and cur adoption as sons (Cal.
5:26~4:73 of. Rome 5314-16) ¢ s « «© Christian baptism simply re-

produces in the life of the Christian the one bagtiem of desus begun in Jordan and completed in the Resurrection.
in every case

In supplying the above references, we did not mean to imply
that

the interpretation

of the respective

‘with the Lutheran doctrine.
is a difference,
tempted to

sources

is in complete

Nor did we mean to suggest that where there

we should adopt a new interpretation.

summarize

accord

But we have ate

some of the inferences which may be drawn from the

Baptism of Jesus, end wish toe state that in our opinion the Baptiem of
Jesus and its significance in our Christian life and in the teaching of
_

‘the Church deserves far more attention tien we have given ite
The Significance

of the

Baptiem in Other New Testament

Passages

Perhaps some would say that the Baptism of Jesus has not received

Bop. Gites Pe Ge

robinson, Ops Cites, pps 262-68¢
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much emphasis

in tho New Testament,

1021 and 10:38.
at least

although Peter refers to it in Acts

We. believe, however, that several other passages contain

an indirect

—

to the Daptien of Josus, -and that these

passagos also aaphanice the significance watch the Baptien of Jesus should
have

for us

and Hebe

todaye

ft5—83

and how His

We bolieve ‘that such peseagos

as

Phil.

216-9,

Gal.

424,

7:28 and 10:9 help us to understand why desus was baptised,

Baptiem

is related

Olimax in the "Baption"

to Iis

entire

redemptive work, with

its

on the Crosae

According to Voorhis,

"oy utmieaion

to John's baptiem Jesus thus

symbolically declared His acceptance (bmanly speaking) of that vicari~
ous principle upon which, according to the New Testament, His ministry

and death actually rested."
sus to John's

Baptism with the approach of eter peoples

By baptiem
ness

John Gibson contrasts: the approach of to~

John apenod the door af the new Kingdoms

of sin the people

entered

it as subjects;

From the wilder=

from the seclusion

of

private life Jexzus entered it as King ond Priest. They came undor
@ vow of obedience unto Hin; He cong under a vow of obedience unto
deaths, even the death of the Crosse
* In the early apostolic proaching,: the birth, infancy,

-

childhood of Jesus

and His yeara of obscurity received little attention, and so, according

to Bouman, "the event
at the Jordan when Jesus was baptised formed the
starting point of apostolic preaching, as the decisive turning point of

35 John We Voorhis, “The Baptism of Jesus and His Sinleseness," The
Evangelical Quarterly, Vil, (1955), 43s:

36 John Munre Gibson, The Gospel of St. Matthow (New Yorks Ae Ce

Arustrong and Sony 1896), Pe Sue

S7Hervert Boumany “The Baptism of Christ with Special Reference to
the Gift of the Spirit." Concordia Theological Monthly, XXVIII» Se

ee

His carcere"3? It shows us tho willingness of Jesus to conform to and

187

to follow the will: of His Father, "to fulfill all

ag

ESS

and

therefore Bouman concludest;.

All that our incarnate Lord did was an act of tote) obedience
to the
Father's will.
upon: Himself

So Christ made Himsolf of no reputation, end took

the

obedient, yea,

form of a sorventgmd

lnmbled Hinself, and

becane

obedient unto death, even the death of the crosses

Christ's submission to John's baptism meant for iim, -therefore, the. .
performance of a necessary part of Ilis redemptive work, a part of
His cotive obedienco, wnich included the dutiful submission-to all.- ,
that God neied of mane
.
To this,

ovina

ada an

interesting

fogenotey

which reads in parts

In the words "obedience" and "subnission” is expressed the double
aspect of our Lord's :total obedience. All of it was “esotive™ in
the sense of a oonsoious, willing performance of the duties the
Father gave Himy all of it was "passive" in the senso of the, peek,

nonresisting surrender of the Son to the Father's directions
The .passage which immediately ocres to minds
son

alludes

is

Phil.

and to which

Bouman and Gib=

2t6<De

Is it going too fax to propose that Sty Paul hed in mind the Paption
of Jesus when he wrote

sat

that Christ

om

of nens an

he humbled ‘Himself, and pecans

orosea"?
the

“ook

upon Him the fora of a servent,

being

found in fashion as

sbetiant ‘unto death,

If there is an allusion ‘here to ‘the Baptien

next verse may hint at Christian

Baptism as

even

the

death

a many
of the

of desis, thon also

1t is applied to mankind.

"That every knee should bow" and that “every tongue should confess that
Jesus

Christ

could possibly be a reflection

is Lord"

of part

mila used at the baptiam of Christions in the early Church.
38 Thides.
59rpids

fore

of the

We realise

.

Pe

Se
3

:

=

=
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that the passage speaks of the exaltation of Christ as‘ Lord: over all cre«

ation and adult that the Baptien could not be applied to "things in heas
- ven" and to "things under the earth",. But we ask nevertheless: Would it
be wrong to see here a reference to Christian baptism, as an evidence of

the importance it holds in Christian faith? And would it be wrong to
give praise
to Christ as Lord, who once was baptized
as a man, and thus

publioly began His work as the Servant of God? We think note We believe
that here this is a reference

(indirect
at least, if not direct) to the

Baptian of Jesus, and ta the significance which His Baptiem has for use
‘One objection which might be raised to this view is the consideration
that 4n Phil.2:7 Sts Parl uses the word Jovdlos. for *servent® rather than

ets

4 The latter would be « parallel to the words spoken by the hea-

venly Voloe at the Baptism of Jesus.
regard that

objection,:

|

But we believe we may safely dis~

|

For one thing, there sppears to be a parallel

here to what happened when Josus came to be baptized,

|

We may distinguish

the incarnation as the beginning of lis Inmiliation from His baptien,

where He publicly and voluntarily indicated His readiness to obey the will
of the Father.

yevinnnes
Aov

Lenski translates the clause év

Ousol wet

ay dperwy

"when he got to be in men's iikeness" s and he renders pooppav

dec Bur

with "he took a slave's form."

fou

He caments: “the (forner)

clause is temporal. Paul olearly distinguishes ‘gob to be in men's like~
ness"

(the incarnation) from "took a slave's form!

(the humiliation).

" Both ere simmltansous, but the tro are not Adention2.°40

Yet even though

the huniliation is simultaneous with the snoarnation, this does not neo“@0R, Leuski, The Taterpietutden

atiangy Ephesians, Be

rerio

¢ St, Paul's Epistles

yma

to the Gale

pnt.

Pe? Be
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essorily mean that

all phases

of the humiliation ire

Gimultancous,

and

therefore we bolieve that this passage has specific meoning in the light
of dosus'
ed His

Baptism.

Messianio

in His taking

As wo have seen,-at His Baptism Jesus publicly enter~

ministry,

The

relation

of this passage

the form of a servant or slaves

to that fact lies

Although Lenski does not

refer to the Baptism, he does says “When Christ Jesus became man he took

@ love's forms es.
emphasis)»

4m order to fulfill his office on earth"*) (our

We find that Leneki's comment on /ovdes ig also very helpfule

Discussing the humiliation, or, an he pubs it the "lowering" of Christ,
he comnentet .

,

.

This lowering was !4n that he got to be obedient’ dawn to a point
80 extremes that {t goes even far beyond the miracle of his assuming

our human nature. Here we see the cometation of te word doddes “slave”; 4t is in the adjoctive “obedient”, Yet the idea of a forced
obedience is removed already by "he lowered himself", this is volun= .

tary obedience.
Isniah who pictures the Messiah as the great 'Ebed
Yaluvch',
pictures also his death as that of a slaughtercd sheep; but

Tho LY

carefully rendered this Hebrow word, not with doulos, but

with res, ‘servant’, which the apostles retein when quoting the pro=
phot. May we say that God did not make Christ a sleve but that Christ
Wimself did that? A slave's mark is obedionce to the extent of -not

Tolloving his om will.

This strong word is hore used in paradoxical

aw.

fashions ty his own will Christ cave up his will by the acme of vole ‘
Untariness in descending to the cross.
‘Slave’ matches ‘oross’ for

:

whon

slaves were executed

*slave’

they wore oruggfieds

For this

reason

is here used and not *servunt'.s

But even more significant for our eugpietion

is the commsniary which

As By Bruce, gives us in the profase, of his book,
The Humiliation of Christ.
Bruce refers to the views peaprendad ei Phil, 215-11 4n Resohts Agrapha,
*" and deolares:

i

'

:

.

2rpias,

Pe. 7844

a

Glrpides pe 782.
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The views I refer to ocour' in’ the exoursus
Litur

of Sevorus,

on the Syrian Baptism)

in conection with a group

of apcc

say=

.

Tee aconcerning Christ's baptism {Agrapha Apokryphon 5, ppe 357=. ..
572)» To this Liturgy Resohe attaches considerable Smportancs, as,
although of late date (sixth: century) and containing apocryphal ele~

ments, also proserving some fragnenta of the original evangelic trae
dition, as embodied in the Urevancelimm, the Lovia of Matthew, the

no longer existing source

mus

mater

preserved in the

Synoptic Gospeles.
Among the zemins.elements he reckons certain
as
words ascribed to the Baptist in the narrative of the baptism of Je~

sus givon in the Liturgys

-In the Latin. version of the edition of

the Liturcy (Fabricus Doderianus, Antwerp, 1572) the passage is as

follows:

At ille

dixit:

Fieri

non

potest ut rapinam assumam,

pressing the reluctance Gi the Bapbist Go aint-lster
- Buse

The important word, 1t will be seen

recalle the aappywer
they express,

of Phil. 216,

are supposed

to come

at oncey

is

The two words, or

from one source,

exe

the site to Jeo
iname

It

idea’

the record of

the baptiam given in the Logia of the Apostle latthew.*5

In reviewing this almost fantastic possibility, Bruce continues:

According to Resohe, Ste Paul imew the Logia, and has made frequent
quotations
Sphesionase

from it in his Epistles, especially in the Epistle to the
This is an important position
if it oan be established,

and the evidence adduced by the author of As
considerations
In particular, Resche is
236-12

the apostle

cives

deserves careful. .
opinion that in Phil.

a summary view of the life

of Jesus

fran

His baptiam
in the Jordan
to the ascension, based on the account
in
the U:

lium,

and that he is especially

indebted

to that

for the remarkable idea expressed by the word o/rappwote
pothesis is that the Baptist
his sense of the incongruity

would be robbing

source

The hye ..

first employed such a word te express
involved in baptizing desusg <- it

desus of the glory with which by the descent of the

Spirit and the transfiguration of His bedy (conceived te have pre=
ceded the baptiem)

He had been invested. Then St. Pauly having

the events at the baptism
in view, as. reported
in the primitive Gose
pel, transferred the idea to Christ Himself in this sense: while

aware that tie phenamena connected with the baptiam and preceding it,
the descent of the Spirit and the light radiating
from His transfige

ured person signified that He was "equal te God” «« divine, nevertheless He was resolved to accomplish His work not in the “form of
God," but in the “for of a servant," end therefore at the beginning

wae baptized, and at the end crucified.
And as long as the Baptist's
word about the rapina was remembered, the apostie's word about the

stra pyais was understood,

But when the original Gospel diseppeared,

*2,19xnndor Balnain Bruce, "Preface to the Fourth fdition", The

Humiliation of Christ (Edinburght Te & Te Clark, fifth edition, 1000),
Be

Vile

:

=

.

:
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. +

the true exegesia' of Phil. 2:6 was lost, and "in piece of a vivid
conception of the historical Christ and His first entrance on pube

dio life at the Jordan, a ‘iw he kenotic established itself on an
ungrammatical foisting of the/
1S mee
aa Bubject of the pas~Sage,

and a dogmatising

original

—

does

sense,"

abt feel, however

exeres

J randered

that the

even further from the

ew pecan

.

by Resche is ancepite

able, @lthough he concedes that "the restriction of the sphere of Christ's

self-humiliation to His public ministry on earth, beginning with His baptism, one can wmderstand.

One can sven

imagine the Apostle Foul « « °

confining his presontation of the thene within these limite."

put then

he sets forth his own view, in opposition to Resch, and maya

"I believe

that St¢

Paul extends

pre-sarthe

ly state,

and regards

the

self-humiliation

His being born Anse

of Chriat
this world

into the

as the first act in

the sublime drama.“€ We agree that the self-huniliation of the Son ofGod does extend into His incarnation, but te extend it to “the pre-earth-:
ly state” would seem to suggest the humiliation of the divine nature also,

and that we cannot approves We suggest that St. Paul is thinking of the.

Baptism, end refers to it at least indireotly when he says that Jesus
“Humbled Himself and became obedient unto deaths"
Ve furthersore believe

that our eupsention has merit beoanes

of the

words woppiv dood safer and the relationship of Jokes to the term Tad:
Ged

»

We see this relationship more olearly in the Mght of the om-

ments by Jeremiass | After citing nertain paasaxes in Acta (3:13,283 4127,

50) where the torn dj Gey40 ised as 0 title of Jesus, Jerenias contends
at

MrpLdes pe vty
Brstes

De

xe

*Brntass pees |

k

f
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thet this term has a very ancient origing

He eaddst. "It may-be presumed

that the description of Jesus aa #7; Me? loa bchind yet other Now Tes=
tamont passazen."*?
12 and parallels

He then demonstrates in sone deteil that iu Mark 1:

the tem 1

but is 0 title

of Jesus,

He writos:

-: -

The hypothesis that the voice at the baptism was originslly purely
- >
an echo of Ieae 42:1 is supported by several considerations.
First,
the heavenly voice, Mark 1:11, is obviously mesnt to explain the

inpartation of the Spirit (Mark 1:10) as a fulfillment of Scripture
e ee

Second, when the text of tho divine

declaration
at the

baptionand the transfiguration wavers between xpearés

(Mark ls

11 pare, 917 pare Matt 1726 and lus 0:35, Il Pete 1917) and #</e-

Acpwévovs

Intion of

(nko 9:85), we presumably have variations in the trans~

7277T2.

(Lax, {and@),

John

1:54

Ise 42:1, which is sumetines .rondered by zx/ecrés

sometimes by xyernrds . (Untte 12118)_'

the heavenly voice

et the baptism,

according

Third, in

.

to tue sup~-

poned oldest toxt » + « is given in the words obres ferry & icdexras
7e0 GeoD « But *the chosen of God* is a messianic designation cane
ding fron Ise 4232 » » « John 1:54 shows very plainly tint the baptiamal

declaration

from Ise 42216

originally must huve been a consistent

quotation

If thet is correct, then 1% would be confirmed that

the designation of desus as tpiis 4cé¢ belongs to a very old (preaiare
can) layer of tho tradition.

The point that Jeremias wants to esteblish is that the heavenly voice at
the baptisn of Jesus was a reference to Is. 42:1 only, and not to Pa. 2:7,

where the word v/of ocours, and so he adde this footnote:

—
5

os

The consequences which result from this ere extraordinarily farm
reachinge
It mears not morely that: the volce at Baptism has nothing
to do with kingly enthronemant,

adeption,

eta, but

that

there

arises

|
above. all the question whether the «is Jz? predication does not
:
u7os
&
title
mossianio
the
of
emorgence
the
in
part
pley an essentinl

Tot Oeé0 ‘which was unlmow to late Judaisne””

-

Disoussing the possioility that as a description of dosus, the term 1xis
e

475, Jereniss ond We Zimmerli, The Servant of God (Uapervilles Illet |
Be Re Allenson,

Inces

1957)» pe 506

*8in14., pre 81-82,
.

*r34.,

Pe 826.

TE

a
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fse5 moons: originally "sorvont of God’ and not-'child of God’, Jeremias
notes that either

interpretation makes the title one of honors

but to

show its distinct. usage when applied to Jesus, he declares:

ats. Aco , however, in the Old Testament. and in late Judaiaa, was
at no tine

® mossianio

a title

of the Nessiah,

but

ocours without

excoption

designation only in the form ‘my servent’

as

of divine iis~

course; whereas in Acts, as the possessive pronouns show ('his' —.
Acts 3:15,86; "thy* servant -= 4:27,30), servant of God is a title

of Jesus.

.Thus «73 GtoC

transferred

to Jesus.

as a messianic title cannot have been

In that case

so mich the more

inportant

the asscolations of the dosignation of Jesus as rats 160

are

with Deute

Ise, to be found not merely in the form of quotation, but also of
reference, (here he inoludes Phile 2:6-11).
On the relation of Phil.

216-11 to Ise 53, deremias

says

The connection se « becomes plain as soon as it is recognizod that
not the LXx but the Hebrow
text of Iss 55 is useds even the use of

Jovdes (insted of 75) loses its strangeness when it is recognized
that we have here a direct rendering of the Hebrew (Is. 52:13).
The decisive proof of the connexion of Phile

2:6-11 with Ise 53 lies

in the fact that the expression fxuriv ixfvwcey
tested nowhore

else

in the

(Phil. 217), ate

Greek and grammatically extremely harsh,

in an exact rondering of 1WDI.... TIXT

(Ise 55:32).

Apart

from other vorbal echoes, allusion to Ise 635 ia to be seen further
in the

antithesia

of extreme meeknegs

and oxaltation,

-ingaess to be bumbled.and in the mention

in the will-

of obedienco and of deathe

we also supplies an important footenote here to explain icdywrev » in
which he soya: " TIYT
Kevovr
53:12

‘to drain tho dregs’,

shows

kenosis

means to ‘expose', ‘to pour out’, "empty",

that the expression

of the incarnation."9"

"to pour out genorouslyt,
implies

the surrender

To "surrender

The use of Is»

of lifes

Life" means,

diese But when we recall that the Baptism of Joqus pointed
Baptism

on the Cross, we again

50rpig.,

Pe .86e

Slipads,

pe 975

B2ryidy

feel that here,

too, we have

not

the

of courses

to

forward to His
reason

to

51

144
Suggest that. the Helps”
gave public Sain tdnoniy
Ye note

also

the

passage refers to. His .Bantism, where He

thot Ne was

surrendering His life to the will

conclusion ‘of Robinson, .who

betwwon Phil.

2 ond Is. 53.

Seem parallel

in both

sees

a definite

He calls attention to various

passages,

and thon

Statement?

climaxes

;

The moat remarkable parallel

:

his

of Gods

Link

features which

remarks with

this

'

is one that has not apparently been re-

cognized, because it does not lie on the surfacee
Paul has used a,
very peculiar phrese to express the voluntary acceptance of humilia=

tion by Christ, viz.,"he emptied himself,".and then, after three

perticipial

clauses

« « » the

phrase

is either

paralleled

or con=

tinued in a more foniliar one, The humbled himsélf, heooming obedie
ent unto death.’ In the Hebrew
text. of Iss 65:12, we find the very

phrase Paul here used,

"fe emptied himself to death," and "He let.

himself be humbled."
‘this would suggest. that Paul was not
primarily of the Incarnation, but. of the Crucifixion, which is moh.
more

characteristic

of his

general

thought and that

the partioipial

clauses which refer to the, t.umen life wore inserted

(in the. npoecla's

parenthetic way) to bride the gap betweon the pre-existent=

«=.

.

state of glory end the fnmi liation of the Crosse
dosus, in fact, |7
became the Servant of God on earth in order to empty out Himself to.
@eath, end the Kenosis was properly that of the Crucifixion,
EE.

naturally involving
the Incarnation,°
And to that we add:

and involving very specifically His Baptism!

If our suggestion is acosptable,

then is it not likely also that the

Kew Testament may contain other passages which at least implicitly allude
to the Baptism of desus?

Another passage which. comes to, mind is Gai.

ti ;

4+6 which reads: "But when the time had fully come, God sent forth His
Son, born of women, horn undor the lew, to redeem those. who were under

the law, so we might receive adoption’as sons,"
here is."born under the Law" ( pevimen

Siro

The significant phrase
vdpuov

)e

535, wheeler Robinson, The Crosa in the Old Tcstanont
Press,

1985)» Ppe

Erbe

Although the
(Londons

SCH

i
‘~

ee.
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Incarnation implies that as Man, Josus was: subject to the Low, we recall

His willingness at His baptiem to "fulfill all righteousness.” We theres .
fore ask: Could not also this passage in Gale be a veiled reference to
that willingness?

Tho quostion seens vory appropriate here in view of

the context, which is londed with baptieral references.

We are told in

5:87 thet "as many of you as wore baptised into Christ have put on Christ."
In Gal.

4:6 we read,

“And because you are sons, Goa has sent the Spirit

of his Son into our hearts.”

We believe this applies the seme results to

our baptism as resulted in the oase of the Baptism of Jesus:

the sending

of the Spirit and the title of sonshipe In our case, of courses, aonship
is one of adoption.

But we feel that this parellel between the Baptian

of Jesus and our om

is important as evidence for the significance

Baptism for use

of His

It is unfortunate that in Gal. 3:26, the King dames ver=

sicn tronsletes "Ye aro all the ‘ohildren ef God", thus missing the
point of sonship there expressed by the Greek, which readss vavrey ree
vot

Gece

frre,

Therefore also this passege in Galatiens my be

loaded with far more mocning than many have realised.

|

We feel that Bou-

man also gives us reason for suggesting an indirect reference to the Bape
tism here when he writes:
re must remember that, especially in the prophecies

of Isaiah,

Messioh is pictured as the Servant of Jehovah ee e «

- a@ conscious

and complete

. Gal. 424, t£arée7erdty

submission.

The Father

the

This implies

sent forth His Son

ike en apostle) on a specific mission,

And the Son, in oomplete harmony of purpose with the Father, accept~
ed the assignment « e «© « All the facts of the incarnation and . |

huniljation are involved with thia mission and total submission<

Sty oumany Op: Sites Pe Be

ss

—
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Another. statenont:
by St. Paul which may include ‘an allusion: to the

Baptism of dosus, as we soe it, is in Rom, 813-4, whore we read that “God has done what the law, weakened by tho flesh, could not dot sending

hie om Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, he condormed
sin in the flesh, in order that the just requirement of the law might be
fulfilled in use" Here again we feel that Poul had in mind the entire

mission of Christ, ‘including His Baptism, where Jesus saids “Thus it is
fitting for us to fulfill ali righteousness"

(Matt 5:15).

The word "fule

£111" +7Anpéor 4a the suse word used here, and although the rest of verse
& acems

to refer

to the believer's now

life

of sanctification,

we suggest

that Rom. 8:4 may also allude to the vicarious nature of Christ's Baptism,.
4m which He fulfilled ali’ righteousness for use:

|)

Finally, we suggest that Hebs 1025-7 be oqnsidered os a Saanae
reference

to the Baptien

of Jesus,

The passage readss

Consequently, when Christ osme into the world, he salds. "Sacrifices
and offerings thou hast not desired, but a body bast thou prepared.
for meg in burnt offerings and sin-oiforings thou hast taken no

pleasures Thon said I,!Lo, I have come to do thy will, 0 God', as
it 4s written
of me in tho roll or the book." .
Based on Ps. 40:7;

fice of Christ.

the passace ia here related to the High Priestly Of-

But at what other point in the life of Jesus could we

find such a specific declaration fron Him that He cane to do God’a will
as we find at His Baptisn? Passages suoh as John 61:50, 6138, 8929 and
the prayer of Jesus in Gethsemane "not what I will, but what thou wilt”

(saark 14136) may come to mind, but, certainly the public beginning of. Hie
ministry, which took pladé at His Saptiam, seems to be echoed in these
words

in Hebrewse

10 shows,

The will-.of.God for

that He give ia

Jesus meant, finally,

as Hebe

108

body as the one perfect sacrifice for the sin

147

.

of the world, but agnin, the Baptiem points forward ‘to the Crosse

. Spenke

ing on this particular passayey Alvort Barnes

coments -that. the clause

"to do Thy will, 9God,"”__

oO

expresses

tho

azount

of all

thet

the Redcensr

&
came

to do.

ile cane

to do the will of God (1) by perfect obedience to his law, and (2)
by aaking an atonemont for gin == becoming

(Phil. 2:6).

‘obedient unto devth'.

The latter 4s the principal thought here, for the apo

stile is showing that sacrifico and offoring such as wore made under
the Low could not put eway sing and that Christ came in contradign.
tinction

from thom to mako a eacrifioce

that would

be efficacious.

We also call attention to Weatoott, who says that these words “are not: to
be oonfinod

to the. moment

Plete fulfilluent

thone

of the

Incarnation

though

they found

their com

They apply to coach manifestation of Christ in

the realm of human 1ife."©5

that would obviously include His Baptism,
Conclusion

After considering the above material, we conclude that it should
be evident that the Baptism of Jesus has great significance,
it was

important to Hin,

redemptive work.

in His hunan natures

We maintain that

and regret that often 1t receives

Ye believe

as He began His Messianic,

it should bo important for us today,
only little attentions

We do not think

At 48 possible to concentrate the full significance of Jesus' Saptiem in
capsule form, and to assy in one brief sentences

"this is what 1¢ meang."

We beliove that thore are many facets to it, and that to see the full
significance,

556

Harper

one must

Albort
Barnes,

ee

Hotes

to now ‘and appreciate

on the Epistle

and Brothers, 160Gve Te Za0e

"

each facet for

to the Hebrews
es aee

its.

(New Yorks

.
56...Brooke Fosa2.2 Westcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Grand
Rapidss

Willfam 8. Gerduans

Publishing Company,

J,

De

e

.

*
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ow coatrioution te the overall picture,
Was an act of obedioncoe.

Lut it was much moro thon ticte

that in tie heavonly Yolce,
Iselenio
cane

prophecies

there

is a definite

of the Servant

and began publicly

to carry

And so we agree with Cullmann,

of Goa,

‘Wa believe

connection with the

and that at His Baptt Stig

out His niusion

ie was

of the Lord and the holy Lamb of God, He gave Hin-

thus baptised,

baption has vast significance

And

ond later died for us und rose againg

our

for us in that it cleanses us from Sing in=

parts to us the Spirit of God, and conveys
Gods

desus

in His Baptism en the Cross,

Self as the perfect Sacrifice to take away the sin of the world.
because

Seaus

as that Servant of God.

thet in Ilis Beptism at the Jordon

entered publicly on the wey that culuinated
where as tha Servant

Cortainly the Daptism of Jesus:

to us the adoption as sons

of
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